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PROlOGUE
PROPHETIC ACTIVISM
By Rev. Fr. Dr. Isidore Okwudili /gwegbe
Preamble

There are fundamentally two kinds of powers, two kinds of
missions. These, in turn, may be divided into two: divine and
human, genuine and fake. The two powers are responsible
for inspirations and actions. They manifest thro-ugh visible
and invisible agencies. To operate in the camp of the Sacred
is to be possessed by a higher power, a spiritual power, to be
an agent, to act in the name of another. Prophe~s, priests,
persons/men/ women of God act in the name, and by the
power of Another.
Mandate

"This day I set you over nations and over kingdoms, to root
up and to tear down, to destroy and to demolish, to build
and to plan" (Jeremiah 1:10 NAB}. Spirit or Force indwells
and moves an otherwise timid person transforming that
person into a weapon for good in the camp of activism.
Activism is the defense of a particular cause, or promotion,
or propagation of rights, values, or relevance of someone or
something. An activist is an agent for change, revolution, and
progress. The zeal for activism is inspired by . a deep
conviction of the justice of the cause in question .. The activist
1
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risks a lot- peace of mind, relationships, livelihood, and lifE
itself.
The First Activist is God. He is the promoter of good cause
which the very name God portends. He is the defender of his
name, his law, and his presence in the immense vineyard of
creation.
Following in the footstep of God, prophets are activists.
Moved or possessed by the spirit of God, prophets fight for
the realization of God's plan, and defense of the rights of
God (difensori diritti Dei) against threats from the forces of
liberalism, idolatry, and relativism.
Three elements are necessary for prophetic activism - the
divine, mediation and human audience

1

.

The prophet is

made by God. He is not just one of the institutions of the
state, rather other institutions are under his watchful eye.
He rises and bows out. The audience includes all segments of
the society- king, priest, banker, and the rest of society. He
pronounces divine oracle on politics, religion, economy, and
social affairs. The authority of the prophet-activist
transcends historical contingencies. The first addressee of
prophetic activism is the prophet himself.
The prophet activist disconcerts national policies, societal
interests and values. The powerful wind of prophetic
activism knocks down and shatters social idols, demolishes
1

See Robert R. Wilson, Prophecy
Philadelphia:Fortress Press, 1980, 21-25
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and destroys the sanctuaries of relativism. With the raw
materials of faith and works of justice, prophetic activists:
plant seeds of faithfulness, and assist in the building of
edifices of good relationship between God and his people.
Building edifices of good relationship is the first job of
prophet activist but, in order to build, they do· the in~vitable,·
pull down edifices of unfaithfulness.· The message of
prophet-activists bothers. Consequently, the prophet-activist ·
does not make a desirable company.
The prophet activist is· a direction-giver; to some. extent a
leader in the way of faithfulness to the primordial"covenants··
of reason, conscience, and the eschatological ·.covenants
revealed by Moses, Buddha, Mohamm.ed, and ultimately,·
Jesus of Nazareth. The prophet-activist has control over
himself, and this very act qualifieshim to direct otMers~·The
faithfulness of the prophet-activist to.·the··. covenant Wi~h. .
reason, conscience, and the divine rnakes ·him a champion: ·
and an imposing figure.
'

..

·.

.

Ambiguity and Tension
Prophetic activism can be ambiguo.us, an a·mbig~·Ity that~an
and do play on the fundamental cre.do of most people,"
namely, that the visible is. not the whole pfthe real, that
there is another side to reality that is. not
immediately
·
.
.
.
.
accessible to a sheer material mind-set, thatlhere is another
dimension, the metaphysical dimension, that the Di·vfne ~an .
intervene in the course of the world, that spiritual forces do.
3
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influence the world and human affairs, that human
mediators can possess some part of the divine power to
2
influence or manipulate, that ~orne rituals are effective in
the maintenance of balance between body and soul, Divine
and human~
There are four basic wants of every human being: 1) Good
Health. 2) Feeling of importance. 3) Someone to love them.
4) Variety (something new or some change). The majority of
those who frequent houses of worship, participate in rituals,
or visit counseling centres are in search of inner renewal and
personal wellbeing ahd would ·be willing to pay a high price
forthese. In the face of human suffering, authentic people of
faith, with genuine charisms, and moved by the Spirit of God,
in their prayers, plead for their brethren's weaknesses, their
hardship, their poverty, and their suffering, their
powerlessness and apathy, and above all, their capacity for
3
evil and their need for deliverance.
Charlatans, false prophets, fake activists and unscrupulous
actors in the spiritual and psycho-spiritual sectors of the
society exploit the vulnerability of most individuals
despergtely struggling to regain their foothold from daily
shoves by the vagaries of life. We host in our being one form

7. lgwegbe Okwudili Isidore, T~e Meaning of the Beginning .A Perspective from
An lgbo-African Popular Religious Philosophy, Bloomington: Authorhouse,
2012,116
3
See Lamin Sanneh, West African Christianity:The Religious Impact, Maryknoll 1
New York:Orbis Books, 1983,207

4
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of vulnerability or another. There is no person as vulnerable
as
one tormented
by
incurable
illness,
failures,
unemployment, poverty, barrenness, lack of husband or
wife, and death. As the saying goes, and it is true for most
people, desperate political, religious, and. ecOnomic
4
situations call for desperate measures.
The production, advertisement and sale of amulets such as
'back-to-sender,
break-through,
miraculous-conception,
anointing candles, salt, water, oils, and scarfs, et cetera, ,
purported to have special powers, and the anointing of
particular body parts, and prayer sessions conducted in .
particular ways and at particular times are some examples of
manipulation of those carrying the wounds of life and
groaning for salvation.
The charm of the false prophets lies in human nature itself.
People always and everywhere want to hear good news,
namely, that God is on their side, will take care of their
problems, and is terror to what terrorizes them. False
prophets speak to people's heart. They tackle head-on what
troubles the people. They do not focus on beauti~ul rituals or
orthodox preaching. They address people's fears. They go
with the flow. Their tactic is 'tell the people what they want
to hear' - 'Nye ha ihe ha na-acho'. To this psycho-spiritual·
and socio-pastoral' methodology, the people, our people
respond wholeheartedly and generously too.

4

See Ndiokwere, N.l., Prophecy and Revolution, 20-28
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It is difficulttoday to be a Church, priest, or prophet without
'doing" what works to use a common parlance. To be or not
to Qe relevant, to do what works, or what does not work is
both the question and the challenge.
Ac;:tivism as Protest
It is .on ...this question of relevance or irrelevance, what works,
or what does not work that genuine prophets display their
character as activists. As aggressive defenders of the rights of
God, genuine prophets teach, shout, argue, and fight for
God's right to be God in God's world on God's own terms,
God's right to relate with his world on God's own terms,
. God's right to intervene or not in human affairs at God's own
time, and on God's on terms, God's right to save the world in
G.od's own way, and to' be embraced, worshiped, questioned,
or rebuffed by human beings.
In the mind of the prophets, it is God's right to be respected,
heard, and consulted in the affairs of his creation, including
and above all,. human affairs. In the mind of the prophets,
. the idea of whether God's Word and precept work or not
according to human narrow, limited, shortsighted, and selfish
conside'rations should n~t be the criteria for allowing God or
·not to be God in the world.
The activism of the prophets is a direct confrontation of
hl,Jman beings and their ways. As activists, prophets live,
teach, shout, disagree with their audience, criticize, and urge
their audience to want what God wants for his people, to will
6
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what God wills for his people. They talk to people's faces in
people's native tongues. There are no prophets except
inculturated and enculturated prophets. The message from
Divinity mediated by the prophets is always a story delivered
in cultural expressions. They have no sympathy for those
who engage in idolatry, liberalism, and relativism.
Today, prophet-activists would meet people where people
are, at today's teeming assemblies, namely, the football
stadia, shopping malls, stock-exchange floors, beaches, bars
and restaurants. Prophet-activists are bullies of what bullies
God's people including false prophets and their antics. They
are not interested in propaganda,

not in fame, not in

accumulating favours and privileges, not in standing out, not
in being sought after, not in accomplishing· signs, and
wonders, {(not even in stirring people up, but in being a living
mystery ... in such a way that one's life would· not make
5

sense if God did not exist." They are not interested in giving
satisfactory answers but in encouraging their audience make
the leap of faith, the first step of which is throwing oneself
from the pinnacle of self, matter, false religion and unbelief.
Conclusion: Teaching with Soft Power Methods

As teachers of the way, prophetic activists embody gentility,
sternness, softness, firmness, loudness, and clarity-.

5

Emmanuel Cardinal Suhard, Priests among Men, Chicago:Fides, 1949, 73
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Generally, human beings are dreadful listeners, mostly
distracted, and often afraid of what they will discover if they
remain still and listen to their hearts. The first way prophetic
activists honour and respect their master or boss is by
listening to him, paying attention to instructions, and not
allowing his Word fall on arid soil of proud hearts. Prophetic
activists listen to God by listening to their hearts, the very
spot where God speaks. Failure to listen to the voice of God
speaking in and through the heart leads to theologically
flawed and unethical decisions. Prophets are both nourished
and empowered by listening.
The second way prophetic activists honour and respect their
master is by listening to the yearning and anguish of their
audience. To listen to someone is to put them at the centre
of the world, to honour them.
At all times and in all circumstances, prophetic activists
respect their audience. They are disciplinarians whose words
melt hearts and shatter rocks of self-righteousness because
they make their audience realize that they are worthwhile,
appreci,ated and loved.
People are worthwhile, important to God, and to God's
cause. They are God's portion, asset, and heritage,
beneficiaries of his love, and the proof of his faithfulness.

8
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The people of God are appreciated by God. Without them,
God is sterile and faceless. They are the apple of, his eye. For
their sake, God goes any length.
The people of God are loved by God. God fights and dies for
them. He invests himself in them. God does anything and
everything to prove his love for his people.
The key to the heart of God's people, the prophet's audience
is love and respect. It is easy, very easy to be a prophet,
priest, and pastor. All the prophet, priest or pastor need do is
to show the people that God loves them, and so does he; all
that the prophet, priest and pastor need do i_s to show
people that they are worthwhile, worth God's investment of
his love, and worth the prophet, priest or pastor's presence
and labour; all that the prophet, priest, and pastor need do is
to show the people that their faith and works of faith are
appreciated. Other things, including verbal-large-rough-stick
of woes are secondary.
Lest we forget

Monsignor Nathaniel I. Ndiokwere was and ,remains a
prophet-activist. He speaks and has spoken to himself and his
world, he bothers and has bothered himself and his world,
he proves and has proved that God's people are worthwhile,
appreciated and loved. This he does/did in a style that is
typically his: explosive spontaneity.
Above all, he is a fanatic, but not your average fanatic, who
carries his zeal too far by destroying love, the soul of religion.
9
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In his forty of years of prophetic activism and fanaticism,
Monsignor Nathaniel I. Ndiokwere has neither changed
ideas, nor changed argument. And our society is richer for it;
he multiplied his spiritual, moral, and social genotypes in his
numerous students. Ecce sacerdos forte in quo .... !

10
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INTRODUCTION

nThose who are wise will shine as brightly as the
expanse of the heavens_, and those who have
instructed many in uprightness_, as bright. as
stars for all eternity. n Dan. 12:3
Having

been

honoured

for

his

life-endeavours

and

ecclesiastical engagement by the Catholic Church with the
title of Papal Chamberlain - Monsignor; and in anticipation
of the

forthieth

anniversary of his

ordination

to the

priesthood (29th June 1975 to 29th June 2015) by His Holiness
Pope Paul VI; Very Rev. Msgr. Dr. Nathaniel lkechukwu
Ndiokwere deserves to be celebrated by his family, friends,
well-wishers and all who have so far, diversely benefitted
from his active and fruitful life.Though he has never been
given to allowing himself to be celebrated; these groups of
people together with the

A/lora Sons & Daughters have

rather insisted that the drums be rolled out on Tuesday the
30th of December, 2014. They all want to app'reciate and
celebrate their mentor, teacher, hero, benefactor, priest and
icon while he is alive and not posthumously.
The man of many sides that he is; his middle name could
easily have been

Versatility. There is hardly any theme of

discourse to which he could not reasonably contribute. As
the Germans would say, ohne Blatt vor dem Mund, and with
a characteristically proP.hetic courage Ndiokwere always had
this knack for addressing issues that others would rather shy
away from. This is further testified to by the diversity of the
11
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areas covered by his literary undertakings. These cover
religion, politics, theology, education, society, Africa etc. To
this effect, a group of scholars, all of whom in one way or the
other went through the tutelage of Very Rev. Msgr. Dr.
Nathaniel lkechukwu Ndiokwere at one time or the other,
decided that a Festschrift should be part of this august
celebration.
Interestingly enough, these writers cut across four
(secondary school level) academic generations with Msgr.
Ndiokwere as the central and common recurring factor,
namely; Msgr. Ndiokwere's first generation students (e.g
Luke ljezie), the students of these students (e.g Chibuike
Ukeh), the students of the students of these students (e.g
Thaddeus Nwokeji) and then the students of the students of
the stu<pents of those students (e.g Stanley Ekwugha). But
perhaps the most pleasantly surprising part of it all is that
each of all these three generations was also Msgr.
Ndiokwere's direct students; who enjoyed his lectures in
Latin, Mathematics, Literature in English, and English
Language at one time or the other. It is therefore not
surprising that our authors wrote from their direct and
firsthand experiences of the life and times, activities and
interests of A/lora Dumque their common mentor and
teacher; spanning from 1978 till date.
The result is a loaded publication divided into four major
parts that thematize some major areas of Msgr. Ndiokwere's
life and interests: Theology, Education & Priestly Formation,

12
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Critique of Society and the fourth part 'Personality Profile'
concentrating more on his life and person.After a most
captivating foreword Prophetic Activismby lsdore lgwegbe;
Part One: Theology begins with Luke ljezie's article which
uses Ndiokwere's first publication Prophecy & Revolution as a
pedestalto reflect on African Reception of Biblical Prophecy.
Chibuike Ukeh reminisces another theologica!' theme of
interest of the jubilarian namely, lnculturation Theology by
reflecting
on
lnculturation
as
Basis
of · Effective
Evangelization.ln a preemptive bid, Stanley Ekwugha writes
on a topic that typifies Ndiokwere's characteristic literary
interest and ways by talking of The Church at a Time of Ebola
Virus Disease Scourge. Thaddeus Nwokeji rounds up this part
with a personal reflection on Modern Pentecostalism in his
write-up on the Present Turbulent Wind of the New
Pentecost; thereby addressing another offshoot of the Msgr.

Ndiokwere's theological interests.
The next part is dedicated to Ndiokwere's many years of
highly fruitful preoccupation as an educationist, seminary
rector and formator of intending priestly candidates. Leading
into this Part Two: Education & Priestly Formation is the
article by His Grace, Most Rev. Dr. Brian Udaigwe, titular
Archbishop of Suelli and Papal Nuncio to Republic of Benin
and Togo. He discusses the Four Dimensions of Priestly
Formation. This is followed by Celestine Uzondu's x-ray of
priestly identity today in his Rediscovering the Identity & the
Image of the Catholic Priest in the Global Age. In appreciation

13
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of Ndiokwere's contributions to secondary school education
in general, Cyriacus Elelleh completes this part with his
Secondary School Education: Vital Link In The Formation Of
Responsible Citizenry.
Part Three: Critique of Society is dedicated to Msgr.

Ndiokwere's literary activities as a social critique. Okezielam
Joe Anyanwu's well-researched Is it Truly Greener on the
Other Side? (A Common Good Question Vs. The Best Kept
Secret Answer) takes the lead here. It reflects on and
continues the discussion on the dilemmas of Nigerians in the
diaspora. In a localization bid of Ndiokwere's social criticism,
Don Steve Nnagha concentrates on Only In Nigeria:
Ndiokwere's Incisive Critique Of The Society. Godwin Mbachu

rounds the part up by reiterating the same points with his
Only In Nigeria {Naked But Softened Bitter Truth).
Part Four: Personality Profile caps up the Festschrift. It

constitutes of Finnian Nwozor's beautiful resumee of Msgr.
Ndiok~,ere's

personality from an insider's first-hand
perspectiveVery Rev. Msgr. Nathaniellkechukwu Ndiokwere:
A Faithful Crusader Of The Gospel, A Consummate Steward,
And A True Pastor ;and Ugochinyere Oby Ejezie'sMsgr.
Nathaniel lkechukwu Ndiokwere & His Osina Community
Mission Experience {1982 - 1995}- A Testimony, speaking of

Ndiokwere's activities in Osina, where he spent the perhaps
most productive and longest bit of his forty years in the
Catholic Priesthood.

14
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This publication thus tries to celebrate the numerous faces
and parts of this diligent and productive ·mind and
personality: priest, teacher, theologian, social critique,
seminary formator, pastor, motivator, philanthropist,
revolutionary, author etc. Monsignor Nathaniel lkechukwu
Ndiokwere is a born-teacher who has brought up many in the
paths of uprightness. He is the teacher of teachers who has
the extra luck and privilege of having often been on the same
teaching-staff with his former students as his fello'!" teachers.
What an honour! What a blessing!! What an unusual feat!!!
Hethus continues to be a shinning star in his numerous
students who are now variously and in divergent capacities,
shinning stars on the different horizons and parts of the
globe. They are now not only notable ecclesiastics but also
brilliant academicians, productive diplomats, politicians and
technocrats, enterprising company executives, dedicated civil
servants, successful business men and women as well as
generally useful citizens. As we celebrate this shinning star,
we wish him long life in continued good health. May he
remain as ever young at heart as always!!! Amen
Rev. Fr. Dr. Chibuike Ogbonnaya Ukeh
Umuchima, gthNovember, 2014

15
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PART ONE

. THEOLOGY
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AFRICAN RECEPTION OF BIBliCAL PROPHECY

By Rev. Fr. Dr. Luke Emehiele ljezie
1. Introduction
Prophecy and

divination

are

at the

heart of African

traditional religiosity and one can perceive the influence of
both phenomena in the modern African practice of the
Christian faith. Most Africans believe that almost all the
things that appear as natural events have always some
underlying direct supernatural causes. This radical belief
inclines many to always seek for supernatural explanations,
thus promoting the work of diviners and prophets. This essay
examines the mode of the reception of the biblical accounts
of prophecy in the contemporary African context. There is no
doubt that the matter is a very complex one and one has to
guard against undue generalizations and anachronisms. This
does not, however, nullify the validity of general conclusions
given the fact that most African approaches present similar
pattern.~. The essay argues among other points that the
traditional understanding of prophecy in the African context
accounts greatly for the peculiarities in the contemporary
African reception of biblical accounts of prophecy.
The argument is developed through the discussion of such
tbemes as the general understanding of prophecy, the
complex nature of biblical prophecy, the traditional African
approa_~h to prophecy and the contemporary African
reception of biblical prophecy as expressed in diverse

18
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prophetic movements and prophetic activities, and finally a
general evaluation and conclusion.
The essay puts a privileged focus on the early study of
Nathaniel Ndiokwere on the prophetic phenomena in African
6

Christianity. As a matter of fact, Ndiokwere's study,
published in 1981, has proved prophetic in many ways. In
terms of methodology, the present essay is mainly
descriptive in approach but with limited evaluative
comments on significant issues. Given the vast'ness of the
topic and the limited space of the essay, there will be no
detailed description of the internal dynamics of the
individual prophetic movements.
2. General Understanding of Prophecy

Prophecy is a very complex phenomenon. Any interpretation
of it has the burden of taking into consideration the various
forms in which the prophetic activity is expressed both in the
biblical and extra-biblical contexts. To have a balanced
understanding of prophecy, one has to take note-of the fact
that prophetic activity is found in diverse ways almost in all
societies. Prophets abound not only in the type of world
projected in the Bible but also in contemporary societies.
Prophecy is generally regarded as intermediation between
the divine world and the human world. Scholars recognize
three elements as permanent in the definition of prophecy:
6

Nathaniel I. Ndiokwere, Prophecy and Revolution: The Role of Prophets in the
Independent African Churches and in the Biblical Tradition (L:ondon: SPCK,

1981).
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7

deity, intermediation and audience. From this perspective, a
prophet is, basically, regarded as one who speaks to a third
party in the name of a deity. With this broad understanding
of prophecy, one can recognize the presence of the
phenomenon in other cultures, especially, the cultures of the
ancient Near East (ANE) as well as those of Africa and other
continents. The twentieth century, actually, brought about
the advancement of studies on the religions of the hitherto
little known cultures of the ancient Near East and Africa, and
these have in turn had tremendous effects on the research
on Israelite prophecy.
3. Complex Nature of Biblical Prophecy

The biblical representation of Israelite prophecy presents
many peculiarities that make it difficult to be precise on its
direct equivalents in other cultures. Because of this, many
scholars prefer to treat the biblical accounts of prophecy as
unique and without parallels. The problem is that most of the
biblical accounts of prophecy, just like many other biblical
accounts, are products of progressive literary developments
and refinements through many years. As Brevard Child says,
11

there is little evidence that the prophets were authors in
the mo.dern sense, but it fell to others to collect, select, and
8
arrange the prophetic words into a coherent form." This fact
makes it difficult to determine the nature of the relationship

.
7

See discussion in Robert R. Wilson, Prophecy and Society in Ancient Israel
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1980) 21-88.
8
Biblical Theology of the Old and New Testaments, 170
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between the narrated accounts of prophecy and the social
reality of prophecy in the ancient Israelite society. This is the
problem anthropological studies face in trying to compare
biblical prophecy with similar phenomena in other cultures.
In the current debate, some scholars see biblical prophecy as
a literary phenomenon. 9 For instance,· A. Graeme Auld seesthe biblical terminology nabi' (Hebrew for "prophet") and
the biblical concept of prophecy as literary constructs,
meaning that they were created by a literary tradition in the
later part of the development of the Old Testament
literature.

10

Robert Carroll agrees substantially with Auld and

goes further to argue against the historical reality of the
individual prophets, pointing out that what one finds are
literary portraits and any attempt to use the.se biblical
portraits to reconstruct the historicity of prophets in ancient
Israel must be speculative.

11

Some others see the literary

accounts as real representations of the social and historical
reality.

12

9

Such as A. Graeme Auld, "Prophets through the Looking Glass: Between
Writings and Moses,~~ JSOT 27 (1983) 3-23; republished in The Prophets. A
Sheffield Reader (ed. Philip R. Davies; The Biblical Seminar 42; Sheffield:
Academic Press, 1996) 22-42; Robert P. Carroll, "Poets Not Prophets. A
Response to Prophets through the Looking Glass/, JSOT 27 (1983) 25-31;
republished in The Prophets. A Sheffield Reader, 43-49.
10
Auld, "Prophets through the Looking Glass,~~ 22-42.
11
Carroll, "Poets Not Prophets/ 25-31.
12
See, for instance, H. G. M. Williamson, "A Response to A. Graeme Auld,n JSOT
27 (1983) 33-39; republished in The Prophets. A Sheffield Reader (ed. Philip R.
Davies; The Biblical Seminar 42; Sheffield: Academic Press, 1996) 50-56;
Thomas W. Overholt, "Prophecy in History: The Social Reality of
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While both sides of the debate produce extreme positions,
the truth, most probably, lies in the middle. This means that
while the present state of the accounts are literary
embellishments, and while some prophetic accounts, like the
one in the book of Jonah, are purely literary compositions,
some of the accounts also contain, mutatis mutandi, the
original messages of the historical prophets. But it is often
difficult to determine the original layers of a given prophetic
text. Even when such is possible, one still has the
responsibility to give equal attention to every part of the
given text, whether original or later addition, as all constitute
equally the corpus of the inspired text. This makes the
biblical account unique. From the biblical perspective, the
authentic prophetic message is the one that the actual
biblical text presents, and even if one succeeds in digging out
the original message of the historical prophet, this cannot in
any way replace the biblical version. What this means is that
the biblical text presents its own genre of prophecy. For
instance, the biblical Isaiah is technically different from any
other reconstruction of a historical Isaiah. The historical
reconstruction is, however, very helpful in understanding the
different contours and accents of the given prophetic text,
but it does not substitute the text. In the New Testament,
prophecy acquires a radically new understanding. While
elemen,ts of the Old Testament idea of prophecy are still

Intermediation," JSOT 48 (1990) 3-29; republished in The Prophets. A Sheffield
Reader, 61-84.
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evident, the epochal event of Christ's redemptive m1ss1on
redefines prophecy as speaking in the name of Jesus. In this
way, all the apostles and evangelists and future ministers of
the word of God, made manifest in Jesus Christ, become
theologically identified as prophets.
The uniqueness of the biblical portrait of prophecy does not,
however, mean that biblical prophecy is the only form of
prophetic activity. On the contrary, increasing comparative
studies have shown that many other cultures have related
forms of prophetic activity. In one of such studies, Hans M.
Barstad identifies two· forms of comparative analysis:
13
historical and typological.
According to hini, historical
comparisons deal with things within the 'same' historic,
linguistic, literary context, within the same social system, or
14
civilization." An example of this type of comparison is that
between prophecy in the ancient Near East and ,the Hebrew
15
Bible prophecy.
Typological comparisons, on the other
hand, have to do with [(comparisons between phenomena in
different contexts and from widely separated ·periods of
11

16

time." This type of category is not based on historical and
cultural links but on the way the human brain works, as

13

Hans M. Barstad, "Comparare necesse est? Ancient Israelite and Ancient Near
Eastern Prophecy in a Comparative Perspective," in Prophecy in its Ancient Near
Eastern Context. Mesopotamian/ Biblical/ and Arabian Perspectives (ed. Martti
Nissinen; SBL Symposium Series 13; Atlanta: SBL, 2000) 3-11.
14
Barstad, "Ancient Israelite and Ancient Near Eastern Prophecy,'~ 6.
15
Barstad, "Ancient Israelite and Ancient Near Eastern Prophecy," 6-7.
16
Barstad, {(Ancient Israelite and Ancient Near Eastern Prophecy,." 6-7.
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human beings behave similarly in similar situations. 17 On this
level, biblical prophecy can be compared with prophecy in
traditional cultures of other continents.
The prophetic activities in the African Independent Churches,
inevitably, fall within the historical comparative model as
they tend to consciously imitate and replicate some of the
prophetic activities, as recounted in the Bible, even though
some differences abound.
4.

African

Traditional

Approach

to

Prophecy

and

Contemporary African Reception of Biblical Prophecy

The African understanding of prophecy is informed by a
principle that underlies the African approach to the divine
world. Traditionally, Africans believe that the divine forces
act directly on the natural world and do influence human
affairs in the world. In the same way, the same traditional
belief holds that human beings can posses the power to
manipulate or influence divine forces and their activities
directly. This reality of the African belief system helps to
explain the wide acceptability of intermediaries within the
traditional and contemporary African society. This
underscores the view of Robert R. Wilson, when he says, 11 if
intermediaries are to exist in a society believing in
supernatural powers, then the society must also believe that
those powers can influence earthly affairs and can in turn be
directly , influenced by human agents." 18 This is very
17
18

11

Barstad, Ancient Israelite and Ancient Near Eastern Prophecy," 6.
Vv'ib~ .,,,Prophecy and Society, 29.
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understandable since intermediaries respond to the needs of
their society and, logically, if the society has no ne~d of them
they have no business to exist. Africans have always believed
that the natural and supernatural worlds intersect at various
points and mutually influence one another. This explains the
African notoriety in religion as regular efforts are made to
remain in good terms with the invading and often. capricious
supernatural forces.
It is, therefore, not surprising that many Africans take
literally the similar picture painted in the biblical text where
the supernatural world is ever in direct communion with the
. natural world. The prophets are understood as direct
intermediaries in this type of world. In a similar way, many
African religious experts and intermediaries see themselves
as

prophets

in

conscious

replication

of

the

biblical

experience.
One interesting and perplexing feature of the contemporary
African Christian setting is replication of most of the
prophetic activities associated with the Bible, particularly the
Old Testament. Some of these activities cut across such
phenomena

as

ecstasy,

spirit

possession,

speaking

in

tongues, oracular proclamations, messages of radical social
transformation, predictions of future events, etc. Most
interesting

is

the

fact

that

these

manifestations

are

witnessed in diverse Christian denominations, particularly
within

the

Charismatic

African
and

Independent
Pentecostal

25

Churches

(AICs)

movements.

and
The

With

preponderance of the Old Testament forms and images in
these manifestations, sometimes, makes the Old Testament
processes appear real, alive and current. In the face of such
scenario, one is often in difficulty whether to deny, doubt or
admit the genuineness of these African manifestations.
This summarizes the critical theologian's dilemma regarding
the riot of prophetic activities within the new religious
movements in Africa. The question is; Should one dismiss all
of them as spurious simply because they do not accord with
mainline orthodoxy? This issue raises very lively debates
among African theologians and ecclesiastics today. While
some dismiss the

prophetic figures

in these

religious

movements as charlatans, others take pains to distinguish
the cockle from the wheat by pointing to incontrovertible
signs of the presence of the Holy Spirit in many of the
religioqs manifestations. This is the approach of Nathaniel
Ndiokwere in his book, Prophesy and Revolution, where he
makes an in-depth study of the features of the African
Independent Churches {AICs) and describes them as largely
"prophetic movements" .

19

For the purposes of the present

essay, the prevailing research in the field may be anchored
on two fundamental questions, which researchers in the field
have continued to raise. The first is, Why do the AICs have a
predilettion for prophetic activity? The second is, Why is the
hea.ling ministry a predominant activity in these prophetic
11ovements?
9
·

Ndiokwere, Prophecy and Revolution, 1-337.
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4.1 Predilection for Prophecy in African Christianity

Most of the religious movements within Christianity in the
African context have much attraction for the prophetic
figures of the Bible and tend to qualify their a-ctivities as
prophetic activities. Scholars have continued to wonder why
such is the case. Ndiokwere addresses the issue by pointing
to two factors responsible for the emergence of. the AICs.
20
These are political and religious. In some contexts, they
emerged as responses to political domination and
21
oppression, such as colonialism and apartheid', while in
some other contexts they emerged as objections to certain
religious principles that were found incapable of .addressing
22

the social and religious wellbeing of Africans. According to
Ndiokwere, the socio-political factors were more evident in
the pro'phetic movements in Southern and Eastern Africa,
while in the West African context, the factors were mainly
23
religious and theological. Some cases, however, are difficult
to categorize, as in most of the prophetic movements in the
Congo in Central Africa where socio-political factors merged
with religious and theological considerations. The major
example here is the prophetic movement of Simon Kimbangu
(from 1921), which was oriented both to religious
24
reformation and political liberation. According to Lamin

Ndiokwere, Prophecy and Revolution, 16-28.
Ndiokwere, Prophecy and Revolution, 17-20.
n Ndiokwere, Prophecy and Revolution, 20-28.
23
Ndiokwere, Prophecy and Revolution, 15-28.
4
7. Cf. Ndiokwere, Prophecy and Revolution, 49-59.
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Sanneh, "Kimbangu summed up in his own person the
destiny of his people and their age. In his prayers he pleaded
for their weakness, their hardship, their poverty and
suffering, their powerlessness and apathy, and above all their
25
capacity for evil and their need for deliverance." This need
for deliverance inclined him to preach fearlessly for political
liberation. As Sanneh remarks, "Confronted with the
overwhelming sight of a disillusioned people, Kimbangu
sought to infuse in them a dynamic sense of purpose, a
notion that they were appointed for greater ends than
26
humiliation under foreign conquest."
In the case of the Southern and Eastern African regions) the
prophetic leader, as Ndiokwere points out, is seen in the
likeness of the prophet like Moses promised in Deut 18:15,
and his functions are articulated as follows: /(To unite his
people in a land of lost unity; To bring about a real change in
the present situation and be prepared to suffer and die as
Christ did; He is a new Moses, 'bringing his people to their
Canaan, in spite of the surrounding Philistines and
27
Midianites'.'; The prominent movements in Southern Africa
were the Ethiopian movement, with its many forms, the
Zionist movement, the Messianic Church movements, and

Lamin Sanneh, West African Christianity: The Religious Impact (Maryknol,
New York: Orbis Books, 1983} 207.
26
Sanneh, West African Christianity, 207
27
Ndiokvil'ere, Prophecy and Revolution, 48.
/.s
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the Ama Nazaretha Movement of Isaiah Shembe, a Zulu
28
Nazarite Prophet.
In the West African context, the religious and theological
factors prevailed. An

exception may be the prophetic

movement of Garrick Sokari Braide in the Niger Delta, which
had both political and religious features. Sanneh makes the
following description of Braide's mission:

In perpetuating old religious values Braide appeared in
the deliberate guise of the Old Testament prophet,
drawing a parallel between himself and Isaiah and
Malachi. He called himself Elijah II and gave Bakana
the title 'Israel' .... But Braide became something more
than the idol of popular devotion: the ~istorical
circumstances of his movement cast him in an
inevitable political role. He did not need a profound
insight into the contemporary history to appreciate
that European colonialism had begun to transform
political relations in Africa. In fact he preached on the
subject of white alien rule, though his predictions and
prescriptions showed an underestimation of the
strengths of the new reality. 29
Because of his political views, Braide was arrested and
thrown into prison by the colonial administrators, and while
he was· in prison, his followers met in 1916 and organized
28
79
'

See Ndiokwere, Prophecy and Revolution, 29-40.
Sanneh, West African Christianity, 182-183.
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themselves into an ecclesial body called the Christ Army
Church:

30

The other main prophetic movements in West Africa were
and have remained mainly religious and theological in
orientation, and among these are the Aladura Churches (or
Spiritual Churches, Aladura being a Yoruba word for 'people
who pray'} and the later-day Pentecostal groups. The earliest
Aladura Churches were formed by splinter groups from the
Anglican Church, but today they have metamorphosed into
many smaller groups, difficult to count. The major and
earliest ones comprise of such groups as the "Cherubim and
Seraphim Church" (founded in 1925 by Moses Tunolase and
Christiana Abiodun}, and "The Church of the Lord (Aiadura}",
1

founded by Josiah Olunowo Oshitelu in 1925/ all in Western
Nigeria. Other related groups are the Sabbath Mission
(Sabbatharians},
Apostolic

widely

Church,

spread

founded

by

in

Nigeria,

Akinyele,

the

Christ

Babalola

and

Odubanjo in 1941, the "Holy Chapel of Israel Church,"
founded by John Mmuo-Nso in Eastern Nigeria, the Christ
holy Church (Odozi Obodo), popular in Eastern Nigeria, the
Celestial Church of Christ, founded by Samuel Oschoffa

in

1947 in Benin Republic but very widely spread in Nigeria, and

30

See Sanneh, West African Christianity, 183.
Ndiokwere, Prophecy and Revolution,
Christianity, 185-194.
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the prophetic movement of William Waddy Harris in Ivory
Coast.

32

In all these African settings, prophecy emerged as a
contextual response to the prevailing social or religious
challenges. This is similar to the Old Testament prophecy
which was mostly a response to diverse religious and sociopolitical challenges.. While these emergent prophetic
movements in Africa do not present a coherent theology or
liturgy, their emphasis on African ways of thinking and doing
things accounts for their success. These groups, according to
Sanneh, "combined the two fundamental elements of
Christianity and African culture in a way that advertises their
credentials. Biblical material was submitted to the
regenerative capacity of African perception, and the result
would be Africa's unique contribution to the story of
Christianity." 33 They asserted their independence by profuse
use of African traditional forms in their practice of the
Christian faith, and these they merged with great,er emphasis
on the charismatic gifts such as prophecy, healing, prayer
34
and holiness. As Sanneh points out, "Interest thus shifted
away from institutional structures and administrative forms
and turned instead to inner renewal and personal
35
wellbeing."

32

Ndiokwere, Prophecy and Revolution, 66-76.
Sanneh, West African Christianity, 180.
34
Sanneh, West African Christianity, 180.
3
s Sanneh, West African Christianity, 180.
33
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A very important feature of the African

Independent

Churches and prophetic movements, and which most
researchers recognize, is their emphasis on the gifts of the
36
Holy Spirit.
This point is systematically elaborated by
37
Elochukwu Eugene Uzukwu, in a recent study, where he
points to the centrality of the Spirit in the AICs and the new
Christian movements . of the Pentecostal and Charismatic
type. Uzukwu argues that the experience of the
overwhelming power of the Holy Spirit not only unifies the
AICs and the Pentecostal and Charismatic movements of the
mainline Churches but also links them to the centrality of the
38
spirit in the Ancestral religion, especially in West Africa.
According to him,

What one expects of deities, that embody specific
characteristics for the fulfilment of the individual's and
community's destiny, is creatively transferred to God's
Holy Spirit, for human wholeness. The discernment or
divination of the origin of fortune and misfortune, the
realization of the destined course in life in the form of
progress in one's enterprise, protection from the fear of
evil spirits or evil forces and evil people, and especially

36

See Chibuike 0. Ukeh, Spirit - Between man and God. An Jgbo-African
Christian Appreciation (Frankfurt am Main: IKO Verlag, 2007) 330-332, 346-352.
37
Elochukwu E. Uzukwu, GodJ SpiritJ and Human Wholeness. Appropriating
Faith and Culture in West African Style (Eugene, Oregon: Pickwick Publications,
2012) 160.
38
Uzukwu, GodJ SpiritJ and Human Wholeness, 160-179.
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protection from witchcraft and sorcery, are urider [the
cool protecting wing of] God's Holy Spirit.

39

Uzukwu regards the Africanized Christian religious
movements as {{Spirit Churches", and this deep openness to
the Spirit explains the many manifestations or "prophetic
40
activities" with orientation towards human wholeness.
According to him, 1n contradistinction from the mainline
11

churches, where the prophetic function is limited to the
proclamation of the word, AICs' prophets, enabled by vision,
freely enter into the problems of individuals to divine,
predict, warn, and provide healing services. Moved by the
sound or rhythm of the drum, the descending Spirit impels
41
them to minister."
Despite many unwholesome practices of these prophetic
movements, it is to their credit that modern Christians of the
mainline Churches have begun to appreciate the c-entrality of
the Holy Spirit in the practice of the Christian life.
Paradoxically, these movements were formally identified,
pejoratively, in lgbo as Uka Muo-Nso (literally Holy Spirit
Churches"= Spiritual Churches), but today people have come
11

to realize that every Church should be by definition Uka
Muo-Nso. The modern-day neo-Pentecostal and .Charismatic
groups have borrowed a lot from these older Spiritual sects
and movements.
39
40

41

Uzukwu, God, Spirit, and Human Wholeness, 180.
Uzukwu, God, Spirit, and Human Wholeness, 160-180.
Uzukwu, God, Spirit, and Human Wholeness, 184.
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.2 Predominance of Healing in the African Prophetic
~ovements

here is today much discussion on why the African prophetic
hurches and movements opt for the practice of faith42
ealing as a predominant activity. Some of them are even
escribed as /(church-hospitals" or /(healing centres" rather
43

1an 11 prayer houses". Ndiokwere poses the question of the
1nction of healing in these movements considering the fact
1at healing was not a common feature in the mandates and
:tivities of the biblical prophets. To this question, he points
1

the influence of the accounts of the miracles and healing

:tivities of Jesus in the New Testament together with such
blical passages that encourage the healing apostolate, such
44
; Mark 16:17-18; Luke 4:18; 10:1-20; James 5:13-16. These
xts are cited as support as they show the power of Jesus
rer sic'kness and over demons, a power he conferred on his
sciples, all being /(clear manifestations of God's
tervention in history, an intervention by which, at last, an
1voy of God is able to confront all the evil and spiritual
45
rces causing man so much anxiety in this life."

=or a more recent discussion, see Luke Ndubuisi, "Evaluating the Healing
1istry in the Nigerian Society," in Ministry and Human Promotion in Nigeria
s. Luke E. ljezie, Stanley Anyanwu and Francis Usoh; Port Harcourt: BENEPS
>lication, 2013) 186-194.
ldiokwere, Prophecy and Revolution, 112.
ldiokwere, Prophecy and Revolution, 113.
diokwere, Prophecy and Revolution, 113.
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The point here is that most African Christians associate tl
figure of the prophet with most of the wonder workings
the Bible, especially the healing accounts in the NE
Testament. In this the Africans resemble the contemporari
of Jesus who popularly identified him as a prophet on tl
basis of the signs and wonders he was doing. The me
prominent of these signs were the many acts of healing. It
therefore, not surprising that most of the CO!ltempora
African healers adopt the healing ministry as a prima
apostolate. The practice of faith healing was ~arlier
associated with the Independent African Churches and latE
day Pentecostals but, today, the practice has be
popularized in the mainline Churches, including the Catha

1

Church. Underlying these acts of healing is the gene
African Christian perception that Jesus Christ is the only o
that can meet all the African person's aspirations for to
46
physical and spiritual wholeness.
Since the mid-1970s, the healing ministry has been growi
in leaps and bounds in the Catholic Church in Africa. F
instance in the Eastern part of Nigeria, the phenomenon fi
got popularized by Rev. Fr. Godwin C. lkeobi with
({Tuesday Prayer" in Onitsha between the early 1970s a
later 1980s. lkeobi started the Tuesday Prayer sessions
See Aylward Shorter~ Jesus and the Witchdoctor: An Approach to Healing
Wholeness (New York: Geoffrey Chapman/Orbis Books~ 1985) 66-67; A. Shor
"Folk Christianity and Functional Christianity~~~ AFER 24~ no. 3 (1984) 133-]
Nicholaus I. Mbogul Jesus in Post-Missionary Africa. Issues and Question.

46

1

African Contextual Christology (Enugu: 2012) 252-269.
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973 at Nnewi (then In Onitsha Archdiocese), mainly as a
ray of checkmating the influx of his parishioners to the
ladura-type Churches and Prayer Houses, especially the
1en famous Ufuma Prayer House frequented by many
7
atholics of the region }
1e Prayer House at Ufuma, in Orumba North local
overnment Area of Anambra State, was led by a
·ophetess, Madam Nwokolo, popularly kno'!Yn as Nwanyi
fuma (the Ufuma Woman} within the wider region. Madam
wokolo organized her group as a "Praying Band" without
ving it the title of a "Church", and in this way she artfully
tracted adherents from diverse Christian denominations
48
ho came to her at Ufuma just to pray for their needs.
:cording to lkeobi, "Attempts made in isolation by some
1rish priests at dissuading the Christians from going to
:uma, even by imposing sanctions, met with stiff resistance
these attempts were seen more as acts of jealous men
an as justified pastoral action."

49

eobi, thus, responded to the challenge by creating an
:ernative and more effective prayer ministry. As he
stifies, "There is yet no one factor that places the priest at
greater pastoral advantage than a prayer session well
ee Godwin C. lkeobi, "Catholic Response to the Challenge of 'Prayer Houses'
1rigin of the 'Tuesday Prayer' in Onitsha," in The Catholic Church in Onitsha:
1p/eJ Places and Events {1885-1985] (ed. V. A. Nwosu; Onitsha: Etukokwu
>lishers Limited, 1985) 269.
ceobi, "Catholic Response," 266-267.
ceobi, ·YCatholic Response," 267.
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conducted. The people, most of them for the first time, a1
disposed to really LISTEN to God and are prepared to gh
50
Him a chance in their lives." lkeobi's healing prayer sessio1
became so successful and phenomenal that many pari!
priests started to conduct Tuesday healing prayers and wh
came to be regarded as {(healing Masses".
With time, there emerged the healing ministry of f
Emmanuel Ede, CSSP, at Elele, Rivers State, Nigeria, in tl
early 1980s. Fr. Ede's Catholic Prayer Ministry of the He
Spirit at Elele came like a whirlwind, and his acclaim~
healing powers shook the whole nation like a hurrical
through the 1980s and 1990s. Elele became th.e foremc
pilgrimage centre in Nigeria, and very fantastic stories
healing through the instrumentality of Fr. Ede's power1
holy water and other sacramentals were recountE
Wherever Ede went, people trooped in thousands a1
brought innumerable gallons of water and other items f
blessing. The famous Mmiri Father Ede {{(the water of Fath
Ede") was valued more than any other holy water. It
significant that the Elele healing ministry has continued ·
today, though no longer as it was in the 1980s and 1990s.
When it seemed that the Fr. Ede healing phenomenon Vv
waning, there arose in the later part of the 1990's t
healing ministry of Fr. Ejike Mbaka at Emene, Enugu, whi
also acquired a national acclaim. There are also such ot~

50

lkeobi, "Catholic Response," 273.
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figures ~.as Fr. Paul Obayi (alias Okunaerere) of Nsukka, Fr.
Emmanuel Obimma (Ebube Muo-Nso) of the Holy Ghost
Adoration Ministry, Uke in Anambra State, etc. The popular
perception is that the Priest healers are powerful men of God
and people approached them with religious awe. The
tremendous success, power, influence and material wealth
associated with these healing figures have also attracted
many other priests, especially the younger generation, into
the healing ministry. Today, there is hardly any Catholic
Diocese in Nigeria that does not have its array of Charismatic
or Prophet-like Priest healers. The syndrome is similar in the
Catholic Dioceses in other African countries. The
phenomenon has continued to awaken heated debates in
many Church circles, some for and some against.
In a critical appraisal of the phenomenon, Austin Echema
acknowledges the fact that the healing ministry has made
the Church and its activities to become more relevant to the
ordinary people as they u_now see God as one who is very
near to them, ready to solve their problems and heal their
sickness and not a God who is very distant, beyond the reach
51
of
human
beings."
These
positive
credentials,
notwithstanding, Echema does not mince words in pointing
out the negative dimensions of the phenomenon. These cut
across the exhibitionistic tendencies of some of the healers
51

Austin Echema, Anointing of the Sick and the Healing Ministry. The Nigerian
Pastoral Experience (FrankfOrt am Main: IKO - Verlag fUr lnterkulturelle
Kommunikation, 2006) 185.
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who like to play to the gallery, their lack of humility and
deceit of the people in stage-managing testimonies of fake
miracles and the excessive attachment of monetary rewards
to the healing ministrations, such as exorbitant consultation
2
fees and tithes. 5 The excessive love of money has continued
to induce some of these healers to claim to do the
impossible. As Echema laments, "They claim to .heal AIDS,
tumour, provide security, success in business, in
examinations, promotion in work places, prosperity, provide
jobs, children to barren women, husbands to young ladies,
53
etc."
Sometimes one cannot but wonder why these healers
continue to pull crowds, even when their activities raise
many doubts. It looks like the charisma of the healer, who is
usually called a "man of God", tends to override every other
consideration. According to Emmanuel Nwaoru, the title
"man of God" has become so attractive that every minister
54

or pastor would like to be addressed by it. The reason, he
adduces, is that the "man of God" enjoys greater patronage
from adherents as people prefer to bring their problems to a
minister popularly identified as uman of God" to on~: who
does not bear the title. 55 For Nwaoru, uit is within the c~ntext
sz Echemal Anointing of the Sick and Healing Ministry~ 181-182.
3
Anointing of the Sick and Healing Ministry~ 182.

s Echemal
54

Emmanuel 0. Nwaorul The Man of God in Biblical and Extra-Biblical
Traditions (University of Nigeria} Nsukka: Afro-Orbis Publications Ltd 2007)
1

109-110.
55

Nwaorul The Man of God1 110.
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of personal and societal distress that those who bear the title
man of God thrive. They grab such an opportunity to make
their incessant promises and advertise their powers to
liberate their adherents and clients from all visible and
invisible forces which militate against their lives and their
56
progress."
The tendency to abuse the ministerial or prophetic office
with illicit demand for monetary or material reward is a
practice that has always been there right from the Old
Testament times. In the book of the prophet Micah, one
finds one of the strongest oracles against the guilty prophets:

Thus says YHWH regarding the prophets who lead my
people astray; who, when they have something to bite
with their teeth, announce peace, but who, when one
does not put something in their mouth, consecrate war
against him. Therefore you will havenight rather than
vision, and it will be too dark for you to make
divination. The sun will go down on the prophets, and
the day will become dark over them (Mic 3:5-6}.
Jesus condemns the religious leaders ofhis day on the same
charge: (/Beware of the scribes who like to walk about in long
robes and love to be greeted respectfully in the market
squares, to take the front seats in the synagogues and the
places of honour at banquets, who devour the property of
widows, and for show offer long prayers. The more severe
·~~·

56

Nwaoru, The Man of God, 111.
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will be the sentence they receive" (Luke 20:46-47). As a
corrective measure, Jesus sends out his disciples o~ mission
with these instructions: "And as you go, proclaim that the
kingdom of Heaven is close at hand. Cure the sick, raise the
dead, cleanse those suffering from virulent skin-diseases,
drive out devils. You received without charge, give without
charge" (Matt 10:7-8). In this text, Jesus makes it· clear that
healing is a sign of the arrival of the kingdom, but he warns
his own not to attach monetary rewards to their
ministrations, even though he recognizes their right to being
properly taken care of (see Matt 10:10). In a simil~r vein., the
Pauline text of 1 Timothy regards the commercialization of
religious ministry as the stock in trade of false teachers,
describing them as "people who are depraved in mind and
deprived of truth, and imagine that religion is a way of
making a profit" (1 Tim 6:5).
5. General Evaluation and Conclusion

One issue that remains open to discussion is the question of
the genuineness of these African prophetic movements.
Given the great number of these prophets and .the type of
activities they perform, one is often at a loss whether to
brand them all as false prophets or to recognize a number of
them as genuine. As a matter of fact, the question of the
criteria for true or false prophecy is an unsettled one among
scholars, notwithstanding the Deuteronomic pos'ition on the
issue. The text of Deut 18:21-22 addresses the issue thus:
"You may say to yourself, 'How can we recognize a word that
41
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the Lord has not spoken?' If a prophet speaks in the name of
the Lord but the thing does not take place or prove true, it is
a word that the Lord has not spoken. The prophet has
spoken it presumptuously; do not be frightened by it."
According to thi? text, the main criteria for true prophecy are
speaking in YHWH's name and correct prediction (cf 13:1-4).
But as Joseph Blenkinsopp says, commenting on the text,
the criteria for the discernment of prophetic spirits reflect
11

the crisis of the late monarchy. Correct prediction is
insufficient by itself and not necessarily helpful to the
57

prophet's contemporaries."
What Blenkinsopp means is
that the given criteria are relative and cannot be absolutized.
In fact if correct prediction were to be the norm, some of the
canonized prophets in the biblical text would be judged as
false as some of their predictions were never fulfilled as
proclaimed.
Anthony C. Osuji addresses this problem of authenticity
elaborately within the context of Jeremiah 26-29 and ends.
58
up with the same conclusion of the relativity of the criteria.
Osuji considers Jer 26-29, particularly Jer 28, as the locus
classicus of the problem, and this he says taking accurate
consideration of the problem in other texts of the Bible, such

57

Joseph Blenkinsopp, "Deuteronomy,"' The New Jerome Biblical Commentary
(ed. R. E. Brown et al.; London: Geoffrey Chapman,.1989) 103.
58
Anthony Chinedu Osuji, Where is the Truth? Narrative Exegesis and the
Question of True and False Prophecy in Jer 26-29 [MT] (BETL; Leuven: Peeters,
2010) 369-394.
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59

as Deut 13; 18; 1 Kings 13; 18; 22; Jer 23, etc. Concluding
on the question of the truth or falsity of a prophet, he affirms
that there are no criteria valid for all times and the Hebrew
Bible does not provide such anywhere, nor does the New
Testament. According to him, (/truthfulness and falsity are
contingent on many factors, which have at times come into
play at the same time. Talking about many factors at the
60
same time, means in fact, the context."
What can be
gleaned from this is that each case needs to be treated on its
own merits, with discernment and bearing in mind that the
Spirit of God blows wherever it wills.
Apart ·from the nefarious activities of religious charlatans, a
problem as old as the Judea-Christian religion, t~e profusion
of prophetic manifestations in many religious contexts in
Africa today may be interpreted as signs of the coming of the
kingdom and triumph of the gospel in the so-called African
dark Continent. As Scripture says, uthe people who sat in
darkness have seen a great light, and for those who sat in the
region and shadow C?f death light has dawned" (Matt 4:16;
see also lsa 9:2). This does not, however, mean that all the
African experts are genuine prophets. In fact, many of them
have such dubious characteristics that make it difficult 'to
attribute authenticity to them. But this notwithstanding, it
may be difficult to brand all of them as charlatans.

59
60

Osuji, Where is the Truth, 393-394.
Osuji, Where is the Truth, 394.
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As a matter of fact, the debates around some of them and
their activities may be .likened to the event of the Pentecost
in Acts 2 and the controversy surrounding it. On this. point,
the text of Acts 2:12-21 remains very instructive:

Everyone was amazed and perplexed, saying to one
another, what this could mean; but others mocking
said, "They have been drinking too much new wine."
And Peter standing together with the Eleven raised
his voice and addressed them, "Men of Judaea and all
dw~llers in Jerusalem, let this be known to you, and
listen to what I say. These men are not drunk as you
imagine, for it is the third hour of the day. But this is
what the prophet Joel was saying, 'It shall come to
pass in the last days,' says God, 'I shall pour out my
Spirit on all flesh, and your sons and your daughters
shall prophesy, your young ones shall see visions, and
your elderly on.es shall dream dreams. And upon my
male servant and upon maidservant I shall pour out
my Spirit in those days, and they shall prophesy. And./
will show portents in heaven above and signs on earth ·
below. ·;The sun·'will be turned into ·darkness and the
··moan· into blood, before the coining of the day of t~e
Lord, the great and phenomenal day; and everyone
who calls on the name of the Lord will be saved."'
The controversy regarding the wonders performed by the
Spirit-filled disciples was not a simple one. The author of Acts
(Luke) summarizes it in a few words but offers a powerful
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interpretation in the famous speech of Peter in Ac~s 2:14-36,
part of which is represented above. Peter responds to the
controversy with appeal to the prophetic words of Joel 3:1-5
(in some versions, 2:28-32}. The promise of the· text is that
God will "pour out" His Spirit "on all flesh". The Spirit is, here,
presented in the imagery of water being poured out,
meaning that the Spirit is freely given to all without any
restriction. Another element in the text that helps for its
fuller meaning is the phrase "all flesh" (ko/-basar}, having the
sense of "all humanity". It points to the idea of the uplifting
of what is fragile. The phrase also has the sense of
universality. The promised Spirit is presently received by
Jews/lsraelites, but it will reach all humanity. There is also
the emphasis on "all" without any class distinction, from
master to slave, from old to young. No one monC?polizes the
Spirit, and no one determines who should have it. Its
character is that it is freely flowing. The text identifies the
effects of the free flowing prophetic Spirit as prophesying,
dreaming dreams and seeing visions.
The full meaning of any biblical passage becomes better
grasped within the context of its fulfilment. The point is that
the Pentecost is a sign that the last days (the end-time, the
eschaton), the days of fulfilment, have now begun. Scholars
agree that the end-time actually began with the death and
resurrection of Jesus, but entry into it is through the Spirit
given at Pentecost. Its character is that it is the era of the
Spirit, meaning life in the Spirit. It is the era of fulfilment.
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In conclusion, one needs not to jump into hasty conclusions
regarding the authenticity of the diverse forms of the African
replication of biblical prophecy. From one dimension, one
cannot but wonder at the inscrutable ways of divine wisdom,
and bow down in adoration and thanksgiving. From another
dimension, the prevailing prophetic activities call for greater
discernment and deeper theological research on the issues
involved. However, African Christians need to be helped to
understand the real nature of biblical prophecy and the
critical issues confronting it together with the theological
understanding of prophecy in the new Christian

l.

dispensation.

•
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INCULTURATION AS BASIS OF EFFECTIVE EVANGELIZATION

By Rev. Fr. Dr. Chibuike 0. Ukeh

Introduction

"... the logical and individualistic European, the
reflective and mystic Asian ... communal and
symbolic African, the temperamental but sociable
South American etc. Such descriptions as these have
come to mark the identities of the various peoples.
These go to underscore that type of cultural
Pluralism, which theology cannot simply overlook
today.... they underscore the inevitability of
inculturation in the process of the evangelization of
peoples. " 61
.
By virtue of her vocation to take the Good News to the ends
of the earth, the Church is generally compelled to live in
constant dialogue with cultures wherever she goes. Pope
Saint John Paul II emphasized this pqint thus: uas she carries
out missionary activity among the nations, the Church
encounters different cultures and becomes involved in the
process of inculturation. The need for such involvement has
62
marked the Church's pilgrimage throughout her history .... "
There is therefore, a necessarily fundamental relationship
between evangelization and inculturation. The Church· and

61

Ukeh,::·· C.O.
Spirit: Between Man & God (An lgbo-African Christian
Appreciation), IKO-Verlag, Frankfurt, 2007, p.36
62
John Paull I, Redemptoris Missio (RM), no.52 (Emphasis is ours!).
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her missionary agents must do well never to forget this vi}al
link between these two activities native to her.
On the other hand, St. Paul is known as the Apostle of the
Gentiles because he was the first person, who courageously
took the Gospel outside the Jewish cultural confin-es to other
nations. Thus, being the first to be exactly faithful to Christ's
missionary mandate of Mtt. 28: 19, he was naturally faced
with the problem of culturally decoding the Gospel. for better
appreciation by non-Jews. His Areopagus experience for
instance, easily became an effective watershed and turning
point that led to the development of certain classical
principles of what has today become formally known as the
inculturation of the Go·spel.
Today, while some younger Churches in Africa and Asia yearn
for a deeper rooting of the Gospel in their various societies
and cultures, the ancient Churches of Europe are
experiencing the pressing need for a purported 'New
Evangelization'. Thus, the Church as well as her missionaries
and evang~lizing agents or institutions surely have much to
learn from St. Paul, the missionary par excellence._ This essay
proposes to summarily peruse some of his missionary
activities as found especially in the book of Acts of the
Apostles and the Pauline letters, in order to point out some
of these classical lessons. But introductory to that, there is
the need to take some working defining look at the two
operative terms in this essay namely, evangelization and
inculturation.
49.
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angelization & lnculturation Are Old Realities!
a word, Evangelization has of course, always been in
1pular use in the Church. But lnculturation is a
mparatively new coinage. However, both terms do
present some Christian realities that are actually as old as
1ristia~nity itself. Understandably therefore, it has been
~ted that !{the multiple vocabulary used to express Jesus'
od news indicates early Christian attempts to 'share faith'.
is was their goal; they never canonized one word, like
Jangelizo' .... Catholic evangelization has happened from
;us' time to the present, even though the word was not
63
vays used." In other words, the word may not after all,
entirely new in the Church's history and use. What is
tually new is the emphasis and prominence it seer)1s to
ve been recently gaining over similar words used to refer
the same sharing and spreading of the Gospel Message
d the Christian faith.
1e cannot talk of evangelization without the word
ission', from which it actually takes its conceptual roots.
r the Church not only acknowledges herself as the People
God on pilgrimage on earth; she is aware of being
;entially on a mission on earth. She was actually
:ablished, contracted and sent by Christ, to continue His
vific mission on earth. Faith\ul to this vocation, the Church
s never relented in spreading and sharing the Good News
later R.J. "Distinctive Qualities of Catholic Evangelization" in Boyack K. ed.
, New Catholic Evangelization, Paulist Press, New York/Mahwah, 1992, p.15
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of Christ down the ages, among all cultures and societies
the world. The establishment of The Congregation for t
Propagation of Faith (Propaganda Fide) in 1622 lent t
pursuit a certain systematization and organization. But the
that was exclusively concerned with the mission«
enterprise as carried out by missionary institutes a
religious congregations like the Jesuits, the Spiritans,
Patrick Fathers, Holy Rosary Sisters etc among non-Christi
lands. However, with the Second Vatican Council, 1
essential universality of the Church's mission became
emphasized. It became all the more clear, that t
evangelizing duties did not stop with the sharing o"f the fa
with non-Christian lands but involves also the continu
mission in already Christian lands. Thus, the said ChUI
organ is known today as the Congregation for 1
Evangelization of the Peoples.
The point to note is; if evangelization is the sharing of 1
Christian faith in Jesus and the Jesus-event, then it has
inbuilt sense of continuity; for this Gospel- Message a
event lay claims to·· universal relevance to all ages, peop
64
and cultures. That explains why we would also accc
Hater's enunciation: Evangelization is an ongoing conversi
process within the Christian community, a process that sec
to initiate people ever mor,e deeply into the mystery of Go
64

"It all has a lot to do with Christianity's claim to possessing a message '
universal relevance and appeal; a Truth that is supposed to apply .equally t1
ages, races and peoples." Ukeh, C.O., Op. Cit., p. 112
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~ve (i.e.,

the kingdom}, as it is manifested most fully in the
65
ving and rising of Jesus. To this effect, John Paul II while
nalyzing the Church's essential evangelization activities
>day, identifies three specific moments: the usual mission
d gentes of sharing Christ and His message with groups
rhere He is yet unknown, the no·rmal situation of pastoral
are of already established faith-communities and "an
1term~diate situation ... where entire groups of the baptized
tave lost a living sense of the faith, or even no longer
onsider themselves members of the Church, and live a life
ar removed from Christ and his Gospel. In this case what is
66
1eeded is a 'new evangelization' or a 're-evangelization"' .
However, some are already making some though seemingly
;ound theological arguments against the term 'New
67
:vangelization'. } This last moment received a lot of
~mphasis from Pope Benedict XVI with particular r'eference
:o the Churches in Europe ~nd America. Ho\1\(ever, ·it. doe~
3lso have some relevance to other local Churches, if the
Gospel Message should remain "new in its ardor, its

65

Hater,R.J. Op. Cit. P.16
RM no.",33
67
"People today speak of the church's mission of evangelization as its essential
task; they speak specifically (but inaccurately, since evangelization is a neverfinished process) of a 'new evangelization' of the 'post-Christian' Western
world. The Church is everywhere and always in a state of mission." Jacques
Dupuis "Evangelization and Mission" in Latourelle, R. & Fisichella, R. eds.
Dictionary of Fundamental Theology, The Crossroad Publishing Company, New
York, (275-282)275
66
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68

methods, its expression"
in spreading among us. F<
current globalization, technological advancements an
especially mass communicational tendencies of our times ar
'daily complicating issues and simultaneously confrontir
Christians everywhere with a plethora of. problems an
challenges for which answers, explanations and solutions ar
urgently needed.
Su~ly,

all these go to point out how much evangelization

really lnvolved with and affected by culture. This holds, eve
as it is also correct that evangelization has to do with sharin
the Christian faith primarily with the individual. It is primaril
aimed at conversion, which is a phenomenon that_ essential I
happens on the individual personal sphere. However, ever
conversion rs supposed to lead to inclusion and membershi
of the converted individual in the community of believer~
the Church. But then, every individual is already a. member c
a community, society or cultural group whose membershil
he or she must not entirely abandon at conversion. For sucl
membership is an e'Ssential constituent of his or her identit~
an identity that may necessarily remafn part of the convertej
person. In other words, the converted individual must no
totally disown his or her culture in order to embrao
Christianity. Thus, it needs to be understood that, "whil«
acknowledging that the primary addressees of evangelizatior
are indeed persons, the church speaks of evangelizinf
0
68

Jphn Paul 11 1 "Building a New Latin America/ in Origins 14:201 Washington
D.C. 1 Nov. 11 19841 p. 308
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cultures, that is, mentalities, collective attitudes, and lifestyles."69 In theological

language, this

/evangelizing of

1

cultures' is technically known as- lnculturation'.
The following has been underscored about this term: uA

relatively new term in theology, inculturation refers to the
~fforts of Christianity to be truly catholic by adapting its
message to new cultures. Sometimes words such as
laccomodation/ or 'contextualization/ or indigenization/
are used to convey a two-fold movement of the faith incarnating its values in new cultures, and 'baptizing/ or
christianizing the culture's own values, drawing them into
70
Christianity's worldview." John Paul II also concurs, "The
term 'acculturation• or 'inculturation• may be a neologism,
but it expresses very well one factor of the great mystery of
71
the lncarnation." Like every other novelty, inculturation
and its theology have not found it easy to be formally
accepted and given their deserved places both in the Church
72
and in the community of theologies.
Contra-arguments
1

69

Carrier, H. ,Evangelization of Culture" in Latourelle, R. & Fisichella, R. Op.Cit.
{282-287)283
70
Glazier, M. & Hellwig, M.K. (eds.) The Modern Catholic Encyclopedia,
Minnesqta, 1994, p.424 (Emphasis is ours!)
71

See John Paul II, Catechesi Tradendae (CT) no. 53; See Acta Apostolica Sedis
(AAS) 71 {1979t 607.
72
"Der Theologie der lnkulturation begegnete man im Bereich der Theologie eine
Zeitlang mit eisernem Widerstand. lnzwischen veriindert sich diese Haltung~ und
die Menschen fangen an zu akzeptieren~ dass lnkulturation~ so aft wie die
Menschheit und die Bibel selbst~ unabdingbar filr eine erfolgreiche
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have been diverse. However, without necessarily going into
details about these, let us just summarily a·gree that,
"whether we like it or not, inculturation will conti.nue to take
place. If we fail to consciously take charge of the process [ ... ]
it will continue to take place at a level beyond OL:Jr control;
73
Thus, the
lnculturation by the process of osmosis."
symbiotic
relationship
between
evangelization
and
inculturation is so natural and of a natural sequence that it
can never be overlooked.
Evangelization & lnculturation: The Symbiosis
In recent times, the Synod of bishops for Africa is easily
identifiable as one of the highest authorities and
confirmation of not only the importance of inculturation but
also of the interdependence existing between it and
evangelization. Thus, while considering inculturation as an
urgent priority in the life of each particular Church, it goes on
to assert that "it is 'a requirement for evangelization', 'a path
towards full evangelization', and one of the greatest
challenges for the Church on the Continent on the eve of the
74
Third Millenium." Since Africa is the continent here in
question, the synod was therefore also recognizing the fact

Verkilndigung des Evangeliums ist. "- Teresa Okure, G/obalisierungund der
Verlust kultureller ldentitat in Afrika in: Concilium 37/2001/1, p.596.
73
Eze, A.E. Re-lmaging God in our Local Church: Towards a more Christian
Image of God (Inaugural Lecture Series, No.3}, Bigard Memorial Seminary,
Enugu, 1999, p.33.
74

John Paul II, Ecclesia in Africa, no.59.
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that although inculturation may be an activity and a reality as
old as Christianity and evangelization, history and destiny
seem to have 'conspired' to saddle the African Church,
Churchmen and theologians with the systematization of
inculturation both as a Christian reality and a theological
discipline. This is a fact that Msgr. Dr. Ndiokwere has spent a
lot of energy and time of his life to underscore and
75

His strong belief in the African and African
propagate.
continent is evident in all he does as a pastor, biblical
scholar, educator/formator, social critic and author. This is
most manifest in his interest and literary engagement in the
areas of the theology of inculturation as well as African
Studies.
Furthermore, even before the Synod of Bishops for Africa,
the Nigerian Bishops very much aware of the import of
incultu't'ation in the life of the Church, confirmed that in
contemporary times, it is supposed to be at the heart of the
missiological method, to be the fulcrum of the authentic
evangelizationprocess. Its beginning marked the birth of the
11

76

world church." Such a local Episcopal endorsement is very
important, since inculturation is much more of a practical
75

He has,, written extensively and published books to this effect: Prophecy &
Revolution (The Role of Prophets in the Independent African Churches & in
Biblical Tradition) 1981/1995; Search for Security (Freedom from Sinister Forces
that Threaten Life in African Society) 1990/1995; The African Church, Today &
Tomorrow (Vols. 1 & 2) 1994 etc
76
CBCN The Nigerian Church: Evangelization through lncu/turation, Lagos, 1991,

p.8.
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enterprise. It requires a lot of cooperation and synergy
between local Church authorities and theologians. The
authorities would sometimes need to condone a lot of
experimentations and trial-and-error. They need a lot of
patience for that. The theologians must also be humble and
prudent in their approaches; avoiding unnecessary academic
gallantry and license in their researches and. academic
pursuits in matters of inculturation. Both parties should
therefore always keep in mind that the salvation of souls
remains the highest law and guiding principle of
evangelization and all that have to do with it,· including
inculturation.
It is thus on such a precautionary note that we p0int out that
Paul VI while explaining the practical implications of
inculturation within the evangelization of a peo_ple, noted
that it involves transposing the contents of the Gospel
Message "without the slightest betrayal of its essential truth,
into the language, that these people understand, then
77
proclaiming it in this language." 1n other words,
inculturation never entails the watering down of the
Church's creeds and rites. It is rather an enrichment. These
are also facts that the great missionary St. Paul highly
acknowledged and utilized.

77

Paul VI, Evange/ii Nuntiandi no.63.
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Paul's lnculturative
Apostolorum ·

Missionary

Principles

in

Acta

Pope St. John Paul II hit the nail on the head thus: 11The
speeches in Lystra and Athens (See Acts 14:15-17; 17:22-31)
are acknowledged as models for the evangelization of the
Gentiles. In these speeches Paul enters into 'dialogue' with
the cultural and religious values of different peoples [ .... ]The
God whom Paul wishes to reveal is already present in their
lives; indeed, this God has created them and mysteriously
guides nations and history [ .... ] These are speeches which
78
offer an example of the inculturation of the Gospel." The
import of these claims is that inculturation is the watershed
of the globalization of the Christian faith and Chu.rch. To this
effect, Thomas Smith also commenting particularly on Pauf's
11
preaching in the Areopagus writes; The major importance of
this episode is that we are able to read a sample of the early
Pauline approach to presenting the~ message of Jesus to
Gentiles. In a sense, it is one of the earliest attempts to pass .
on the message of Jesus without a strong reliance on Jewish
79
religious and cultural history." This actually reemphasizes
that inculturation underscores and promotes the universal
relevance and application of the Gospel Message. Now let us
try to identify a few Pauline points that may have informed
the major outlines of his inculturational convictions and
praxis.
78

John Paul II, Redemptoris Missio, Rome, 1990, No.25.
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Smith, T. Alive in the Spirit, Winona Minnesota, (1976) 1985, Pp.1-44-145.
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We note that Hillman speaks of "the Pauline respect and
creative boldness in the face of multiple cultural
80
differences." Paul had a lot of respect for the cultures, since
he was aware that each culture had its foundation and
origins ultimately in and from God. Thus, he was always
conscious of their possible semina verbi contents; that they
naturally contained some pedestals on and with which the
Gospel of Christ could and should be equally but locally or
contextually
appreciated
everywhere.
Thus,
after
congratulating the Athenians for being very religious, he
11
capitalized on it to identify their purportedly Unkt1own God"
as the God he had come to make known to them.
On the ~other hand, the Pauline letters were not just written
to the various churches that he established. Each of them
had a specific thematic origin. These, in turn, were
necessitated not just by the theological or pastoral demands
of the particular churches; for the said demands or problems
also arose as a result of the different cultural backgrounds
and settings of the host societies or communiti~s of these
churches. They arose out of the individual and specific
struggles of the various communities to appreciate and
appropriate the Christian values of the Gospel that the
Apostle brought them. That is nothing short of inculturation
in practice. In other words, the various cultural settings of
the communities determined and dictated the themes,
80

Hillman, E. lnculturation Applied: Toward an African Christianity, New York,

1993, p.36.
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contents and tones of Paul's letter to each particular church.
Thus, while the letter to the Romans addressed inter alia
their peculiar problem of idolatry for instance, the two
letters to the Corinthians had to necessarily concentrate on
moral issues etc.
For Paul therefore, evangelization primarily entails the
Gospel dialoguing with\ a culture. This presupposes in-turn
that th.~ evangelizer treats that culture with respect as an
institution that has its ultimate origin also in the owner of
the Gospel Message. The evangelizer is thus challenged to
identify those properties or categories within the culture that
are indices of this divine ultimate origin. Such would prove to
be the semina verbi facilitating the evangelization of the
people and their culture. Taking clue from Paul, this refers to
something similar to his "Unknown God" category. In other
words, '''evangelization may neither be imagined nor carried
out without the simultaneous involvement of the process of
inculturation. As already indicated, this assertion was to be
better articulated and the principles of it expatiated in his
missionary journeys as recorded in the Acts of the Apostles.
Of course, it has since become an eternal truth that would
apply to evangelization, kerygma and inculturation any time,
I

anywh~re.

Summarily put, Paul seems to be saying that any really
effective evangelization must be contextualized. It must
remain current with the changes and times within which it is
being carried out. The Gospel must address the daily hopes
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and fears, sensibilities and apprehensions, dreams and
aspirations etc of the host-community. If we were therefore
to tabulate the Pauline operative principles of inculturation,
. the list would include: Dialogue with host-culture, respect for
host-culture, identification of semina verbiwithin same hostculture, deploying these as categories of mediating the
Gospel to that culture and its people in a summary way of
cont~xtualization. The whole enterprise itself demands a lot
of experimental courage and flexibility. These assertions and
realities are issues that Msgr. Dr. Nathaniel Ndiokwere has
always averred to, in his works. This may justify our intention
to add a commenting footnote to this effect here.
Ndiokwere on Evangelization and lnculturation
Believing
strongly
therefore,
that
any
effective
evangelization must necessarily imply and i~volve the
inculturatioh of the Gospel, it could be re.asonably argued

that inculturation is one of the reliable yardsticks of
measuring and therefore determining any local Church's
. fidelity to her vocation as People of God on a given part of
the Globe. For after all is said and done, theology in the most
practical terms is simply making the faith intelligible in a
81
given context.
81

Es geht der Theologie [ ... ] um das Verstehen des Glaubens (inteUectus fidei) in
den verschiedenen Sprachen und Kulturen der Welt und um den Glauben des
Verstandes (fides intellectus), wie er in den Zeiten und Raumen der
Weltgeschichte wirksam ist. Es gibt folglich ein bleibendes SpannungsverhGitnis
zwischen den Verstehenshorizonten der Welt und dem Anspruch des christlichen
Glaubens.Hans Waldenfels, Kontextuelle Fundamentaltheologie, Paderbonn,
2000, p.35.
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It is on this background therefore, that one appreciates
Ndiokwere's observation that, /(Obviously the Catholic
Church holds in great regard the moral and religious values
proper_ to the African traditions not only because of their
own significance but because she sees them as providential
and fruithful foundation on which the gospel can be based
82
and a new society centred on Christ can be built." It is from
such perspectives that Ndiokwere not only founded his
passion for inculturation but also derived the impetus for his
literary activities with reference to the inculturation of the·
Gospel. In all however, the trademark of his works on
inculturation has remained his praxis-orientation. Thus, he
vehemently maintains inter alia that,''it should equally be
pointed out that inculturation is not a mere classroom or
academic affair. It emerges naturally from a worshipping
community, and those involved in inculturation should in
some protracted period of their study b~ involv.ed in the Hfe
and ministry of a worshipping community. That may even not
be enough. The rich fruits or researches and suggestions
83
He thus
made ,by people should be implemented."
underscores the inevitably contextual demands of any
effective inculturation. In the same vein, he thus
acknowledges its ongoing and dynamic nature.
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Conclusion
The Pauline inculturative evangelizing impetus may, after all,
be a model for the church anywhere. The relationship
between evangelization and inculturation should thus be an
effective criterion of determining how effectively any local
church is faithful to her vocation, since the Church "is
84
85
missionary by nature" and is in fact, born to evangelize.
This will also show how deep-rooted a place, the Gospel has
in the host-society. We therefore share Wagura's contention
that to ensure such a deeprootedness, uthe Christianity that
was brought to Africa robed in the European culture h~s to
be disrobed and adapted to the African cultural expressions
so as to achieve a truly African Christianity worthy of -the
86
name." But then, we would like to end this discussion on a
cautionary note.
This is not reducing the whole gamut of evangelization to
mere process of inculturation. Evangelization surely involves
more than inculturation. It nonetheless implies and
presupposes it. Moreover, contextualization is essential to
Christian
theology. 87 1n aII
however, the ~ conscious
inculturator should feel challenged by Paul's flexil;>ility as well
as his astuteness, his depth of faith as well as respect for the
88
feelings and harmless apprehensions of his audience.
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THE CHURCH ATA TIME OF EBOLA VIRUS DISEASE SCOURG£
By Rev. Fr. Stanley Ekwugha

The casualties are many, and a good number well
Outside the scene of ravage and wreck;.
... We are all casualties, ... (JP Clark)
Introduction
;>

The Nigerian society was startled as from the month of July
89
2014, when the deadly Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) plagued
her. Even though the society right from its inception has
suffered countless crises (starting with the fear of ethnic
domination which later led to the 30 months bloody civil
war, then the problem of leadership and followership
coupled with the problem of management and corruption,
not forgetting to mention political violence, security threats
with the Boko Haram terrorism as its climax), the visit of
Ebola Virus Disease was almost an enigma. The type of
89

In 1976, Ebola (named after the Ebola River in Zaire) first emerged in Sudan
and Zaire. The first outbreak of Ebola (Ebola-Sudan) infected over 284 people,
with a mortality rate of 53%. A few months later, the second Ebola virus
emerged from Yambuku, Zaire, Ebola-Zaire (EBOZ). EBOZ, with the highest
mortality_rate of any of the Ebola viruses (88%),, infected 318 people. Despite
the tre~"endous effort of experienced and dedicated researchers, Ebola's
natural reservoir was never identified. The third strain of Ebola, Ebola Reston
(EBOR), was first identified in 1989 when infected monkeys were imported into
Reston, Virginia, from Mindanao in the Philippines. Fortunately, the few people
who were infected with EBOR (seroconverted) never developed Ebola
hemorrhagic fever (EHF). The last known strain of Ebola, Ebola Cote d'lvoire
(EBO-CI) was discovered in 1994 when a female ethologist performing a
necropsy on a dead chimpanzee from the Tai Forest, Cote d'lvoire, accidentally
infected herself during the necropsy.
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response which this disease received from Nigerians shows
how serious and deadly it is. Concomitant with this outbreak
of Ebola Virus Disease was the hysteria which cost Nigerians
a lot. While many were afraid of the sickness, thinking that it
can be contracted even when two sets of eyes locked, others
believed that EVD was a fabrication of a conspiring few
aimed at manipulating the supine many. Between these two
extremes of credulity and apathy, one cannot bu~ pause and
ponder; hence the need for this reflection even though
World Health Organisation (WHO) has finally declared
Nigeria Ebola free. "What must we do to run away from this
disease?" This was a recurring question during the outbreak.
Safety measures were proffered such as regular hand
washing and reporting to the appropriate quarters as soon as
the symptoms are noticed.
Christians were not free from this crisis. They might even
90
have suffered it more than others . This is an affirmation of
that beautiful statement that begins "The Pastoral
Constitution of the Church in the Modern World" that "The
joy and hope, the grief and anguish of the men of our time,
especially of those who are poor or afflicted in any way, are
the joy and hope, the grief and anguish of the followers of
91
Christ as well" . Hence it is not out of place, thatthe Church
had a role to play during the time of the EVD. The Church
90

See McDermott, M.J., The Bible on Human Suffering, UK: St. Paul
Publications, 1990, p.33.
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was mindful that the question, "what must I do to inherit
eternal, life?" became more eloquent during the time of
Ebola crisis. If that was the case, then the Church ought to
speak and act. She should be aware that if she kept silent,
her children would listen to other voices around which might
lead them astray. It is her role to reintroduce confidence and
sense of purpose in a world plagued by EVD. Many dioceses
in Nigeria acted in this direction. We all were casualties.
Either we were infected or we were affected. Therefore all
hands must be on deck. In understanding the Church at this
time, we still bear in mind the Vatican II definition of the
Church as the people of God involving both the laity and the
clergy. Thus, the role of the family members as well as health
workers inasmuch as these are Christians, are also the
92
activities of the Church.
This article intends to examine critically the pastoral
approach of the Church to this problem of EVD. It examines
those measures that ought to be taken but not necessarily
taken. It applauds the supposeq measures taken so far which
in my view are heroic and then presents the ones that
seemed to be hyped. As a sequel, we note that the hierarchy
is not exhaustive of the Church. Thus, the assessment is
directed to all the baptized who in one way or the other
were either affected or infected. Another question that
'
poses before us is whether we faced the issue squarely
~
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Dominic Ssengooba, The Laity and the Pastoral Care of the SickJ Kenya:
Paulines Publications Africa, 1996, pp. 13-19.
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horizontal that our faith is being questioned. On the other
hand, in trying to prove our faith, was our reason abused?
Two scriptural passages will help us in this regard. One is
from Gal 1:4 which says that "He (Christ Jesus) gave himself
for our sins to rescue us from this evil times, in fulfillment to
the will of God the Father." Another is Hosea 4:6 that 1/my
people perish for lack of knowledge ... ". A careful reading of
the two brings us to a scriptural synthesis (Lk 1:77) that
points to one of the duties of the Church namely to give the
people the knowledge of salvation.
How It Started

As sin entered into the world through one man, so did Ebola
enter into Nigeria through one man. His name was Patrick
Sawyer, a Liberian and an American citizen. Before that
fateful July 20, 2014, there was no case of Ebola Virus
Disease in Nigeria. It was almost unknown to Nigerians. This
is not to say that Nigeria was paradisiac before this time. The
Prayer for Nigeria in Distress that has lasted for more than
two decades and still reechoes in the Nigerian Ch~rches is an
indication that all has not been welL We in Nigeria have our
own headaches and cry every day for deliverance. Thus, the
coming of Ebola was an additional injury to the nation's
burdens. Reports have it that Mr. Sawyer boarded an Asky
Airline plane to Lagos on July 20, looking (/terribly ill" and
wearing a "sad countenance" like someone in severe pain.
Apparently overtaken by (/excruciating pain," he, at a point,
laid flat on his stomach on the floor in the corridor of the
67
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airport. Mr. Sawyer also was found sitting alone and avoiding
bodily contacts with other passengers who came close to him
at the boarding gate of the airport as he awaited his flight to
Lagos. He became critically ill on the plane and was taken to
First Consultant Hospital, Obalende, from the Murtala
Mohammed Airport in Lagos. He finally died on Friday, 25
July 2014. Since this outbreak, the Nigerian government was
up and doing, making sure this deadly virus got knocked out
of Nigeria.
This EVD came with hysteria that did us more harm than
good. The news of EVD in Nigeria was not welcomed in a
wonderful way. The fear was hyped in a bid to run away from
the problem. People believed that Ebola was hanging in the
air. Every unusual metabolic r~action was suspected. People
were simply afraid and were desperately looking for a cure or
solution. There was the case of bitter kola serum as an
antidote to EVD. This is an offshoot from the stock of an
inconclusive research led by a Nigerian, Prof. Maurice lwu, in
1999. Dealers of this bitter kola made huge profit during this
time.
Then, at the early hours of the 7th of August, 2014, Nigerians
were startled by an information spreading like a wild fire
through the social media that warm water with salt solution
is a preventive against EVD. Emmanuel Ojeifo, a priest of the
Catholic Archdiocese of Abuja captures this vividly. Listen to
him,
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"According to the social media broadcast, Nigerians were
advised to add a little salt into some water and drink the
solution as a recipe for containing the spread of· the virus.
Many other people said they were told to bath with the salt
and water solution. As the broadcast went viral, ~any people
bought into the myth, causing many Nigerians to lose their
sleep in a last minute attempt to administer the salt-water
miracle. It took the intervention of medical experts and
Nigerians of sound mind to dispel such a sham. When the
fake salt-water "vaccine" against Ebola reached fever pitch, it
had become a matter of cynical amusement ... Other versions
of the broadcast even prescribed scripture passages in the
Bible and Quran that the adherents of these faiths were
expected to recite as they administered the therapy on
themselves - a reminder of the gifted capacity of Nigerians
to dissolve faith into superstition and magic" 93 •
Actually what Emmanuel Ojeifo calls the "virus

of fear" is a

virus of the mind with fear and hysteria as symptoms. He
seems to tacitly acknowledge this when he writes that awhile
leading scientists try to grapple with the spread of the virus
and to find a cure for it, scientific knowledge and commonsense facts about the virus seem to recede to the
background as fear, hysteria and panic rise in .geometric
proportions". According to Derek Gjertsen, uwe can simply
agree with Hume that men are liars, or with Cicero that men
93

Emmanuel Ojeifo, "Social Epidemics and the Virus of Fear" in Thisday

NewspaperJ Monday, August 11, 2014, p.14.
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are stupid, and indeed, observing the world today, there is
much to support both judgments. Alternatively, there is
Descartes' view that certain vices - or viruses in a more
modern terminology- are inherent in the mind. We can all
recognize pathologies of the body (boils, cuts, bruises,
chronic allergies and breaks) but are less adept at recognizing
94
mental pathologies ." It remains a big puzzle. A statement
holds that "the thought provoking thing in this thought
provoking era is that many people are not thinking". Derek
also noticed another. virus of the mind which he called .
'supinity' or neglect of inquiry. According to him, it is easier
for people "to believe what we are told than to investigate
95
the facts ourselves ". Disturbed by these two extremes of
supinity and credulity, Derek asked the question, "when
presented with something strange and unfamiliar how can
we ste..~er between the dangers of arrogantly dismissing
everything outside our experience and naively accepting
96
whatever we are told? " Hosea was right in affirming that
my people perish for lack of knowledge (Hos 4:6). This
knowledge is more than intellectuaL From the Hebrew
Yadagh, it goes further to embrace a special relationship
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97

with God. It has to do with intimacy, interpenetration and
exchange of values. It has to do with a life of grace, a
participation in the life of God. There is no condemnation for
those who are in Christ Jesus (Rom 8:1) who has protected us
from the evil of this present age (Gal 1:4).When the majority
are affected by this virus of the mind, a revolutionary would
fall within the range of abnormality. He becomes the lone
stammering prophet who would go unnoticed.
Shortly before this hysteria, the Archbishop of Lagos, Most
Rev. Alfred Adewale Martins issued a pastoral guide for all
priests and religious working in the archdiocese as.well as the
laity. This will be examined in the next section of this essay.
Before then, I wis.h to acknowledge the effort of this
archdiocese, the epicenter of the EVD in Nigeria. This local
Church recognized that the people of God were also afraid.
They seemed to reecho tha·t biblical question, what must I do
to inherit eternal life? The question demanded an urgent
answer at the time of EVD.
The Mission of the Church in a World of Time and Space

The Church has the mission of perpetuating God's kingdom
on earth. It is a kingdom of justice, love and peace. The
Church herself is also the Kingdom of God on earth. It is a
visible presence of this Kingdom on earth which exists in a
dialectics of already and not yet. It is also ,a sign and
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This knowledge of God is our ultimate aim (cf. Scott Hahn, .Catholic Bible
Dictionary, New York: Doubleday, 2009, p.518)
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1strument of salvation. As a sign, it signifies the grace that it
onfers and as an instrument, it confers the grace that it
ignifies. This salvation is not the salvation of the human soul
rom the body for that would be an element of
Jeoplatonism. It is rather the salvation of the human soul
hrough the body. It is the body that makes the human
1erson a historical being; for it sets him in a world of space
tnd time. Therefore, history must be an essential element of
oteriology. No history no salvation. In fact, the history of
nankind is a salvation history. This salvation must be
mders!ood from an integral angle embracing (/feelings and
!motions, perceived as a value, and as such made not only
98
nore desirable but also easier to achieve." It touches every
1spect of human experience; politics, economy, social
1rganization, culture, science and technology, ·medicine,
!cology etc. It transcends the sphere of religion and theology
md embraces the totality of the human person, his society
md his environment. Understood in this context, salvation as
1mission of the Church must be integral; thus reaffirming in
1 different way what we have said about the beginning of
"Jaudium et Spes.

1\/ith the advent of Ebola Virus Disease in Nigeria, the
99
Jigerian Church was not silent.
Even before the fake

~Nicholas FogliaccoJ The God of all Consolation: The Theology of Salvation and
llission cis Divine ComfortJ Kenya: Paulines Publications} 2004 1 p. 14.
3
I cannot claim the exactitude of the number of dioceses/provinces that
esponded on this problem. I therefore limit myself to the ones I am sure of
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informatio"n on warm water- salt solution, the Archbishop c
Lagos, Most Rev. Dr. Alfred Adewale Martins had alread
issued a pastoral letter instructing Christ faithful in Lagos o
the right conduct at the time of Ebola outbreak. This lette
titled The Outbreak of Ebola Virus: A Pastoral Approach
begins by acknowledging the existence of fear, anxiety an
hysteria emerging from the outbreak. While it acknowledge
that Ebola is highly contagious and therefore dangerous, th
chief shepherd admonishes his flock not to increase th
already existing hysteria. It then goes further to outline eig~
prevent-ive measures in the Church namely, awareness an
sensit~zation, personal hygiene, caution durin,g sick cal
counting offerings with gloves, using purificator whil
distributing communion (the traditional hand to mout
communion is maintainedL omitting the sign of peace durin
mass, emptying the Holy Water fonts and providing was
hand basins in the sacristy. This ends by acknowledging th
power of prayer in a moment of crisis. 11We pray for th
victims and their relatives and commend the souls of th
dead ones into the hand of Almighty God". Two qualities c
our Blessed Mother as Help of Christians and Health of th
Sick are noted in this letter.
11

In the same vein, the metropolitan of Abuja Archdioces1
John Cardinal Onaiyekan did not waste time to add his ow
voice to this admonition at the time of Ebola. On the eve c
namely Lagos Archdiocese, Abuja Archdiocese and Owerri Ecclesiastic
Province.
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the nineteenth Sunday of the Year (August 9, 2014L the
Cardinal sent via sms to all the priests working in his
archdiocese a concise message on how to contain with EVD.
It goes thus,
"Dear Fr, due to the prevailing national situation on the
Ebola Virus Disease (EVDL I am directing that the following
pastoral guidelines should be observed throughout our
archdiocese from tomorrow till further notice;
1.
The Sign of peace should be omitted at Mass.
2.

Communion in the hand is highly recommended and
should be encouraged (unless for those who insist on
receiving on the tongue).

3.

After post-communion prayer, say 10 Hail Mary, for
God's intervention and our Lady's intercession during
these trying times for our country.
-May the Lord save us from Ebola! Amen.

J. CARD. ONAIYEKAN"
The letter issued by the bishops of Owerri Ecclesiastical
Province appears like a redaction of the letter of Archbishop
Martin~ of Lagos Archdiocese. The Letter assumes the, s~me
structure with the conclusion almost verbatim except a little
addition (may be for the sake of contextualization). While the
•
structure remains the
.. same, there are little changes which
may be as a result of pastoral situation within the locale or
updates on EVD at the time of writing namely August 15
(almost a month after the outbreak of Ebola). The
introduction of the letter is superb as it makes-reference to
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th~

togetherness of faith and reason while approaching
Ebola crisis as well as reference -to medical experts. In
addition to the eight points or strategies mentioned by the
archbishop of Lagos, Owerri Province adds five more namely;
care of the infected, environmental hygiene, cautions at
funeral, the admonition not to be afraid, and explicit call for
100
prayer.
Another important point to note refers to two
areas of divergence namely; the bishops of Owerri Province
find no need to skip the Sign of Peace and to administer
communion on the hand. However, these were not without a
clause. ((If exigencies call for it", said the bishops, .((the sign of
peace hand-shake will be suspended" and Communion in
the hand will be allowed". How can we then examine
critically these letters? This examination falls under two
101
categories of Kairos and crisis.
11

Kairos:
The suggestion of awareness by the archbishop of
Lagos is in line also with the teaching office of the
Church who is ever ready to give her children the
knowledge of salvation, especially the salvation from
-- EVD. If God's people perish for lack of knowledge,
then knowledge is ultimately a source of life, healing
and salvation.

>-

100

It is good to note that 11 Call for Prayer11 is not actually lacking in the first two
letters but were not outlined as an agenda. It is found in the conclusions.
101
Kairos is the Greek word for 13n appointed time. In theology, it means an
hour of grace.
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>-

At the time of the Ebola scourge, the accent of
hygiene got heightened. In a busy place like Lagos
with polluted environment, many people are not
hygiene conscious. The advent of Ebola has triggered
in the people a conviction that cleanliness is next to
102
godliness.

>-

While the Archbishop maintained the traditional hand
to mouth method of receiving communion, he noted
that the status quo would remain until the bishops of
Lagos Ecclesiastical Province meet to discuss the
possi~ility. of receiving communion on the hand. This
showcases the beauty of hierarchical communion and
of a listening Church. Shortly after that, (possibly after
the meetingL he issued a communique on hand-tohand communion. While hand-to-hand communion is
encouraged, it is never mandatory. It remains only
optional. This is in line with the message of Cardinal
Onaiyekan. This third point suggests that the Church
does not abuse the piety of the people.

~

Also, in many parishes, an organization of Catholic
Health Workers has been formed to take care of the
medical needs of the . parishioners e~pecially during
worship. In these areas crisis points to Kairos.

102

Some of the cleansing or ablution rites in Jewish religion stemmed from
awareness of contagious diseases among the people.
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Crisis:

>-

The caution on sick call is not clearly spelt out. The
pastoral letter does not tell priests to discontinue with
the Anointing of the Sick. It only says ~hat caution
should be exercised. Now, if a priest is attending to a
critically ill person, and anointing is required, is he
expected to put on gloves while anointing the person?
How can a patient feel if a priest anoints him or her
with a glovedhand? This issue was raised in one of our
bible class sessions and varied responses were
received. Asked the other way, is the anointing of the
sick absolutely necessary? Can one pray for the sick
without necessarily anointing the person?

>-

The use of hand glove is only mentioned- on money
issues. Thus, the archbishop writes t~at {{priests
should encourage use of gloves" while counting
money. However, from U.S. State Department we got
the information that You can't contract Ebola by
handling money or swimming in a pool". The
11

authenticity of this information is presented at the
first lines in the following manner,

11
...

we consulted

with our medical specialists at the .U.S State
Department and assembled this list below, worded in
plain language for easy u_nderstanding" - an
intellectual humility apparently lacking in the two
documents of the ecclesiastical leaders. The Church is
hereby reminded once again that a teaching Church is
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a listening Church. If this information from the U.S
State Department is true, then the use of hand glove
while counting money is uncalled for. It ends up
hyping the fear and increasing the hysteria which is
counterproductive when placed side by side with the
admonition of Archbishop Martins that /{all priests and
administrators of institutions are encouraged to
exercise

pastoral

initiative,

discretion

and

great

caution in the dissemination of information in order to
ensure that the people are duly informed without
escalating the already panicky situation".
~ In the area of hand-to-hand communion, some priests

·did

not

represent

the

cardinal

well

while

disseminating the information. They almost made it
compulsory for everybody to receive the communion
on the hand and presented it in such a way that
suggests that the imposition is coming from this
prince of the Church. The conservative Catholics did
not receive this message in good fate. They felt
offended. One of the texts I received from a
parishioner of that rank suggests the bitterness and
11
angst of this group. It goes thus, ... 1don't understand
why our archbishop wants to force down the throat of
every catholic in Abuja this Arian and Protestant
practice of communion in the hand under the disguise
of Ebola .... Because it is not through communion on
the tongue and handshake that one contracts it, but
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through sweat and body contact. Fr, without bein1
immodest, we fear Ebola more than Jesus in the
Eucharist ... " The spirituality and the supposed abuse
of the Eucharist by receiving it on the hand a
purported by this group falls outside the scope of thi
work. We are only trying to showcase hov
information can be misrepresented and what th1
consequence can be.
);;>

Omitting of the Sign of Peace is another source o
crisis in the Church. While the archbishop of Lago
reminded us that this rite is optional,· he mad1
reference to a newest document of the Congregatio1
for Divine Worship and Discipline of other Sacrament
stating that ((It is completely legitimate to affirm tha
it is not necessary to invite 'mechanistically' t1
exchange
the
sign
of
peace".
The
won
((mechanistically" is value-laden and needs to b
contextually interpreted. Hand shakeat Mass as a Sig.
of Peace does not necessarily mean mechanisti
exchange of peace. A gesture becomes mechanisti
when it is serrated from its life, spirit and value. Th
sign of peace was omitted in many Churches in Abuj
and Lagos without first teaching ·the people that it i
an optional rite- the people who earlier held it to b
an essential part of the Mass without which the Mas
will be incomplete. Thus, the Church is hereb
reminded again that Catechesis is invaluabl€. The fir~
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aay this happened in our Church, people started
shaking themselves after the Mass saying that Ebola
cannot stop them from offering the greetings of
peace. Another point to make here is this, if the
information from the US State Department holds true
that Ebola is not contagious until the patient is acutely
ill, then there is no need to omit the sign of peace. We
;;lisa gathered from WHO that (/Infection occurs from
direct contact {through

broken

skin

or mucous

membranes} with blood, or other bodily fluids or
secretions (stool, urine, saliva, semen} of infected
people. Infection can also occur if broken skin or
mucous membranes of a healthy person come into
contact with ·environments that have become
contaminated with an Ebola patient's infectious fluids
such as soiled clothing, bed linen, or ~sed needles" .
This shows the risk of contracting Ebola through
103

handshake is almost close to zero possibility. Omitting
of sign of peace either increases the fear or suggests
that people are safer outside the Church than inside.
As these further fueled the crisis, it also creates a
pathway to moments of grace.
The Church: The Case of Identity and Mission

We are in no way trying to make an expose of the
ecclesiology of Vatiacan II but rather to sift out certain items
103

"Frequently Asked Questions on Ebola Virus Disease" in Tell Magazine, no.
33, August 18, 2014, p. 5.
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from both Lumen Gentium and Gaudium et Spes that will be
of immense help in this latter part of our discussion. First of
all, the Church has a Trinitarian origin and is rightly called the
People of God, Body of Christ and Temple of the Holy Spirit.
The image of this People of God assumed a tremendous
development after Vatican II from perfecta societas (perfect
society) to ecclesia semper reformanda (the Church always in
need of reformation). The Church as the People of God is
made up of the laity, religious and the clergy (hierarchy) and
in perfect communion and charity, each embodies the
104
ecclesial identity according to their state in life . This
People of God aware of their communion with God and with
one another and of the human race as its setting, render
service to each other; and the mission of the 'Church will
show itself to be supremely human by the very fact of being
105
religious.
The 1983 Code of Canon Law pitches the tent
under clergy and laity. Speaking of the religious the Code
simply says that ((drawn from both groups are those. of
Christ's faithful who/ professing the evangelical counsels
through vows or other sacred bonds recognized and
approved by the Church, are consecrated in their own special
way and promote the salvific mission of the Church. 11106 One
belongs to this Church by virtue of baptism and the bond
104

Dogmatic Constitution of the Church in the Modern World, Lumen Gentium~

30.
105

Pastoral Constitution of The Church in the Modern World, Gaudium et Spes,

11.
106

Can. 207,§2.
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strengthened through the sacrament of the Eucharist. The
moment one bears the indelible mark of the baptismal seat
he possesses an ecclesial identity. The People are endowed
and ad~rned with different gifts that should be placed at the
service of the Church and for the common good.
The Church of Christ as a visible human society is also of
divine origin. These two natures of the Church encompass
the different aspects of the Church summed up as complexio
oppositorum. It is the Church of the saints and sinners. It is
holy and at the same time undergoes the way of repentance.
Like Christ the Head, the Church also participates in the
hypostatic union. Thus the Church of God as a visible society
on earth does not exist in a vacuum. She too shares in the
experiences of the people of our time and each situation
107
This Church of Christ, a
challenges her members to action.
visible society and a spiritual community subsists in the
Catholic Church where the fullness of salvation dwells.
However, salvific elements are also found in other
communities and they are rightly called ecclesial: In other
religions also, salvific elements can be found. Thus, the
Church both in her presence and operation extends beyond
her physical frontiers. All men who do good works pleasing
to God already have the saving grace operative in their
hearts. They are thus to cooperate in tackling the problems

·..;,'..

107

Pastoral Constitution of The Church in the Modern World, Gaudium et Spes,

4.
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.facing the world today.
In doing this, catholicity should be
our mindset for if the greatest commandment is the love of
God and of neighbour, we must make ourselves the
neighbour of every man, no matter who he is, and if we meet
him, to come to his aid in a positive way". God willed to
make men holy and save them, not as individuals without
any bond or link between them, but rather to make them
into a people who might acknowledge him and serve him in
holiness.

109

This bond is of solidarity and exists both in good

and in bad times, in moments of grace and in moments of
crisis such as the time of Ebola Virus Disease.
Another thing to note here, is that the laity by virtue of their
baptism are also participating in the munera of the Church
especially in the secular manner. Thus, the fight against Ebola
is more in the secular domain of the Church's ecclesial
activity and therefore rests on the shoulders of the laity. This
reduces the tension mounting as a result of accusing fingers
of negligence being pointed at the hierarchy by the laity. The
laity should therefore ask themselves, ({What have we done
so far for the eradication of EVD?" "What does God expect of
us at this time?"
The Church as a Healing Ministry

Not only that the Church has a healing ministry, the entire
ministry of the Church is healing. It is a continuation of the

108
109

Gaudium et Spes, 10.
Lumen Gentium, 9.
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ninistry of Jesus Christ the great healer (Mt 9:32-35, 14:34~6, 15:29-31, Mk 1:32-34, Lk 7:18-23). In commissioning the
jisciples, Jesus tied the ministry of healing to the
Jroclamation of the kingdom (cf. Mt 10:1-15). If the Church is
:he kingdom of God on earth as Vatican II Fathers have said,
:hen healing belongs primarily to the Church. This healing
that encompasses the entire ministry of the Church,
3ccording to Laurenti Magesa, involves two simultaneous
processes. On one hand, it concerns the healing of the soul,
"returning it to its rightful, friendly relationship with God".
And on the other hand, it involves, the healing of the body
and all creation Conforming them to their original state of
11

110

integrity and happiness".
The pastoral care of the sick
involves the sacraments of penance, Eucharist and Anointing
of the Sick which form the centrality of healing in the Church.
Orobator noted three aspects of this healing ministry; the
welcoming Church, a community of hope and a community
of reconciliation.
i.

111

The healing Church as a welcoming Church: Rinaldo

Ronzani shares this same view with Orobator as he
ootes that, the negative effects of illness place us in
situation of iiminality as we are cut off from the
community, our relationships are disrupted ... Inner
11

110

Laurenti Magesa, "Celebrate Catholic Social Teaching, in New People/ quoted
in Rinaldo Ronzani, Christian Healing: The Anointing of the SickJ p. Kenya:
Paulines Publications, 2007, p.26.
111
See Aigbonkhianmeghe Orobator, From Crisis to Kairos, Kenya: Paulines
Publications, 2005, pp.l38-142.
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isolation and loneliness seem to take over as we are
112
unable to continue to live our life as before."
People with deadly diseases like Ebola are often
discriminated because of fear and prejudice and it is
this stigma that kills most of the time. They are
therefore stigmatized. It is thus the duty of the
welcoming Church to reassure them that the mother
Church carries them in her bosom. Special prayers
should be integrated within the liturgy and wider
prayer life of the Church. Even though they are
quarantined, the healing Church should find a way of
maintaining close contact with them. It has always
been my stand on argument concerning the morality
of those who escaped from their quarantined unit
that we should not be in a haste to condemn them
completely. Inasmuch as I do not know how they were
treated there, it is always a common thing that such
victi-ms are treated like less human· beings. If that is
the case, frustration and depression can lead to the
moribund escape. However, here I do not speak with
absolute certainty. However, granted this possibility,
the Church should be sensitive to this dangerous
awakening. Communiques and pastoral letters are not
read by EVD patients. They may not be aware that (;;
were praying for them in our Churches. The ecclesial

112

Rinaldo Ronzani, Christian Healing:
Paulin.es Publications, 2007, p.lS.
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identity of presence therefore should be felt where
such victims are quarantined. If a quarantined Ebola
patient is visited by members of his Church, he feels
immediately, that God is with him and he is disposed
to respond to medication. Laying on of hands and
anointing of those discriminated on account of their ill
health is itself healing. They feel the healing touch of
God of grace in their broken body. Orobator avers
again that, {(such simple and symbolic liturgical events
and gestures could become occasions of healing of
113
apathy, ·prejudice, discrimination, fear, stigma ... "
However, when it comes to a sickness that is highly
contagious through contact with fluid when the
patient is already symptomatic, what do we do as
regards touching, laying on of hands and anointing?
Faced with this crisis, we expect from the Church,
nnguistic precision.
ii.

The healing Church as a community of hope: Sickness

such as EVD goes with depression. Therefore, the
patients and family members need a message of hope.
We have to console them and let them know that God
did not abandon them. With the situation df things in
Nigeria, EVD is truly under control and patients are
fesponding to the experimentaJ drugs. That itself is
enough good news. In one of the meetings I had with
the Catholic Health workers in CKC Kubwa, one of
113

From Crisis to Kairos, p.l40.
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them, Dr. Nwokeforo Ukeje, reminded us that ua
health worker should
not,
in
disseminating
information, cause panic." We should revisit this in
.the next section of the essay.
iii.

The healing Church as a community of reconciliation:

In the healing ministry of the Church, the patient
reconciles with God for his past mistakes, reconciles
with those who must have been responsible for his
illness and as well reconcile with himself. Without this
integral reconciliation, holistic healing of mind and
body will not take place. Thus, at the time of EVD, the
Church should accentuate on this sacrament of
reconciliation.
The Church and the Gospel of Consolation

The Church as an instrument of salvation is meant to preach
the

Gospel.

This gospel

is

a gospel

inasmuch

as

it

communicates hope and consolation to the people for
salvation

can

be properly understood within the Old

Testament framework of consolation. Fogliacco n9ted this by
pointing at the interplay of the two words salvation and
consolation in the Gospel of Luke. According to hit:n, ((Of the
old Simeon, Luke says that 'he awaited the consolation of
Israel' (Lk 2: 25}. When baby Jesus was brought to the
temple, he took him into his arms and exclaimed, 'm.y eyes
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have seen your salvation' (2:30)"

114

.

Commenting further, he

said, ({What we have here is a dense theological abstract:
consolation is salvation and salvation is a baby that an old
man carries in his arms and 'sees' with his own eyes". If
salvation is Jesus Christ, Fogliacco also says that ({properly
speaking, Jesus Christ does not offer consolation: he is
consolation"

115

.

If evangelization means bringing Christ to

people, it is then a message of consolation especially to the
broken hearted. The second part of Isaiah begins with this
message of consolation pointing to the arrival of God. This
assurance of Emmanuel presence is urgently needed at a
time of crisis for Kairos is experiencing the healing hand of
God on a body broken by Ebola. Instead of stigmatizing the
patients, the Church should draw closer to them. The Church
must pitch her tents at the isolation areas. If the health
workers are there to fight the illness, then the Church should
also be there. It is the task of the Church to give them the
message of hope uin the quality of life that lies ahead; ... that
the cor:!"munity will not abandon them, that death, when it
eventually comes, is ({dying into life."

116

This message of

consolation assures the patients that they are not alone, God
is with them and the faith community has not abandoned
them.

114

Nicholas Fogliacco, The God of all Consolation, p.l4.
Nicholes Fogliacco, The God of all Consolation, p.l4.
116
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CONCLUSION

Finally I confess that I adopted the method of A.E. Orobator,
in his book From Crisis to Kairos where he offers an
ecclesiological reflection on HIVI AIDS, refugees and poverty.
· According to Orobator, 11 it is not enough to think about the
Church; if we pay close attention to the actual situation
where it exists as a community of faith and worship, ... we
may discover much to realign our vision and understanding
of the church accordingly. A big gulf separates a purely
discursive approach from one which takes account of the
117
actual situation."
He goes further to say that it follows a
discernible trajectory: from crisis to Kairos. This trajectory is
extended to the time of EVD. Kairos is a moment of grace
and should not be lacking in a moment of epidemics. The
concrete involvement of the Church with the sick will be seen
118
as a clec;1r/sign of the presence of the Kingdom of God
.
.
/

The tension mounted by EVD in Nigeria has gone down. With
prayer and discipline, we have knocked EVD out of Nigeria. It
seems it has left Nigeria for other places. It has entered the
United States of America. However, if care is not taken it
might come back to us even in full force. Remember what
Jesus said in the Gospel of Luke that it' an evil spirit is driven
awav from a person, it wanders away. Having found nowhere
to live, it returns to its original habitat. Having fou-nd it clean,
117

Aigbonkhianmeghe Orobator, Crisis to Kairos, Kenya: Paulines Publications,
2005.
118
Rinaldo Ronzani, Christian Healing: The Anointihg of the S.ick, . Kenya:
Paulines Publications, 2007, p.9.
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it will invite other demons seven times stronger thereby
making the person worse. We were quite lucky that EVD
entered Nigeria through a high profiled person and we were
able to tackle it. If it comes again through a common person,
enters the suburbs of Nigeria, it might spread like a wild fire
beyond control. We should therefore watch and pray.
What we have done so far in this article is to look at what the
Church is and what the Church is doing especially at a time of
EVD. The Church is not free from EVD. She is aware of this
11
and hence the question What is the Church doing?" comes
to the fore. The Church has not been silent and inactive. She
has spoken and acted. The next question is uhas the Church
done enough?" The answer to this question should be sought
in individual hearts. Our addition is that the Church should
speak with precision and act in ways that can move the
hearts ,,_of the people from crisis to Kairos. The Church
remains. the visible presence of the healing hand of God in a
broken world of Ebola Virus Disease. Jesus said, "when I was
sick, you took care of me" (Matthew 25:37).
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THE PRESENT TURBULENT WIND OF THE NEW PENTECOST

(A PERSONAL REFLECTION)
By Rev. Fr. Dr. Thaddeus Nwokeji
1.
The Present Turbulence: My Glory! My tJeighbour's
Glory!! God's Glory!!!
C. 5. Lewis writes, «it may be possible for each to think too
much of his own potential glory ... ; it is hardly possible for him
to think too often or too deeply about that of his neighbour.
The load, or weight, or burden of my neighbour's glory ... a
load so heavy that only humility can carry it, and the backs of
119
the proud will be broken».
These words crossed my mind
when I was asked to write about the current turbulent wind
of the New Pentecost.
I

The fact is that P.entecostalism has spread like wildfire. Its
turbule"nt wind is a source of concern because· it challenges
the established Churches. It stirs, scares,, ·hurts and spells
doom for some of their ministers. Cyriacus U. M. Elelleh
writing about mixedmarriage refers to Pentecostals and
Pentecostalism, in his article for the 2014 'Good Tidings', an
Orlu Catholic Diocesan annual magazine, produced during
her priestly ordination. He writes, ' .. ~we picked outthis group
because of the peculiar challenges associated with them and
the fact that most of our priests encounter regularly ...
Catholic members who belong to this group. We termed the
119

C. S. Lewis, The Weight of Glory, New York: Macmillan Publishing, 1980, p.

18
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challenges they pose peculiar because here, we are dealing
with a group that has been as amorphous as it is real and
remains a conundrum. So defined because Pentecostals are
all around us, yet, it is not often easy to identify or define
them: some of them are being established as we are
I
writingf .. some of them change forms and modes with ease ...
These and many more make dealings with Pentecostals more
polemic and problematic ... '.
120

I also came across the words of Paolo Naso , a professor of
Politjcal Science at La Sapienza University Rome. He states,

' ... in the coming decades ... we will hear Pentecostalism
spoken of ~ith g'reat interest, with great vivacity and,
obviously Ihe historical churches will have to be ready for the
challenge of the confrontation and dialogue with this faith
121
community'.
All this notwithstanding, and perhaps, most importantly, the
turbulent wind of the new Pentecost, one dares to say, has
triggered change that is yielding positive fruits. The glory of
God is shinning out. On this point, we would ask, using the
words of St. Paul, ' ... does it matter? The important thing is
that in every way, whether from false motives or true, Christ
is preached.· And because of this I rejoice. Ye~, and I will
continue to rejoice'. (Phil. 1:18). Their adherents may

120

Paolo Nasa also teaches at the Institute of Interdisciplinary Studies of
Religions and Cultures at the Pontifical Gregorian University, (ISIRC} Rome.
121
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careless but Christians are hereby reminded of the need for
discernment.
2.
Where the 'head' leads, the 'body' follows.
Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, who later became Pope Benedict
/
XVI 'prophesied':

Maybe we are facing a new and different kind of
epoch in the Church's history, where Christianity
will again be characterized more by the mustard
seed, where it will exist in small, seemingly
insignificant groups that nonetheless live an
intense struggle against evil and bring good into
the world- that let God in. 122
These words underline his recognition that Christendom, in
the likeness of the Roman Empire, is over. The necessity to
see and reach out beyond our borders is both a need and a
mandate. It is as urgent as it is cogent.
Now Pope Francis is setting us an example in similar veins. In
July 2014, he became the first Pope to visit a Pentecostal
Church, pressing his outreach to evangelicals who represent
Catholicism's greatest competition for Christian souls around
the globe'. Some of the words that the Pope addressed to
these Pentecostals read, "Among those who persecuted and
denounced Pentecostals, almost as if they were crazy people
1

n Josepg_ Cardinal Ratzinger, Salt of the Earth: The Church at the End of the
Millennium -An interview With Peter Seewald, San Francisco: Ignatius Press,
1997, 16
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trying to ruin the race, there were also Catholics ... ! am the
pastor of Catholics, and I ask your forgiveness for those
Catholic brothers and sisters who didn't know and were
tempted by the devil."
The Church has written for ecumenism. She always stands for
it. In Pope Francis, we find a practical, sincere _and simple
method of indicating that the only way forward is to accept
Christianity instead of Christendom as the new banner of
evangelisation. On another occasion similar to the above, the
Pope says, 'Don't proselytize; respect others' beliefs'.

11

We

can inspire others through witness ... the worst thing of all is
religious proselytism, which paralyzes ... The Church grows by
attraction, not proselytizing". (http://ncronline:org/blogs/
franc is-c h ron icIes/1 ate st-in te rv iew-pope-francis-reve aIs-top10-secrets-happiness). Where the head leads or points to,
the body might adjust and follow. The salvation of souls is of
utmost importance. Truth must lead the way. Good will
should inform our decisions. People seem to be coming to
terms with all this more now than before. Many now are of
the opinion, and rightly so, that the urge t~ entangle
ourselves and get preoccupied with the challenges of
maintaining the status quo must be resisted.· It is most
appalling to play on words and ideologies to the detriment of
those baptized in Christ's name. Such is always at the
expense of our true vocation.
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3.

The Way I see it ...

Is it not an historical fact that every now and then, human
beings succeed with a breakthrough idea which changes for
good the way of looking at and doing things? One has to
agree completely with the statement that, 'the landscape for
evangelization has changed dramatically because of the
developments begun in the Second Vatican Council and the
deepening

understanding

of

God's

universal

will

for

salvation. Rather than the exclusive claims of the past that
focused on membership in the Roman Catholic Church, we
have come to a much more inclusive understanding of
salvation for all...
Therefore, we have to figure out how all of us are part of that
one plan. The exclusionary claims of the past that found their
most exquisite expression in the lapidary phrase extra
ecc/esiam nulla sa/us est (most narrowly construed by
Leonard Feeney to mean that there is no salvation for those
who are not visibly members of the Roman Catholic Church)
have yielded to a much more complex situation of tension
123
We now say 'there is salvation in the
and dialogue.
Catholic Church'. This does not exclude the possibility of
finding salvation in other Churches.
"'

123

From Maintenance to Mission Evangelization and the
Revitalization of the Parish, New York, Paulist press, 2005, pp. 107,108. Also cf.
Francis A. Sullivan, SJ, in Salvation Outside the Church, Mahwah, NJ: Paulist
Robert S. Rivers, CSP,

Press, 1992.
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For all intent and purposes, it is in this light that one has
chosen to live and be a Catholic. It is now a must that the
proclamation of Jesus Christ as the Saviour of the world be
done in conjunction with other human beings and other
religions. John Paul II, now a saint, observes that, "Since
salvation is offered to all, it must be made concretely
available to all. But it is clear that today, as in the past, many
people do not have an opportunity to come to know or
accept the gospel revelation or to enter the Church. The
social and cultural conditions in which they live do"not permit
this, and frequently they have been brought yp in ot~er
religious traditions. For such people salvation in Christ is
accessible by virtue of a grace which, while having a
mysterious relationship to the Church, does not make them
formally part of the Church but enlightens them in a way
which is accommodated to their spiritual and material
situation" (Redemptoris Missio, 10).
Similarly, the Catechism of the Catholic Church,· 0851 says
that (fit is from God's love for all men that the Church in
every age receives both the obligation and the vigour of her
missionary dynamism, 'for the love of Christ urges us on.'
Indeed, God 'desires all men to be saved and to come to the
knowledge of the truth'; that is, God wills the salvation of
everyone through the knowledge of the truth. Salvation is
found in the truth. Those who obey the prompting of the
Spirit of truth are already on the way of salvation. But the
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Church, to whom this truth has been entrusted, must go out
to meet their desire, so as to bring them the truth."
4.

Our Nearly Forgotten Mission -

An unfortunate

oversight!

... But the Church, to whom this truth has been entrusted,
must go out to meet their desire, so as to bring them the
truth ... This last sentence is both an exhortation and a wakeup call. It appears that some of those to whom this message
of salvation has been entrusted are nearly forgetting the
mission. The harvest is rich but the labourers are few, says
the Lord (Mtt.9:37). Consider these words of Raniero
Cantalamessa

124

-

preacher to the Papal Household, who

1

writes that, for the clergy it is easier to be pastors than to be
fishermen- that is, it is easier to nourish those who come to
the Church through the word and the sacraments than it is to
seek out those who are far off in cultural environments that
are very different.

124

Father Raniero Cantalamessa is a Franciscan Capuchin Catholic Priest. Born in
Ascoli Piceno, Italy, 22 July 1934, ordained priest in 1958. Divinity Doctor
(Fribourg 1962) and Doctor in classical literature (Milan 1966). Former Ordinary
Professor of History of Ancient Christianity and Director of the Department of
Religious Sciences at the Catholic University of Milan. Member of the
International Theological Commission (1975-1981) and for 12 years member of
the Catholic Delegation for the dialogue with the PentecostaiChurches.
In 1979 h.e resigned his teaching position to become a full time preacher of the
Gospel. In 1980 he was appointed by Pope John Paul II Preacher to the Papal
Household and confirmed in that position by Pope Benedict XVI in 2005. Pope
Francis still reconfirmed him in that position in 2013.
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We all can become complacent. Patrick Brennan, in his book
Re-/magining the Parish, states that, /the pastor ... is to make
effort with the aid of the Christian faithful, to bring the
gospel message also to those who have ceased practicing
125
their religion or who do not profess the true faith.
It can
1
also be the case whereby the people we ne~d to reach out
to, are not around to tell us what their needs are. The people
who don't feel welcome aren't present to tell us why. The
poor who don't fee·l at home in our church simply remain on
the margins. As a result, we all too often think that
everything is wonderful because the people who are present
are contented. They tell us so - and they tell us when they
126
aren't. But we don't hear from the voiceless.
If there is a
truth that shepherds who are true to the n-ame must
remember, it is that, /the parable of the lost sheep is
reversed today: ninety-nine sheep have gone off and one
remains in the sheepfold. The danger for us is to spend all
our time nourishing this one remaining sheep and not have
127
time ... to seek out those who are lost ... '
This seeking out
appears to be the specialty of Pentecostals and .the in-thing
of Pentecostalism.

125

Patrick Brennan, Re-lmagining the Parish, New York: Crossroad, 1991, p. 10
RobertS. Rivers, CSP, p. 22
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Raniero Cantalamessa, Christ Yesterday and Today (Part 1), Zenit, December
2, 2005 (online at www.zenit.org/article-14723?1=enqlish, as of May 8, 2012, in
Sherry A Weddell, Forming Intentional Disciples, The Path to Knowing and
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Many, priests and lay people, Catholics and members of
other Christian denominations alike, have embraced the
change. The words of Father Gregory Jensen are relevant
and helpful. He writes, 'the more I follow the online
more
I follow the
debates and
discussions ... the
disagreements ... about the administrative unity, or the
concerns expressed about ... leadership failings ... the more I
become convinced that whatever be the truth of these
concerns, ALL of this is simply a distraction. No, it's more
than that. It's a. justification, an excuse, for not helping each
other and those outside the Church fall in love with Jesus
Christ. How easy it is to talk about everything, but about
128
Jesus hardly at all' . One cannot agree more with 'one very
effective RCIA director' who summed her mission this way:
129
'My job ... is to help people fall in love with Jesus ... ' . This is
our mission which seems to have been forgotten.
5. The Lazarus Experience: Just a Suggestion - We are
all in this together!

The Scripture has these words, 'if my people,

who are called by my name, will humble
tbemselves and pray and seek my face and
turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear
from heaven, and I will forgive their sin and
will heal their land'. (2Chronicles 7:14)
128

Gregory Jensen, About Jesus Hardly at
as of May 8, 2012
129
Sherry A Weddell, Op. cit. p. 143
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We all, priests and lay Catholics alike, must remain witnesses.
It is not about bearing witness to Jesus Christ. It is about
being the witnesses. The Lord's injunction is that-we are his
two
greatly
witnesses.
Dichotomy between
these
undermines our soul-winning efforts. In the words of
Emmanuel Cardinal Suhard, 'to be a witness does not consist
in engaging in propaganda, not even in stirring people up,
but in being a living mystery. It means to live in such a· way
that one's life would not make sense if God did n0t exist'.

130

We are all in this together. The immediate family of all
ministers of the Gospel, their workers, their co·llaborators
and colleagues etc ... must make Jesus a family friend. He
ought to be the centre of everything that we do and or say.
They must seek him in the midst of difficulties. He must be
invited to our family, which is the Church, to strengthen the
chosen instruments - little wonder Pope Francis keeps
requesting of everybody, 'pray for me'. The strength of our
long standing friendship must be able to attract hi~ attention.
In the case of Mary and Martha, the sisters of Lazarus, we
see an example.
When Jesus is involved, even a person considered dead and
rotten can help himself. If one is 'dead', like Lazarus, one
must listen to voice of Jesus, the Lord and Master. The 'dead'

130

Emmanuel Cardinal Suhard, Priests Among Men, Chicago: Fides, 1949
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must keep an open ear and be willing to answer his call and
131
obey the life restoring 'command' "Lazarus, come forth"
The Church, as a worshipping community, has a
responsibility. The big tasks of 'rolling away the stone' and
the 'unbinding of Lazarus' were given to those alive. They
obeyed. We must all choose to 'remain fools for Christ'
· (1Cor.4:10).
6. To the Catholic Priests: God's Ambassadors - The
Challenge of this Hour

To my brother-priests, God's chosen ambassadors - (What a
vocation. What an honour. What a privilege. What a
responsibility. What a joy!L Without doubt, we ought to
have a deep yearning to pray ceaselessly and to work
tirelessly towards drawing humanity, every man and woman,
to encounter Christ In the midst of his Church- the Catholic
Church. We know and accept that Jesus Christ is the Saviour.
There is salvation in the Church that he founded. It is right
that vJ"e emphasise ecumenism and embrace things that
enhance and ensure the s9lvation of God's people. What we
can never accept is to rejoice in or cooperate with, events
and changes that endanger the eternal salvation and
happiness of the many who have been redeemed by
Christ's sacrifice.

131
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7. Conclusion- A Call for a Positive Response

Amidst the present turbulent wind of the new Pentecost,
suggest a positive response. In the end, standing on the
promise of Jesus himself to, 'be with us always even to the
end of the world', we shall be able to meet the challenge of
this time. This is enough reason to keep hope alive. God is
doing something new. He is forming a lively· community,
through the 'Holy remnant' where faith, hope and-love reign.
If this Catholic Church, One, Holy and Apostolic, .with all the
weakness and imperfection of her children, priests and laity
alike, has survived for 2000 years, then, there must be the
Holy Spirit somewhere.
We need to acknowledge the reality of change., This trend,
this movement- Pentecostalism -whether it is challenging
or intimidating, encouraging or disconcerting, must be
acknowledged. There can be no room for complacency or
mediocrity while the agents and champions of this new
Pentecost perfect their trade: some - through sig_ns or
wonders, others, through magic or manifestations. Their
message aimed at vulnerable seekers of God is that a
personal relationship with Christ is. more important than
unquestioning conformity to the 'rustic' and sometimes,
imagina.ry template of Catholicism. Yet, we can·n~t rule out
that, others through the power of the Word, accompanying
miracles and adm.irable Christian living, attract people to
Christ. I have never stopped asking myself, 'who knows the
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number of Catholics who nourish their relationship with
Christ by attending an evangelical bible studies?'
Whether we accept it or not, Pentecostalism is harvesting on
someone's mistake, whoever owns that mistake. However, if
it is true that "the 'Catholic norm of silence' about a
relationship with God, about Jesus Christ and his story, about
our own stories of following Christ, and about the need for
everyone to decide whether or not he or she will follow as a
132
disciple ... "
has given rise to the emergence of this new
culture of new Pentecostalism, then it is high time we broke
that 'Code of silence'. We must proclaim in clear terms, our
belief in Jesus Christ, our love for Him. Our love for people
and the salvation of the souls for whose sake He died on the
Cross must remain the winning streak.
So we Pray: May God grant us all the humility to accept our

mistakes, the grace to acknowledge the truth wherever it is
found, the disposition to learn, the wisdom to discern and
the courage to rise up to the occasion. May all our actions be
guided by the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, through the
merits and intercession of the Blessed Virgin Mary. Amen.

Postscr-ipt:
Totally a personal opinion: People are entitled to their

opinions. The present situation which gave rise to a topic like
the one above, points to some of the consequences of past
neglects and costly mistakes and judges all involved,
132

Cf. Sherry A Weddell, Op. cit. p. 190
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including this writer. lt also indicates what posterity will
vindicate - namely - that, perhaps, if people had taken to
heart, the visions of the very few individuals like Msgr.
Nathaniel Ndiokwere, things might have been better. His
many works and words demonstrate this.
However, Wisdom learns from history while looking forward
to the future. Are we not a wise set? In my opinion, Msgr.
Ndiokwere definitely had a 'road-map' and referred to it. He
empowered the young! He challenged the elderly. The
struggle is unto perfection because no one is perfect! 'A/lora',
the Great! What a man! What a priest!! What a leader!!!
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PART TWO
EDUCATION & PRIESTLY
FORMATION
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THE FOUR DIMENSIONS OF PRIESTLY FORMATION
By Archbishop Brian N. Udaigwe
Introduction
On this fortieth anniversary of the priestly ordination of
Msgr. Nathaniel Ndiokwere, it is time to give homage by

reflecting on the teaching of the Catholic Magisterium in the
four dimensions of the priestly formation. As Rector ot tJ:lree
different seminaries, Msgr. Ndiokwere formed many of the
priests not only in Orlu Diocese, but also in lmo state. Those
of us who passed through him were privileged to learn those
dimensions of priestly formation.
Through the Second Vatican Council, we have a detailed
analysis on the formation of priests and the ministry ~nd life
of priests in the Decrees Optatam Totius {28 October 1965}
and Presbyterorum Ordinis (7 December 1965) respectively.
Pope John Paul II, now Saint John Paul II, enlightened us
through his Post-Synodal Apostolic Exhortation Pastores
Dabo Vobis {25th March 1992L especially in chapter five, nn.
43-59, by outlining the guiding principles on the formation of
priests ,jn the world today.
There are fourfundamental dimensions, which are the pillars
on which priestly formation in the seminary is built: the
human formation/ the spiritual formation, the intellectual
fo·rmation and the pastoral formation.
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Human Formation

Studying the mystery of the incarnation of the Son of GodJ
Saint Thomas Aquinas deduced the theological principle
which describes the manner of the reception of divine grace
"Grcifia supponit naturam". Nature is the precondition for
divine grace. It is the human nature. God uses man (home
hominis) and his limited condition to give grace through hirr
and to him. One can even say that God chose to need man.
to need human nature, and in a way man's collaboration, tc
manifest his grace and accomplish his redemptive work.
The principle "Gratia supponit naturam", which indicates the
necessity of human nature for reception of the supernatura
gift of grace, manifests itself in the priestly vocation as wei
as in the priestly formation. The main purpose of the priestl~
training and formation in the seminary is preparation fo1
receiving the sacrament of Holy Orders. The wore
/{formation", from forma and dare - uto give a form"
indicates that the training to the priesthood requires a truE
(trans) formation. The human nature, the individual anc
characteristic personality of each candidate is elevated anc
given the essential basis to receive the grace of ordination. lr
his message to the Seminarians of "Marie Reine des Ap6tres·
(Mary Queen of the Apostles) Philosophy Seminary in Otele
Cameroon, Cardinal Fernando Filoni, Prefect of th•
Congregation for the Evangelisation of the Peoples, reflectec
on this by explaining that the harvest was already present ir
the seed, but the quality of the harvest depends a lot on th~
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treatment given to the seed.
It is for this that John Paul II
stated:' The whole work of priestly formation would be
deprived of its necessary foundation if it lacked a suitable
134
Hence, the need for seminarians to be
human formation."
. educated to love the truth, to be loyal, to respect every
person, to have a sense of justice, to be true to their word, to
be genuinely compassionate, to be men of integrity and,
135
especially, to be balanced in judgment and behaviour.
11

The seminarians themselves have the first and main
responsibility in this dimension of priestly formation, for the
transformation of their personality into the image of Christ,
the High Priest par excellence.
."·.;;

The training received in the seminary will not be sufficient to
form the priest if it is not solidly anchored into good human
qualities. Theological studies, for instance, do not only
require·basic knowledge of philosophy, but also human heart
that loves and is ready to give and sacrifice for the love. In his
Letter _to. the Philippians, Paul proposes a simple programme
for human formation: ~~whatever is true, whatever is
honourable, whatever is just, whatever is pure, whatever is
lovely, whatever is gracious, if there is any excellence, if
there is anything worthy of praise, think about these things"

133

Fernando Filoni,'Address, Mary Queen of the Apostles Philosophy Seminary,
Otele, Cameroon, 1 J~ne 2014.
134
Second Vatican Dec~e on the Training of Priests, Optatam Totius, 1965, n.
43.
"---135 Cf. Loc.cit., n. 11.
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(Phil. 4:8}. Along the same line of thought, Pope Francis
explained in his first Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii
Gaudium: uwe become fully human when we become more
human, when,we letGod bring us beyond ourselves in order
136
to attain the fullest truth of our being."
Spiritual Formation

The essential content of spiritual formation _specifically
leading towards the priesthood is well expressed in the
Council's
Decree
Optatam
Totius: ·· {/Spiritual
formation ...should be conducted in such a way that the
students may learn to live in intimate and unceasing union
with God the Father through his Son Jesus Christ, in the Holy
Spirit. Those who are to take on the .likeness of Christ~~the
priest by sacred ordination should form the habit of drawing
13
close to him as friends in every detail of their lives." ? For
this, on the occasion of his Apostolic Journey to the Republic
of Benin in November 2011, Pope Benedict XVI encouraged
seminariansto place themselves in the school of Christ in
order to acquire those virtues which will help them to live
the ministerial priesthood as the locus of their sanctification.
"Without the logic of holiness, the ministry is merely a social
function. The quality of your future life depends on the
,quality of your personal relationship with God in Jes_ys.-Cb.r.ist,
________

,/~-/~"'

J,/"
l

136

137

Franqi~~ Apostolic Exhortation, Evangelii Gaudiu_rn.; 24 November 2013, n. 8
.
Optatam Totius, n.8
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on your sacrifices, on the right integration
138
requirements of your current formation."

of

the

According to Pope Francis, wherever there are seminarians,
there is always joy, lt is the joy of freshness, the joy of
following Jesus; the joy that the Holy Spirit gives .... True joy
does not come from things or from possessing. It is born
from the encounter, from the relationship with others, it is
born from feeling accepted, understood and loved .... Joy is
born from the gratuitousness of an encounter. It is hearing
11

someone say, but not necessarily with words, 'You are
important to me, I love you, I am counting on you'." 139 Jesus
says this to each person and calls each one by his name, with
his personal history, experiences, gifts and weaknesses. The
person, whole and entire, is called for the grace that the Lord
confides in him, like the grace of the priesthood.
Jesus calls seminarians in the same way he had called his
apostles and asked them to 'follow him (cf. Mt 4:19). The
disciple-s of the Jewish rabbis also followed their master,
obeying him, observing him, learning from him and copying
his lifestyle. They stayed and lived with him, sharing his joys
and pains, renouncing several personal desires and
engagements in order to follow him faithfully. While the
initiative to apply to the law school of a particular renowned
138

Benedict XVI, Address to Priests, Seminarians, Men and Women Religious
and Lay Faithful, St Gall Seminary, Ouidah, Benin, 19 November 2011.
139
Francis, Address to Seminarians and Novices, Saint Peter's Square, Vatican, 6
July 2013.
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rabbi came from the candidates who had to be examined
and interviewed before being admitted, for the, disciples of
Jesus the initiative came from Jesus himself, who called them
(cf. Mt 4:18.21; 8:18-21}. 11 Becoming a priest is not primarily
the choice or decision of the candidate .... Rather it is the
response to a call and to a call of love. I hear something
140
within me which moves me and I answer 'yes'." Vocation is
the answer to the call. The first call of every Christian was at
the moment of baptism, but after that the Lord still calls in
different ways, some as priests, some as religious, some as
members of secular associations and others as married
people.
Jesus called the Twelve first of all "to be" his disciples and
then sent them out on mission to go and bear fruits (cf. Jn
15:16; see also Mt 10:1-8). He stills calls his disciples to be
priests, religious, married people etc. Discipleship is« Sequela
Christi» on his path, which is the way of the cross, "If anyone
wants to be a follower of mine, let him renounce· himself and
take up his cross everyday and follow me" (Lk 9:23-24). It is a
call to leave behind one's personal will and identify with the
will of God. In this perspective, seminary training is a
journey, a journey which helps the seminarian to approach
Jesus and transform himselt his entire life, to become as
much as possible similar to Christ, alter Christus (another
ChristL loving as Christ loves, thinking as Christ thinks. In this
way, he can communicate the Good News of Ch_rist to others;
140

Loc.cit.
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"nemo dot quod non habet" (uno one gives what he has
not").
With the allegory of the vine and the branches, Jesus
explains: ul am the true vine, and my Father is the
vinedresser .... Abide in me, and I in you. As the branch
cannot bear fruit by itself, unless it abides in the vine, neither
can you, unless you abide in me. I am the vine, you are the
branches. He who abides in me, and I in him, he it is that
bears much fruit, for apart from me you can do nothing" (Jn.
15:1,4-5). It is faithfully remaining connected to Christ, the
eternal high priest, which makes one to bear 'Christlike
fruits'.
Intellectual Formation

Besides human and spiritual formations, there is need also
for education in order to account for faith and hope. The
theologian is fjrst of all a believer, but he is a believer that
seeks to understand his faith and what he believes. Saint
Anselm of Canterbury described theology as "fides quaerens
intellectum" (({faith seeking understanding"). Faith is not
dependent on the understanding, but at the same time it
cannot.~. do without reason and the effort of "thinking
141
through" its contents.
That is why Saint Augustin (of

141

Cf. Pastores Dabo Vobis (PDV), n. 52; Jean Paul II, Encyclical Letter, Fides et
Ratio, 14 September 1998.
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Hippo) said: 11 1 wished to see with my mind what I have
1 2
believed, and I have argued and laboured greatly." ~
As Pope Francis challenged us, /{The context in whi.ch we live
continually asks us to 'account' in this way, and it is a good
thing, because it helps us to take nothing for granted. Today
we cannot take anything for granted. This civil'ization, this
culture ... we cannot. But it is certainly also demanding, it
requires a good, balanced formation which combines all the
dimensions of life, the human, the spiritual, the intellectual
143
dimension with the pastoral." 1n reality, through study,
especially the study of theology, the future priest assents to
the word of God, grows in his spiritual life and prepares
144
Peter said it already
himself to fulfil his pastoral ministry.
11

in his First Letter, Be ready at all times to answer anyone
who asks you to explain the hope you have in you" {1 Peter
3:5).
Well structured studies prepare the seminarians also to face
the challenges of the evangelisation of culture and the
inculturation of the message of faith. The Fathers of the
Council point out that in carrying out the mission, "whatever
goodness is found in the minds and hearts of men, or in the
particular customs and cultures of peoples, far' from being
lost is purified, raised to a higher level and reaches its
perfection, for the glory of God, the confusion of the demon,
142

Saint Augustine, De Trinitate XV, 28.
Pope Francis to Seminarians and Novices, ibid.
144
Cf. PDV, n. 51.

143
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and the happiness of men" .

Certainly, the Church not only

transmits her truth and values and renews cultures from
within,~but also takes from the various cultures the positive
146
elements already found in them.
No one doubts the importance of education, but the
intellectual formation of future priests is not an end in itself;
it is at the service of the apostolic life, hence the need for
pastoral formation.
Pastoral Formation

Optatam Totius states that, {{the whole training of the

students should have as its object to make them true
shepherds of souls after the example of o_ur Lord Jesus Christ,
teacher, priest and shepherd .... They should be trained to
undertake the ministry of the shepherd, that they may know
how to represent Christ to humanity, Christ who 'did not
come to be served but to serve others and to give his life as a
ransom;, for the lives of many' (Mk 10:45; Jn. 1 3:12-17) and
that they may win over many by becoming the servants of all
147
(1 Cor. 9:19)" . This is why without spiritual formation;
148
pastoral formation would be left without foundation.

145

Decree on the Church's Missionary Activity, Ad Gentes, n. 9; cf. Dogmatic
Constitution on the Church, Lumen Gentium, n.17.
146
Cf. Joh~ Paul II, Post Synodal Apostolic Exhortation, Ecclesia in Africa, 1995,
n. 59;------ Post Synodal Apostolic Exhortation, Ecclesia in Asia, 1999, n. 21.
147
0ptatam Totius, n. 4; cf. PDV, n. 57.
148
Cf. PDV, n. 45.
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Human life, spiritual life and intellectual life prepare and
guide the seminarians in their ways of leading the apostolic
life, putting out into the deep water. This is the mission that
Jesus entrusted to his apostles - to put out into deep water
for a catch (cf. Lk 5:1-11). At the end of the celebration of the
Great Jubilee 2000, Pope Saint John Paul II entrusted the
same mission to the faithful, encouraging them to put out
149
into deep water (Due in altum) in the years ahead.
Jesus
told the apostles, /{From now on it is men you will catch." As
fishermen, they had caught fish and taken them out of the
sea, which is their natural abode; as /{fishers of men", they
would fish men out of danger and bring them to life that is
eternal. The sea was a symbol of evil where ·dangerous
animals and forces of evil dwelt. The students to the sacred
priesthood are trained to respond generously and
unconditionally to the call to follow Christ and become
fishers of men.
Carrying out their new mission of fishers of men, the apostles
left everything and followed their master. They quit every
earthly distraction and put out into deep water with the
\ master. In the above cited address to seminarians and
novices, Pope Francis invited them , to come out of
themselves to proclaim the Gospel, but to do this they must
come out of themselves to encounter Jesus. There are two
ways out: one towards the encounter with Jesus, towards
149

Cf. John Paul II, Apostolic Letter, Novo Millenia lnuente, 6 January 2001, esp.
nn. 1, 58 & 59.
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transcendence; the other towards others in order to
proclaim Jesus. During the last World Youth Day in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil (22 - 28 July 2013L he reminded the young
people that he wanted a Church that was more missionary,
less calm and less auto referential. He repeated the same
message in the Apostolic Exhortation, Evangelii Gaudium, 11 1
prefer a Church which is bruised, hurting and dirty because it
has been out on the streets, rather than a Church which is
unhealthy from being confined and from clinging to its own
150
security." Seminarians are trained to be ready to quite the
11

tranquillity of the sacristy", to go out and make disciples of
all nations, bringing them out of the deep sea. It is not only
the mission of the Church ad intra, as described in Lumen
Gentium, but also the missionary activity of the Church in the
modern world "Gaudium et Spes", to preach the Gospel to all
men "Ad Gentes".
To be good witnesses of the Gospel, it is necessary to be

authentic and consistent. Jesus severely reprimanded the
scribes and Pharisees because they were not authentic and
:onsistent. They contradicted the same message that they
:>reached. They are hypocrites those who think within
themselves something other than what they say, those who
3re two-faced. Pope Francis also calls on adult~, formators in
:he seminaries, to set an example of consistency to the
151
{oung.
St Francis of Assisi stated: 11 Aiways proclaim the
50
· Evangelii

51

Gaudium, n. 49.
Francis, Address to Seminarians and Novices, ibid.
K
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Gospel. And if necessary, with words." This implies
proclamation of the Gospel first of all with an authentic life,
with a consistent life, and then with words; indeed, more
than in external works, the mission consists in making Christ
152
present to the world through personal witness."
11

Conclusion
Our civilization requires a good balanced formation, which
combines the dimensions of life: the human, the spiritual,
the intellectual and the pastoral dimensions .. These are
necessary in every human being, but are required in a
particular way for the pastors of the Good News. We cannot
overemphasize any of them to the detriment of the other,
because each of these aspects complements the other. In
fact, the {(opus" of priestly formation reaches its perfection
through a suitable arrangement of human formation,
spiritual formation and intellectual formation, to _obtain the
fullness of pastoral formation.
In effect, human formation, which is the basis of all the
formations, strives to develop the natural assets available to
man as a human being and helps to establish human
relations with others, relations which are very important for
the one who is called to be responsible for a human
community (cf. 1 Tim 3:1-5; Tit 1:7-9). Friendly an_d fraternal
relations are integral part of this formation, but friendship
152

John Paul II, Apostolic Exhortation, Vita ConsacrataJ 25 March 1996, n. 72.
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which neither closes up in small groups and cliques nor leads
to dissipation and sin. It is education for responsible love and
affective maturity of the person, which enables one to offer,
with the grace of the Spirit and the free response of one's
own will, the whole of one's love and care to Jesus Christ and
to his Church, renouncing all that could compromise it.
Future priests are disposed to be spiritually attached to
Christ, becoming alteri Christi, and receiving the grace of
ordination. They need some education in order to preach
and explain to others what they believe. The more they allow
themselves to be conformed to Christ, the more Christ is
made present and active, through them, in the world for the
salvation of all. No wonder Jesus described his disciples as
the light of the world {5:14-16L who reflect the main Light
that is Christ himself. Attention is not drawn to the
{(reflector", but to the Light that is reflected. Hence,
seminarians are trained to be the instruments of the Lord in
his vineyard.They are trained to reflect the light of the Lord
to those around them, so that seeing their good works they
may give the praise to our Father in heaven.
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REDISCOVERING THE IDENTITY AND THE MISSION OF THE
CATHOLIC PRIEST IN THE GLOBAL AGE

By Rev. Fr. Dr. Celestine Chibueze Uzondu
E-Ma i I:cuzond u@ gmx.de
Introduction

The Pastoral Constitution of the Second Vatican Council
Gaudium et Spes enjoins the faithful to scrutinize and
interpret the {(signs of the time" (signa temporis) in the light
of the Gospel in order to gain a deeper understanding of the
153
Gospe1.
One of the signs of our time is the crisis of the
ministerial priesthood. It is, in short, the crisis of the identity
and mission of the Catholic priest. The background of this
crisis is the overriding crisis of faith in a post-metaphysical
and post-Christian age in which the question of God is
considered as a relic of Medieval obscurantism and the
clergy is looked upon as an obsolete feudal elite that longs to
regain domination over the common people by all means in a
world where freedom is regarded as the value of all values.
The philosophers of Continental Enlightenment opposed
faith a'nd reason, tradition and progress, authority and
freedom. The German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche
proclaimed the {(death of God" for the sake of man's
freedom. Nietzsches' atheistic postulate was taken over and
furthered by Jean Paul Sartre. For Sartre the existence of God
and the freedom of man are incompatible. Either God exists
and man is not free or vice-versa. Sartre opted for the latter.
153

Cf. Gaudium et Spes, No.4; 11; 44.
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The metamorphosis of man from finite to absolute freedom
is the climax of the project of modernity. Consequently,
postmodern man lives uas though there were no God" (etsi
esse Deus non daretur} by systematically eliminating the
question of God from his intellectual, ethical, political, legal,
and socio-economic life. Meanwhile the proclamation of the
death of God has led to the declaration of the death of man
by another French philosopher Michel Foucault. For without
the Creator, the Second Vatican Council reasons,_ there can
154
be no creature.
This liberal atheistic secularism, though
typical of Western civilization, is presently disseminated
across the globe through the mass and social media. No
corner of the earth is shielded from the negative influences
of this liberal culture. It has, willy-nilly, entered into our
homes and hearths through the ((satellite dish", the symbol
of digital

colonialism.

In

some

churches

in

lgboland,

supporters of football clubs like Man U, Chelsea,-Biackburn,
FC Bayern, Barcelona etc. are requested to donate money, in
the name of second collection, in order to secur·e spiritually
the victory of their favourite clubs; in some seminaries both
minor and major, seminary rules are suspended by the
seminarians themselves in order to watch football matches
with espeCially. Premier and Champions League; even some
priests postpone the time for mass because of international
and national matches. Some priests spend more time in
watching movies and browsing in internet than in reading
154

Cf. Ibid., No. 36.
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and reflection. Such priests have little or no time for
confession and sick call. The present age, in the opinion of
the German Philosopher Martin Heidegger, is the epoch of
world-picture, characterized by obsession of images
(iconomania) and atrophy of hearing and listening. It is from
this liberal and image obsessed society that the candidates
for the Catholic priesthood are drawn. Furthermore, many of
the seminarians today are no longer interested in high level
Philosophy and Theology, they read more of pseudo-religious
and pentecostal literature to get themselves acquainted
beforehand with the intricacies of the healing ministry which
is very lucrative. In this wise, Pentecostalism enters into the
Catholic Church. Hence there is a notable decline in the
quality of priests produced each year. Is it any wonder that
people are lamenting about the low standard of Catholic
priests today?
It is obvious from the preceding analysis that the identity and
mission of the Catholic priest in lgboland today are in crisis.
This crisis, however, is not altogether negative going by the
etymology of the word which derives from the Greek verb
ukrinein" meaning to proffer a judgment over something, to
take a _personal decision at a crucial time. Crisis marks a
turning-point that imposes the obligation of charting a new
course. In the face of this crisis, we should ask ourselves:
What is the Spirit telling the Church through the signs of the
•time? By observing, listening and seeking to understand the
signs of the time, we do not intend to espouse the spirit of
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the time (Zeitgeist), but to take a stock of the pastoral
ministry in order to rediscover our true identity which
fortifies us as a united counterforce to the forces deleterious
to the advancement and advent of the Kingdom o{ God.
This reflection divides into two main parts viz., identity and
mission of the priest and two contemporary challenges to
the priestly ministry. Whereas the first part plumbs the
depth of the theology of the ministerial priesthood in the
light of the immutable doctrines of the Church, the second
discusses the image of the priest as healer and servant.
I. Identity and Mission of the Catholic Priest
Identity and mission of the priest are like two sides of the
same medal. Identity is the cipher for being; while mission is
the cipher for praxis. Without being, praxis is baseless and
groundless; without praxis, being is static and sterile. Hence
we should avoid emphasizing identity at the expense of
mission or vice-versa. They constitute an inseparable tandem
of the one ministerial priesthood which is both "a gift and a
mystery"

155

.

However, since according to the Latin maxim

agere sequitur esse, that is, action proceeds from being, it is
pertinent to consider in the first place the identity and then
secondly the mission of the Catholic priest.

155

Cf. John Paul II, Gift-and Mystery, (Vatican City: 1996).
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1 Identity
The ministerial priesthood is one of the seven sacraments
instituted by Christ. The Catechism of the Catholic Church
156
divides the seven sacraments into three groups viz.
i. The Sacraments of Initiation: Baptism, Confirmation, and
Eucharist
ii. The Sacraments of Healing: Penance and Reconciliation
and Anointing of the Sick
iv. The Sacraments at the service of Communion and the
Mission of the Faithful: Matrimony and Holy Orders.
Holy Orders, according to this classification, is a sacrament at
the service of communion and the mission of the faithful.
The idea of Holy Orders as a sacrament of service anticipates
one

of the

contemporary

challenges

of the

Catholic

priesthood in lgboland: the priest as a servant.
The ministerial priesthood, according to the Dogmatic
Constitution Lumen Gentium, is a special call clearly distinct
from the common priesthood of the faithful, not only by
degree, but in essence. Though they differ essentially, the
common priesthood of the faithful and the ministerial
priesthood are nonetheless ordered one to another; each in
its own way shares in the one Priesthood of Christ. The
ordained priest, by the sacred power that he has, forms and
rules the priestly people; in the person of Christ he effects
the Eucharistic Sacrifice and offers it to God in the name of
156

Cf. Catechism of the Catholic Church, No. 1211. Hereafter: CCC.
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all the people. The lay faithful, by virtue of their royal
priesthood, participate in the offering of the Mass. They
exercise that priesthood, too, by the reception of the
sacraments, prayer and thanksgiving, the witness of a holy
life, abnegation and active charity.

157

In other words, there is

no opposition between the ministerial priesthood and the
common

priesthood

of the

faithful.

Both

are

united

inseparably by Christ who is the source of the Priesthood.
Confusion arises only when a priest tries to {{laicize" himself
or a layman tries to uclericalize" himself.
By virtue of his ordination, the priest is configured to the
Eternal High Priest Jesus Christ and consequently participates
in His threefold office -triplex munus - viz. office of teaching
(munus docendiL office of sanctifying (munus sqnctificandi),

and office of ruling (munus reggendi). He acts in the person
of Christ the Head {in persona Christi CapitisL thereby
prolonging His salvific presence in time and space ·among the
people of God. Hence the Catholic tradition sees the priest as
alter Christus, that is, {{another Christ." His configuration to

Christ is not just symbolic but rather ontological. In other
words, by virtue of his ordination, the priest shares the same
being of Christ. The Pastoral Guide for Diocesan Priests in
Churches

Dependent

on

the

Congregation

for

the

Evangelization of Peoples underlines this identi~y of being

thus: ult is impossible to separate the being of the priest
from the being of Christ, the life of the priest from the life of
157

Cf . Lumen Gentium, No. 10.
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Christ. All priests, therefore, should be convinced that their
priestly identity is realized only in conforming themselves
totally to the identity of Christ- consciously, consistently and
158
fervently."
Configuration is ontological, while conformation is moral.
The purpose of conformation is to forge an intimate
friendship with Christ who said 11 1 no longer call you servants
but friends" (Cf. Jn 15:15) and since to will the same and to
nill the same is the mark of true friendship (idem velle, idem
nolle, ea demum firma amicitiaL it is none other than to
have, in the language of St. Paul, the same sentiments of
Christ (Cf. Phil 2:5). As a friend of ·christ, the priest should
see, hear, judge, think and act like Him.
The priest is called in a special way to holiness of life because
of his unique relationship to Christ, effected by his ordination
159

and manifested in his mission.
In the rite of ordination, the
Bishop exhorts the newly ordained: /mitemini quod
celebratis, that is, imitate what you celebrate. He is to ensure
that he leads the people of God aright by his own example of
holines~ and competence in the direction of the affairs of the
Church. The Decree on the Life and Ministry of Priests of the
· Second Vatican Council Presbyterorum Ordinis avers that:
11
The holiness of priests is itself an important contribution to
158

Cf. CONGREGATION FOR THE EVANGELIZATION OF PEOPLES, Pastoral Guide
for Diocesan Priests in Churches Dependent on the Congregation for the
Evangelization of Peoples, (Vatican City: 1989}, No.2.
159

Ibid., No.
19.
,,
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the fruitfulness of their ministry. It is true that God's grace
can effect the work of salvation even through unworthy
ministers, but God ordinarily prefers to show his .wonders by
means of those who are more submissive to the inspiration
and guidance of the Holy Spirit, and, who through close
union with Christ and holiness of life, are able to say with St.
Paul: 1 1 live, but no longer is it I who live, it is Christ who lives
160
within me'."
The relevance and the credibility of the Gospel demand,
indeed, that the priest should radically follow Jesus Christ in
His charity and evangelical counsels, viz. poverty, chastity
and obedience. The priest is to be voluntarily poor due to his
configuration to Christ, the Head and Shepherd, who though
rich became poor for love of us {Cf. 2 Cor 8:~). Celibacy
remains a precious gift of divine grace from God the Father
{Cf. Mt 19:11; 1 Cor 7:7) which enables a priest .to devote
himself to Him alone with an undivided heart {Cf. 1 Cor 7:3234). The clerical vademecum issued by the lgbo Episcopal
Conference at the threshold of the Third Millennium The
lgbo Catholic Priest reminds us without mincing words that
11
ln the eyes of people and whether we like it or not, celibacy
161
is the test of integrity for the Catholic Priesthood."
Subscribing in toto to this submission, the document of the
Catholic Bishops'Conference {CBCN) I Chose You The
16

°Cf. Presbyterorum Ordinis} No. 12.

Cf. IGBO CATHOLIC BISHOPS~ CONFERENCE~ The lgbo Catholic Priest at the
Threshold of the Third Millennium~ (Onitsha: 1999L No. 36.
161
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Nigerian Priest in the Third Millennium stresses further that
11
Celibacy demands that the priest integrate his sexuality into

his spirituality, in the never-ending offering of his person to
162
the Lord."
Finally, by pastoral obedience, a priest imitates
Jesus Christ, His Master, who came to do the will of the
Father (Cf. Jn 4:34, 5:30, 6:38).
2 . Mission
The priest participates in a special way in· the prophetic,

priestly, and regal office of Christ. Under the guidance of his
Local Ordinary, the priest has as his primary duty to proclaim
the Gospel (munus docendi) and to sanctify the people of
God (munus sanctificandi) through the celebration of the
sacraments and sacramentals. The priest is also called to
serve a parish community (munus reggendi) or take up other
assignments as mandated by his Bishop.
Regarding the preaching of the Word, the priest is called to a
witness of life, 11 Which reveals the power of the love of God
163
and gives authenticity to his words."
In announcing the
word of God which invites all men to conversion and
11
holiness, the priest is to Wisely avoid falsifying, reducing,
164
distorting or diluting the content of the divine message."
As catechist of catechists, the priest is to sustain and
162

Cf. CATHOLIC BISHOPS' CONFERENCE OF NIGERIA, I Chose You The Nigerian

Priest in the Third Millennium, (Lagos: 2004), No. 27.
163

Cf. CONGREGATION FOR THE CLERGY, Directory on the Ministry and Life of

Priest, (Vatican City: 1994), No. 45.
164

Ibid.
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promote catechetical and pastoral programs that _ensure the
ongoing formation of the lay faithful.
Regarding the ministry of sanctification, the Catechism of the
Catholic Church teaches that bishops and priests SC!Inctify the
Church by their prayer and work, by their ministry of word
and of the sacraments. The pre-eminent exercise of the
office of sanctification is at the Eucharistic celebration. Here,
the priest re-enacts the once-for-all perfect sacrifice of Christ
for the salvation of the world. The priest should make it ~
point of duty to celebrate the Eucharist daily, unless· he is
impeded by a justifiable cause. He should always be mindful
that, by so doing, he is sanctifying the Church and himself as
well.
The priest should celebrate the other sacraments as
demanded by the needs of the faithful entrusted to his care.
In particular, he should make the sacrament of re~onciliation
available to the faithful on a regular basis. The priest should
also attend to the sick members of the community by
promptly offering them the sacrament of the Anointing of
the Sick and the Viaticum whenever the need arises.
Regarding the ministry of leadership, the Catechism of the
Catholic Church teaches that the ministerial priesthood is at
the service of the common priesthood. Furthermore, it is the
means by which Christ unceasingly builds up an~ leads his
165
Church.
Priests should constantly remind themselves of
165

Cf. CCC, No. 1547.
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the Christian understanding pf leadership as service.
Therefore, the authority of priests must be one of service,
not one of domination or monopoly. Priests should follow
11
daily the example of the Eternal High Priest Who came not
to be served, but to serve and to give His life as ransom for
many" (Cf. Mk 10:45). He demonstrated this when he
washed the feet of His disciples during the Last Supper, and
said: 11 1 have given you an example so that you may copy
what I have done to you. In all truth I tell you, no servant is
greater than his master, no messenger is greater than the
one who sent him. Now that you know this, blessed are you
if you behave accordingly." (Jn 13:15-16).
The priest has a real sense of zeal and service. He is eager,
ready, and willing to respond to the legitimate needs of his
people, e.g., in visiting the sick in homes and hospitals. He is
available at the rectory to meet, greet, assist parishioners
and strangers. He is available for confessions, in addition to
regularly scheduled confessions. He is approachable,
hospitable, and welcoming - at the same time maintaining
legitimate privacy and time for himself. He ministers with an
attitude of reverent, respectful listening to the voices and
struggles of his people. The Spiritan theologian Elochukwu
Uzukwu proposes a "listening Church" with ({large ears"
modeled on the African Village-Head who must take time to
listen to the voices of his subjects before he utters the /(last
word." To engage in this obviously time-consuming
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conversation is known as ((African palaver." 166 Consequently,
to be a good leader, one must have large ears, that is to say,
one must be a good listener. In fact, when God appeared to
King Solomon in a dream and asked him to present a wish to
be fulfilled, the king requested only for a ((hearing heart" to
enable him govern his people well and discern between good
and evil. Pleased by this wise request, God granted him what
he requested as well as what he did not request viz. riches
and glory more than any other king on earth (Cf. 1 Kg 3:4-15}.
Because of this, Solomon remains till today the sage par
excellence. Hence the dictum: as wise as Solomon,.
The priest desires to be among his people, accompanying
them on their journey. He enjoys being with them. He is not
separate or standing above them, or looking down upon
167
them in an arrogant and high-handed manner.
In solidarity
with his people in their living conditions, he sees the Church
as a wayfaring community of disciples, learning together,
growing in faith, hope, and love.
The priest related to Christ and drawing his life from the life
of Christ itself by virtue of a vital union with Chr~st brought
about by the sacrament of Holy Orders, ~~s one in whom the
people of God encounter Christ who, as prophet, priest and
king, teaches, sanctifies, and governs his Church. Sharing in
this three-fold office of Christ, the priest, i(l communion and
166

Cf. E.E. Uzukwu, A Listening Church. Autonomy and Communion in African
Churches, (New York: 1996), p. 127-128.
167
Cf. Presbyterorum Ordinis, No. 3.
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collaboration with the Bishop, teaches, sanctifies, and leads
the people of God.
II. Two Contemporary Challenges to the Priestly Ministry
At this point, let us address only two of the numerous
contemporary challenges to the ministerial priesthood: the
question of healing and service.
1

The priest as healer

The question of healing in our time is very controversial
because of the abuse and the consequent misunderstanding
of this word. Since abuse does not do away with use (abusus
non to/lit usumL we need to recuperate the original meaning
of this word which is both biblical and theological. Healing, in
the broad sense of the word, is not just performing hypnosis
or hocus-pocus. It is rather restoration of wholeness. It is the
act of restoring somebody to wholeness and wholsomeness.
~·

The biblical writers appropriated the word "healing" to
denotethe redemptive act of God. In the Old Testament God
revealed himself as healer (Cf. Ex. 15:26; Dt 7:15; Ps 103:3).
In the New Testament, Jesus saw his mission as healing: "It is
not those that are well who need the doctor, but the sick. I
have come to call not the upright but sinners to repentance."
.
(Lk 5:31-32). Probably, this passage must have inspired the
image of Jesus as Christus medicus which was a dominant
motif in the early Church that still lingers in ecclesial
.:~
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168

consciousness till today.
As the universal sacrament of
salvation, the Church prolongs the healing missio_n of Jesus.
The document of the Catholic Bishops' Conference of Nigeria
(CBCN) Ratio Fundamentalis lnstitutionis Sacerdotalis
contends that "healing is not just one Church ministry among
many, it is the entire ministry of the Church that is
169
healing."
However, the healing brought by Jesus is not to
be reduced to healing of physical ailments even as we learn
from the Gospels that he healed the sicknesses of many (Cf.
Mk 1:32-34). Christ in his threefold ministry a-s prophet,
priest and king heals human beings where it matters most,
that is, by healing our wounded relationship with God and

with one another. The priest is sacramental presence of
Christ who, as Divine Healer, is God reconciling us to Himself
and to one another.
Sin wounded our relationship with God and with one
another. But as prophet, calling us to change of heart or
mind: metanoia (Cf. Mk 1:15), Christ heals our estrangement
from God by showing us the return way. As priest, He
sanctified us by offering the supreme sacrifice to atone for
sin. The life that flowed in the blood and water from His
wounded side on the Cross (Cf. Jn 19:34) gave birth to the
Church and continues to nourish her through the sacraments
which derive their power from His Sacrifice on the Cross,
168

Cf. Sacrosanctum Concilium, No. 5.
Cf. CATHOLIC BISHOPS' CONFERENCE OF NIGERIA, Ratio .Fundamentalis
lns.titutionis Sacerdotalis, (Lagos: 2005}, No. 6.
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offering us the medicine of grace necessary for the strength
to tread the path of holiness. As king, He heals our inclination
to the Luciferian non serviam by using the example of His
own life to inculcate in us that it is more blessed to serve
than to be served. That is why He is the Divine Healer.
The priest who is configured to Christ by the sacrament of
Holy Orders must be ready to imitate Christ (Cf. Mt 8:16-17),
ready to submit to Christ who wishes to use him as
instrument of His healing presence and power in the Church
as the universal sacrament of salvation in ways that are often
not seE;n and which, for that reason, may not attract the
crowds and adulation that many who lay claims to healing in
our time attract. The priest heals by teaching, sanctifying and
serving . the people of God. Healing is not a magic he
performs but what God in Christ accomplishes through his
life and ministry.
2

The priest as servant

Anothei serious challenge to the priestly life and ministry
today is the question of service: Are priests ordained to serve
or to be served? This question is becoming louder and louder
in the Church of the Third Millennium. The way some priests
exercise the authority given to them does not manifest the
spirit of service. Occasionally, there are cases of arrogance,
high-handedness, and even dictatorship. Some priests
dictate what happens in their parishes without reference to
the Bis'hop and the people of God. They seem to have
forgotten that the priesthood is ministerial, not magisterial.
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In other words, we are ministers of someone, not overlords.
A friend of mine recently confided in me a remark made by
his superior abroad. Fr. N. you celebrate well, but you are
too aristocratic." My friend is yet to know where this
aristocracy comes from. Perhaps from the seminary
formation or from our cultural background or from undue
clericalism. Whatever may be the cause, it is high time we
turned to Christ in order to rediscover His pro-existence, His
living for others as the driving force of our pastoral ministry.
11

To avoid a clericalism that fails to recognize the dignity,
charism, and the legitimate apostolate of the laity, the priest
leads the Christian community by radically conforming to
what Christ teaches by his own mode of leadership. It is in
this that his leadership role will be prophetical~ different
from the style of leadership in the civil society. The priest is
not just a leader. He is servant-leader, and as such, he must
find a model in the Servant in the book of Isaiah: He does
not cry out or raise his voice, his voice is not heard in the
street; he does not break the crushed reed or snuff the
faltering wick. Faithfully he presents fair judgm.ent, he will
not grow faint, he will not be crushed until he has
established fair judgment on earth, and the ~oasts and
islands are waiting for his instruction." (Is. 42:2-4).
11

The description of this servant points to Christ himself who,
as Son of man, Came not to be served but to serve, and to
give His life as a ransom for many (Cf. Mt 20:24-28). This .is
the lifestyle of a priest who is conscious of his relationship to
11
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Christ, and who, for that reason, is animated by the desire to
be the one who washes the feet of his brothers and sisters
(Cf. Jn 13:1-15). In a society where power is sought for the
sake of power and through means that are far less than
wholesome, the priest follows his Lord and Master on the
path of self-giving love to the fullest. It therefore belongs to
the priest to take to heart the exhortation of the First Letter
of St. Peter: "I urge the elders among you, as a fellow elder
myself and a witness to the sufferings of Christ, and as one
who is to have a share in the glory that is to be revealed: give
a shepherd's care to the flock that is entrusted to you: watch
over it, not simply as a duty but gladly, as God wants; not for
sordid money, but because you are eager to do it. Do not
lord it over the people in your charge, but be an example for
the flo.~k. When the chief shepherd appears, you will be
given the unfading crown of glory" (Cf. 1 Pt 5:1-4).
The Second Special Assembly of the Synod of Bishops for
Africa emphasizes the image of Church as servant (ecclesia
servans). It is the Ecclesiology underlying the theme of the
Synod, namely: "The Church in Africa in Service to
170
Reconciliation, Justice and Peace."
Its relevance cannot be
over-e~phasized against the backdrop of the perennial social
menace of marginalization, unemployment, poverty, injustice
and frequent internecine wars that plague the continent.
Bringing reconciliation where there is division and hatred,
17

°

Cf. Linneamenta and lnstrumentum Laboris of the Second Special Assembly
of the Synod of Bishops for Africa, (Vatican City:2006& 2009 respectively).
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where there is injustice and peace where there is war,
is one of the services the Church must render now to Africa.
Furthermore, the sub-theme of the Synod: /You are the Salt
of the Earth ... You are the Light of the World' {Mt 5:13-14}
underscores the importance of social witness which is the
touchstone of social teaching. Witness, according to the
Pope Paul VI, is the most effective means of bringing the
Gospel message to the contemporary world because lithe
men of our day are more impressed by witnesses than by
teachers, and if they listen to these it is because they also·
171
bear witness."
All Christians especially priests are called to
11
become the salt of the earth" and lithe light of the world."
The two images· taken from the Sermon on the Mount are
well-known to Africans. Salt by nature gives savour and
flavour and preserves from putrefaction; light by nature
radiates and disperses darkness and enlightens. Amidst the
eclipse of traditional moral values, corruption and lack of
wisdom in Africa, Christians are sent to penetrate and
permeate, irradiate and transform temporal realities with
the light of the Gospel. By so doing they bear witness to
Christ which is the raison d'etre of their Christian existence in
the world.
Addressing priests as the principal agents of evangelization,
the Synod Fathers in their final document, Propositiones,
11
said: Every priest configured by ordination to' Christ, the
Head and Good Shepherd, is called to be a living sign of Jesus
171

Cf. Paul VI, Evangelii Nuntiandi, No. 43 ..
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Christ, who came to serve and not tc be served (Cf. Mk
172
10:45)."
By reclaiming their kingly role in a christlike way,
priests will help to rediscover and restore the evangelical
value of leadership as service in contemporary African
society. Regarding the current emphasis on leadership as
173
service, the First Synod
of the Catholic Diocese of Orlu
during the episcopacy of Most Rev. Dr. Gregory Ochiagha
was prophetic and proactive.
Conclusion
The renewal of priestly life and ministry in the age of
globalization presupposes the rediscovery and revitalization
of the apostolica vivendi forma, that is, the apostolic form of
life. The apostolic form of life consists in participating in a
"new life", spiritually speaking, in that "new way of life"
which the Lord Jesus inaugurated and which the apostles
made their own and handed over to their successors in order
to prolong the redemptive work of Christ in time and space.
The raison d'etre of the catholic priest is to bear witness to
Christ, the faithful and true witness (Cf. Rev. 1:5; 3:14). It is
this living witness that will make preaching effective, that will
ensure the credibility of the Church as the abiding sacrament
of the salvific presence and power of Christ in the world.
Pope Francis reminds us through one of his popular tweets
~'·

172
173

Cf. Propositio, No. 39.
Cf. G. Ochiagha, Post-Synodal Apostolic Exhortation Renewal and Service.
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that "the Church has no other goal than to give witness to
Jesus. Let us not forget that!"

174

Let us conclude this essay on a jubilarian note. The fortieth
anniversary of the priestly ordination of Msgr. Dr. Nathaniel
lkechukwu

Ndiokwere

propitious

and

offers the

ausp1c1ous

presbyterium

moment

of

another

ret~ospection,

introspection and prospection. With him we look back with
gratitude to Jesus Christ, the Eternal High Priest/ who called
us and

made

us

participants of His one and

unique

priesthood. With him we look inward with courage beating

mea culpa on our own chests for our inadequacies and
inconsistencies in bearing witness to Jesus Christ in order to
prolong His sacramental presence in our priestly life and
ministry. With him we look forward with confidence bearing
in mind that He who began this good work in us will bring it
to fulfillment. In fine, as we await the golden jubilee of the
priestly ordination of Msgr. Ndiokwere, we wish him all the
very best and many more fruitful, joyful and peaceful years in
the Lord's vineyard.

174

Cf. Pope Francis via Twitter.
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SECONDARY SCHOOL EDUCATION: VITAL LINK IN THE
FORMATION OF RESPONSIBLE CITIZENRY

By Rev. Fr. Cyriacus Elleleh
1. Introduction

I have no idea why I was askedto write on this topic. I began
it several times but cancelled several times. At a point I had
the urge to modify the topic and call on the editor to
approve it but when I looked more closely at the topic what
struck me was stunning. To be asked to write on this topic in
a work set forth in honour of Msgr. Ndiokwere is to ask me
1

to look at myself or any of my school mates who passed
through him at our secondary school level and what we have
become today. That was the magic; and I will keep an eye on
virtually alii can recall as I write.
Quite evidently~ with changes in technology~ education is
rapidly taking different dimensions in its different forms. In
its formal type 1 pre-nursery~ nursery~ primary~ secondary and
tertiary or higher educations are identified. While the
importance of any of these should not be diminished~ some
are obviously indispensable for a more fulfilling and
qualitative life or formation of a stable and accountable
society. This is far from saying that one cannot live such life
or that a responsible society cannot be formed if one did not
get them but they increase to an appreciable level the
chances of such life in relation to those who did not get
them. In this group1 secondary education is outstanding.
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If one were to go by the ordinary use and meaning of the
terms: primary and secondary in relation to 'our subject
matter, one would have the tendency to conclude that
secondary education is secondary, that is, as not important
or valuable as the primary. This is not the case. It is the
second level after primary education and before higher
education. This middle position can also be a window to
understanding secondary education in its relationship with a
mature and responsible adulthood.
Certain elements make secondary school education unique.
The age range, the curriculum, the regulation, uniformity and
the goal of the secondary school education give it its pride of
place and dominant relevance. In this article, we will argue
that apart from giving practical skills, the secondary
education offers the student a seedbed for responsible
citizenship.
2. What is Education?

From Wikipedia we read that education "in its general sense
is a form of learning in which the knowledge, skills.and habits
of a group of people are transferred from one generation to
the next through teaching, training, or research." In its strict
sense, it is that activity for which we have the school as an
institution.
Etymologically, education comes from two Latin words
educare meaning to educate, to rear, to bring up; and
educere which means to bring out, to lead forth_. In any of
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these, secondary school education is that training or
formation in character that aims at bringing up children
generally in their early teens. The root educere is more ad
rem to the secondary . school education because it
emphasizes the leading out of what is already in the child. At
the time one enters the secondary school, a lot of other
aspects of the one's life are going through visible and
tremendous changes. It is a time a person needs the most
guidance in one's life. Secondary education provides a forum
not only for the teacher to lead out and direct the potentials
of the student but also an opportunity for the young
adolescent to interact with his peers in a manner that opens
the way to adulthood through common sharing among
people of the same age group.

3. The school:
In many ways it refers to a building or compound where
learnin~

takes place. It is however more than that. It is an

institution,

a place

and

environment where

there

is

systematic exchange between teachers and students. In
most cases, the exchange that happens among teachers and
students depends on what managers and directors of a
particular school system think should be the goal of schools.
For us, like Dewey and Lee Shulman conceived it, the school
should be a place that recognizes what the learner comes
with ari'd then provides the motivation, the guidance and the
organization.The school would do better if she can identify
where the student needs learning and where he/she needs
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unlearning. Unlearning will begin with helping the- student to
open up. The school provides the platform to do that.
In that environment, teachers would aim at prov.iding the
motivation that will ignite and harness interests in the
students, thus providing an alrnost perfect link between the
internal

and the external. This appears to. be

Msgr.

Ndiokwere's model. Being of a precocious personality, he
would l~ter take his teachers to task for failing to do just that
in his early periods of education. He said, aWhile not claiming
to be a genius during those early years of academic
development, I was convinced that if I had been better
challenged by my teachers, I would have been a different
person today." He did not stop at merely saying it. He took to
a reprimand. He noted in same work {(in 1984, I directly
confronted two of my Primary School teachers and accused
them of neglect, lack of foresight and inability to -detect and
enhance my academic potentials at those days" {.Ndiokwere,
2000, p.30).

It is heartwarming that against the current in

the Nigerian society, when Ndiokwere took up teaching
positions he made sure his students would not have cause to
reprimand him in the very words he used for his teachers.
He gave his society, particularly the Owerri and Orlu areas
most of their responsible citizens today. He did it through the
classroom.
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4. Responsible citizenship:

Marc Prensky rightfully argued that the real goal of
educatfon was not learning but, according to him "the real
goal of education, and of school, is becoming-becoming a
"good 11 person and becoming a more capable person than
when you started." Maybe it cannot be put better as
becoming a "good" person is what it means to be a
responsible citizen; becoming better and more capable than
when started refers to the skills that education gives its
·students. One can put this in another way and see it as an
activity aimed at changing behavior. The one who is capable
of changing behavior must have developed the one's critical
mind to be capable of self-thinking and shade off the veil of
prejudices, half-truths, stereotypes and propaganda. Only a
responsible person can engage in such activity.
5. The secondary education:

According to the US Journal of Academics website (2010)
high school [or in our case secondary school] is characterized
as, 11 Academic programs specifically designed for students
between the ages of 12 and 17 years old." What is more
important is what should form that academic programme
and for what reason should they be included. For us, every
good secondary education helps prepare students for the
real w~;ld. This is not to suggest that the secondary student's
world is not real but it is, without doubt, one characterized
mostly by dreams and wishes. Every good secondary school
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is programmed to have these dreams realized as much and
effectively as possible.
Often because of the numerous changes taking place in
students at this stage, the hunger for new th-ings those
changes elicit have the tendency to make students underplay
the skills they learn at this stage of life. There is the marvel of
knowing new things but this soon ·vanishes as too many
other aspects of the one's life pose questions that keep
begging for answers. When the school is aware of this
hunger, it channels her answers into guiding principles that
form a solid citizenry and an informed workforce. Thus, she
would assist students develop listening, note-taking, and
information processing skills which together will help him in
so many ways later in life whether in higher education or
civil life and career.
In summary, all aspects of man's life are touched at this
stage: mental, emotional, social and physical. It is the most
potent time to learn about the different things the world has
to offer in order to help one decide the right choices to make
for life.
At this level also, the role of the teacher as guide and as one
who provides access to information rather than acting as the
primary source of information is more amplified than at the
earlier levels of education. Accentuated too is the students'
self-search for knowledge as they are challenged daily to
learn to find answers. Hence, here is provided an 'opportunity
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for students to discover for themselves, acqutrmg
information processing skills. This in effect means that here it
is expected that the student should have engaged in selfdiscovery. The student may not be capable of doing this if his
education at this level has not convinced him that he can
now begin to construct knowledge.
Thus we conclude that Secondary Education is a crucial stage
in the educational hierarchy as it prepares the students for
higher education and also the world of work. We can say a
few things regarding some key elements of the secondary
education.

5.1 Age:
The secondary school age in Nigeria as in most other parts of
the world is between ages 12-17. There are precocious
students and late or delayed arrivals that might be
exceptions. This stage is called the adolescent ages and they
account for the transitional period between childhood and
adulthood. Here individuals experience physical, emotional,
social 9nd intellectual growth. It is man's most malleable
period. Within these years, the individual is charged with the
challenges of body changes; it is the period of puberty and
extreme curiosity.
5.2 Curriculum:

This is drawn in such a way as to expose the student to
diverse academic fields. Owing to this, the secondary
educatt,pn is now divided into two: junior and senior. At the
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junior level, every student is made to take every subject:
mainly English, Mathematics, basic science, agriculture, arts,
literature, introduction to technology, technical drawing,
computer studies, business studies, civic education, physical
and health education, selected languages: local and foreign
and in some, also religious and moral education. By the time
the student is done with this stage, he is expected to have
developed interest in the arts or sciences, technology or
engineering.
At the senior secondary level, the subjects are reduced and
specialized in accordance with the area of interest of a
particular student. The ability of a school to guide the
student into making right choices in line with their interests,
propensities and abilities defines the success of Fl secondary
education which when achieved, obviously leads to a
responsible and fulfilled citizenry.

5.3 Uniformity:
Although the other levels, especially the primary, share much
of these qualities, they are more pronounced at the
secondary school level. By uniformity we refer _mainly to
outfits. Uniformity bridges the gap of inequality (social and
economic) and brings everyone to a level that provides same
opportunity for all and destroying complexes - superio{ or
inferior. It is also a great lesson on acceptance of the other,
simplicity and discipline. It prepares the student for a life that
prices decency over and above glamour and show.
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5.4 Regulation
By regularity we refer to doing same thing over and over
again. For example, a daily timetable may look like this, you
wake at 5:30am, bathe, pray at 6:00, attend Mass at 6:30,
breakfast at 7:00, Morning function at 7:20, classes at 8:00
and other timed activities till lights out and bed time at
10:00pm; morning comes, evening comes, the next day. It is
not mu.ch different for those who go to school from their
homes. They still have to wake at a certain time, carry out
few regular activities and be in school to begin classes at a
scheduled time. This is a great preparation for a world
where, as the ancient Philosopher Parmenides noted, things,
though they change, always remain the same. It is a
preparation in the rare virtues of discipline and consistency
necessary for any progressive and sustainable society. It
prepares the student for the discipline of work in a future job
which may require either standing up or sitting down for
hours. In those days Ndiokwere called it "toughening" for all
possible future.
5.5 Goal:
Perhaps it is even in the goal of every secondary education
that we can see more clearly its direct link to responsible
citizenry. This is so much that one might not be wrong to
conclude that a failed state or society has a secondary
education that has already failed in her goals.
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There is not one goal of secondary education. This is why for
us, Marc Prensky's goal of education, and of schoot as
becoming-becoming a "good" person and becoming a more
capable person than when one started should be the aim of
every secondary education. This has to bear the te-rminal and
preparatory elements in this single goal in mind. That then
would open a room for adapting the goals to concrete places
and circumstances.
We must emphasize at this point that . policymakers of
secondary education have to have clear goals in mind as they
draw the plans evident in the curriculum on how to achieve
those goals. This is important in our circumstance-where test
and memorization seem to have overshadowed the more
important aims of being educated. Thus leading to the
danger of respecting in class only "reproducers or crammers"
at the detriment of real responsible society. In a book, In Our
Humble Opinion: Car Talk's Click and Clack Rant and Rave by
Tom Magliozzi and Ray Magliozzi, Tom noted "It ~eems to me
that schools primarily teach kids how to take tests (a skill one
hardly uses in real life unless one is a contestant on a quiz
show). Elementary school prepares kids for junior high;
junior high prepares them for high school. So, the goal-if we
cancall it that-of schools is to prepare kids for more school"
(2000, p.247). How urgently Nigerian school administrators
and policymakers in education need to take this to heart!
In an online article, Dennis Littky and Samantha Grabelle said
what they expected of a student after school, "When a kid
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leaves my school, I want her to have the basic life skills that
will help her get along in the adult world-like knowing how
to act in a meeting or how to keep her life and work
organized. Basic stuff that too many schools forget about in
their rush to cram in three sciences; three so~ial studies, four
maths, and so on. But I also want her to be the kind of
person who will keep building on what she got in my school,
who will keep developing skills, keep learning, keep
growing." In conclusion they noted ({then the only really
substantial thing education can do is help us to become
continuous, lifelong learners."
While as we have noted that other levels of education are
also important, Secondary education is now being recognized
as the cornerstone of educational systems in the 21st
century. This is why the goals it has to achieve is key to
determining one's future.
Secondary Education under Msgr. Nathaniel Ndiokwere
We ar~ careful here otherwise one would be confused
whether it is the teacher (his knowledge, aptitude, skill,
method and strategy) that matters or the secondary
education per se. The teacher and what he brings into the
system is important and can, like in the case of Msgr.
Ndiokwere, be remarkable. However, the individual teacher
operates within the structure which actually provided the
teacher.· This means then that the teacher is part of, and an
indispensable element in the successes or otherwise of the
secondary school education.
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In his At the Crossroads: Dilemma of the Man of ~od, Msgr.
Ndikwere, a frank and prolific writer gives some insights into
secondary school education from his own experience of it.
He said he attended a mission secondary school - Bishop
Shanahan College- B.S.C Orlu. He prides himself as one who
11

had attended 0ne of the few prestigious schools in the
colonial days" (Ndiokwere, 2000, p.9). This may have
provided the drive to a prestigious management when he
became manager of schools himself.
Ndiokwere's education strategy was creative and formative
and not just directive. One of his strengths is that he knew
his students, their backgrounds, in other words, their powers
and prejudices. He did not underestimate the unlearning
they needed when they came in as fresh students in the first
year. He started from the scratch and believed that students
shoul9 be thought every nice thing and skill possible to assist
them live responsibly. His famous subject was eHquette. He
began with his strongest slogan: cleanliness is next to
godliness and moved into how to clean and care for the
teeth, and then lessons on how to use the we. He did not
find it demeaning to teach his students how to urinate. You
could not go through him and still spit like a snake, or cough
or yawn with mouths unguardedly widely open, or throw
refuse except into the dustbin. You learnt how to use your
handkerchief for this and other purposes. If people can look
at any of my schoolmates and feel he knows fairly how to do
'everything', it was because Ndiokwere was his teacher at
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the secondary school. One was introduced to all sporting
activities that the school could provide. At the same time,
one did manual labour as if that was the only reason one
came to his school. That alone was a great lesson on hard
work, responsibility, cleanliness and orderliness.
Ndiokwere did constantly remind students that "there is no
room for mediocrity and babysitting". This covered all areas
including academics. You were not his friend if you were dull
and lazy. "Woe betide you" if Ndiokwere gave up on you. He
called such people the "unteachables" and really stopped
correcting them in class. May be that was his weakness. The
cane then was also an instrument of correction and when he
entered the class everyone got up and you hear "redeem
yourself and sit down." That was usually followed with
questions based on previous lesson and vocabularies. It was
not a good sign if Ndiokwere stopped 'flogging' you after
repeated failures in his classes.
Needless to say that in the classroom, Msgr. Ndiokwere was
a huge inspiration. Apart from the etiquette class already
mentioned, you saw him in the classroom teaching
Mathematics, English, Liturgy, Latin and Literature. For
exampfe, I do not know any other poems in memory today
except the ones Ndiokwere made me memorize between
1984 and 1987. When the government at that time
introduced two new subjects: Introductory Technology and
Technical Drawing, my school was probably the only school
in the whole of lmo State who had a teacher already waiting.
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He taught them with a remarkable mastery that gave the
impression he majored in Engineering and Building
Technology in the university.
Our write up is not on Ndiokwere's achievements which no
article can articulate but to show the potency of a secondary
school. Most of the things taught could be done earlier or
later but cannot be done better earlier or later than at the
secondary school level and especially considering the
Nigerian or even African situation. This is why we give
greater credit to secondary education for a responsible
society.
Conclusion:
According to the Secondary Education site of ~ebworld,
there is no question that secondary education has a key role
to play in the social, economic, and human capital
development of any society. The task before today's societies
is to transform secondary education institutions and current
schooling practices to align them with the demands of a
globalized and technology-driven world. Policymakers and
educators must address the twin challenges of increasing
"access to" and 11 quality and relevance of" -secondary
education for all young people. And, secondary education
systems everywhere will need to be more flexible, relevant,
and responsive to both local needs and the global
environment. (Webworld, paragraph 11).
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Equally important is for policymakers of secondary education
to know they will be doing a lot of good to the society if they
formulate the curriculum in a manner that recognizes that
the student does not have full control over all that happens
in his education. That is where the school plays an important
role. They too and mangers of such schools have also to note
that society may excuse certain actions of kids at the presecondary level but judge those at the post-secondary level.
The society looks with great expectation at students in the
University for some responsible attitude and behavior, so
much so that she is disappointed with an irresponsible
undergraduate and knows it is to a large extent often a case
of a failed secondary education. No one, no society will like
to build her future on luck and fingers-crossed. This is what a
man or society does when secondary education is sacrificed
or half-baked.
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PART THREE
CRITIQUE OF THE
SOCIETY
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IS IT TRULY GREENER ON THE OTHER SIDE?
A COMMON GOOD QUESTION VS. THE BEST KEPT SECRET
ANSWER

By Okezielam Joe Anyanwu

Introduction

"Hope has two beautiful daughters; their names are Anger
and Courage. Anger at the way things are, and Courage to
see that they do not remain as they are." - Augustine of
Hippo
The

motivational impact of this simple,

but eloquent

statement cannot be resisted by any average Nigerian who
has experienced life on both sides of the fence and cares
about the common good - ({The greater good". (1) I
therefore salute the courage of Nigerian scholars, who have
shared their reflections on this subject for the purpose of
exposin,,g the

11

pros" and ({cons" of the ({greenness" in

question.
In a more general sense, the answer to the question of

whether the grass is greener on the other side is usually a
sentimentally induced "Yes".
An lgbo maxim that lends
credence to this, is "Onye noro ebe 0 no1 ebe 0 na-anoghi
ana agu ya 11• Human beings seem to always think that they
would be happier or better off in -.life in a different set of
circumstances or place. Somehow, everyone seems to be
just as guilty in the face of this reality, especially when we
suppress the fact that being different does not translate
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into being deficient. In other words, our wishful thoughts
can be entertained, but should never be given a pride of
place. When we give our wishful thoughts a pride of place,
we ignore the opportunities of the "here and now" and get
trapped in the real or imagined greenness of the other side.
As a result, our approach to life will begin to revolve around:
being financially comfortable vs. struggling financially;
being short vs. being tall;
being single vs. being married;
being gainfully employed vs. having no job or a bad one;
being or looking young vs. being or looking old;·
having vision problems vs. having good eyesight;
being politically connected vs. having no connections;
having rich and famous friends vs. having just a bunch of
ordinary friends;
being a clergyman or woman vs. being a lay person;
being a Bishop vs. being just a Priest or Pastor;
being light skinned vs. being dark skinned;
being resident in the western world vs. living in a
developing country;
having a great married life vs. being divorced, separated or
having a miserable marital union;
having a nice car vs. driving a piece of junk;
having a well behaved child vs. having a prodigal child;
being healthy vs. dealing with ill-health;
being a man vs. being a woman;
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The list could go on and on, but what we should occupy
us more, is what we are doing, being or having NOW and
NOT

what

others

are

doing,

being

or

having.

Interestingly, deeper reflections on this subject-matter have
been inspired by a handful of great patriotic thinkers like
Monsignor Nathaniel Ndiokwere, the author of The Search

far Greener Pastures: The lgba Nigerian Experience. Some
participants in the conversation have also been inspired by
personal or third party experiences. In any case, the nagging
question of the moment is: Is the grass truly greener on the
other side? What I consider an answer is that it is neither on

the other side nor on this side. It is HERE and NOW. This
answer is informed by the fact that the grass can actually
turn greener wherever and whenever it is watered by a dint
of hardwork and fertilized by the consciousness of a
common good. All we need to do is to take the same action
steps that our neighbors on the other side of the Atlantic
took to achieve their greenness. Those neighbors do pay
attention to their grass. They water it. They fertilize it. They
care for it. It is important to note that there is a historical
perspective that draws attention to the relevance of this
response. Catholic Social teaching as applicable in this case,
has always been a good vehicle to drive home the eyeopening points made by champions of the common good in
relation to Nigerians' migration experiences.
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Turning Points

The particular reason behind every Nigerian's migration to
the western world may be unknowable, but some
observations are reasonably certain. If I may apply the rear
view mirror approach, in the course of my brief lifetime, four
decades now, I believe I have witnessed a major paradigm
shift in the attitude of Nigerians in general towards the so
called Search for greener pastures. Evidence based statistics
show that within a period of 500 years (1400- 1900) of slave
trade, Nigeria lost approximately two million people. The
phase of voluntary migration in Nigeria only started about 50
years after the dark centuries of slave trade.

~ 1950- 1970: Nigerians started migrating to Europe to
pursue further education and in some cases due to
colonial connections. This set of Nigerians, went (to
the United Kingdom) and saw the "greenness" and
later returned home to share what they had seen and
learnt. This trend continued after independence,
when migration to the United States for work and
studies started becoming popular
~ 1970- 1980: The ((brain drain" phenomenon kicked in,

but was not at the chronic level. This was because
some Nigerians were still returning after studies while
some decided not to
~ 1980 -

2000 and beyond: Nigerian economy and
political landscape gradually went from bad to worse
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9ue to corruption and wrong fiscal decisions by
people in the corridors of power. So, as a result of
Nigeria's socio-economic push factor and the
developed world socio-economic pull factor, both the
educated and the uneducated started leaving the
country en masse in search of greener pastures in
different parts of the world. Most people who have
travelled and learnt how to keep the /(grass" green
stayed back instead of returning home or at least
spending their time abroad doing good at home.
Some tend to have picked up the neighbors' watering
cans and have kept watering their already blossoming
green grass. Hence, we have transitioned from 11 Braingain" to 11 Brain-drain"
The objective of this observation is neither to blame our
heartless political leaders nor the nonchalant and reluctant
Nigerians in Diaspora. It is rather an attempt to draw the
attention of both parties to the seriousness of this
development for the purpose of reversing its devastating
impact on the future of the nation. Therefore, Nigeria's
"here" and "now" challenge is to find ways and means of
stopping or at least minimizing the epic loss of her
intellectual capital and cultural identity. The nation needs
these elements to keep socio-economic grass on the
Nigerian side of the fence greener than it is at the moment.
, In fact, there are some embarrassing statistics from the
International Organization for Migration (10M}, which show
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that there are more than 21,000 Nigerian medical doctors
currently practicing in the United States alone while our
nation's medical play field is still rated below _the World
Health Organization standard of at least 20 physicians per
one hundred thousand people.(2)
The ripple effect of brain-drain is simply concerning and one
can readily see it in our nation's state of affairs: poor
leadership, corruption, greed, employment of foreign experts
to do the same job that Nigerians are doing abroad. Nigeria
has the largest economy in the continent of Africa and has
remained resiliently the Oga-on-top despite the perpetration
of untold terrorist attacks by Boko Haram and reduced oil
output. Another fact is that just recently, the World Bank
President, Jim Yang Kim, restated that Nigeria ranks third
among the top five countries that have the largest number of
the poor.{3) What an irony! The implication is that we have
the grass and if we can water it, it will certainly become just
as green as or even greener than our neighbors across the
Atlantic ..
Encouraging Green Light from Diaspora

There is no doubt that the task of watering our grass implies
that we should be hopeful that our effort will yield greener
pastures. On an encouraging note, Nigerians in Diaspora are
beginning to organize and take steps towards turning the
dry socio-economic landscape they left in Nigeria to green.
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There

is

a

growing

number

of

international

non-

governmental organizations founded by patriotic Nigerians
abroad to help communities through provision of school
scholarship programs, healthcare, clean water, building of
technical schools, programs for child labor and child
trafficking elimination and so on. Here is what 11 Star Tribune"
{a national newspaper in the United States) reported about
our nonprofit organization on June 2, 2014: "Called {Basic
Institute for Zonal African Advancement) BIZAA, it identifies
children unable to go to school because they must raise
money for their families, and finds U.S. sponsors for them so
they can attend school. [The program is for the] many
children hawking fruit or cheap trinkets on the streets to
raise money for their families are snatched for child labor or
human trafficking, he said. Ditto for children living in poor
villages with their parents, who are approached by people
offering the children "jobs" in the city". {4) So far, BIZAA has
provided scholarships for more than 40 primary and
secondary school children and enrolled them in five different
Catholic schools within the State. The organization {BIZAA)
has long term plan of building an international Polytechnic
with full academic faculties and laboratory facilities in lmo
State to provide free technical education to poor young
adults, who would otherwise not have such an opportunity.
A temporary campus of this institution will be resuming
• classes in the first quarter of 2015 with about 30 pioneer
students in lmo State as well.
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Another plausible green light is the ongoing agitation for a
constitutional amendment that would enable Nigerians in
Diaspora to vote during elections. It really looks ·like most
Nigerians in Diaspora are beginning to realize that life is not
destinational, but transitional. This realization wil,l help us get
over our disappointment in the Nigerian situation and gear
up for a more productive dialogue with our political leaders
for the sake of the common good.
On September 9, 2000, the then President of Nigeria,
Olusegun Obasanjo visited Atlanta, Georgia in the United
States to inaugurate the first Diaspora Dialogue. In his own
words: {(Nigeria is taking the bold first step to enable
Nigerians living outside the country to participate fully in the
process of visioning, planning and pursuing the political well
being, the economic development and the sound governance
of their country. They are being brought back to the fold, not
as a response to any expediency, but as an overdue
development, as it were, to bring all hands on deck in the
refitted and highly seaworthy Noah•s Ark of Nigeriai'.(S)
Exactly fourteen years later, on September 29, 2014, it felt
like the honeymoon between Nigerians in Diaspora
Organizations (NIDO) and the Nigerian government. was
clearly over and frustrations have set in. So, during the
closing session of the 2014 summit of the Nigerian Diaspora
Organization, they urged the Federal Government to, as .a
matter of urgency establish the Diaspora Commission to
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serve as a medium for seamless interface between Nigerians
in Diaspora and their native land. (6)
World Bank records reflect that remittances from Nigerians
in Diaspora into the Nigerian economy are only second to oil
revenue.

Remittances to Nigeria, 2010 (US$ millions)
North

Total

Percentage

Spain
Ireland

3,279.18
2,024.14
709.84
493.14
402.16

32.9
20.3
7.1
4.9
4.0

Germany

333.58

3.3

Canada

244.38

2.5

Other North

452.41

4.5

Total North

7,938.84

79.6

South

Total

Percentage

Chad

477.62

4.8

Cameroon

327.94

3.3

Benin ,,

199.19

2.0

Cote d'lvoire

162.80

1.6

Sudan

151.60

1.5

Niger

125.90

1.3

United States
United Kingdom
Italy
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Other South

590.78

5.9

Total South

2,035.82

20.4

Total remittances

9,974.66

100.0

-

Source: World Bank, 2011 (7)
A good number of countries where Nigerians reside are not

included in the chart, so the reflected information is not
exhaustive by any means.
However, "despite the encouraging outlook for, remittance
flows, the circumstances of many migrants are troubling.
With so many people on the move against their will and
many others undertaking desperate and dangerou·s journeys,
it is clear that more effort is needed to make migration safer
and cheaper by exploring economically viable policy
options." (8) It simply blows any informed mind that
Nigerians in Diaspora have remitted so much cash only
second to already huge oil revenue and the same receiving
country still ranks third in countries with the largest number
of poor people in the world. There is clearly a gl_aring need
for economic justice, which Catholic Social teaching
advocates for.

Nigerian Prophetic Voices Highlighting Catholic Social
Teaching
One of the most effective ways of fighting any injustice is to
take on the responsibility of keeping the vokes of our
modern day prophets and human right organizations alive. It
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is important to remember and publicize their stories and the
triggers of their passion whether they have lived in the past
or alive but silenced. It is even better when some of them are
still speaking. The reason behind this approach is not just to
honor some of them who have been overlooked or silenced
by the powers that be, but more importantly, it is to keep the
moral man in each of us alive.
For better or worse, Nigerians are living in an interesting
time. And given the current political and economic climate in
the

country,

the

times

will

probably

become

more

interesting. It is therefore timely to highlight that, on the one
hand, the Catholic Church has offered our world a tradition
of social teaching that can speak to our times while affirming
the prophetic voices of the concerned citizens.
The key principles of this teaching, which emerged and have
been developed in over one hundred years are focused on:
1. The Dignity of the Human Person: Human beings are
created in the image of God and, therefore, are endowed
with dignity. This inherent dignity carries with it certain basic
rights and responsibilities which are exercised within a social
framework.
2. The Common Good: While the dignity of the human
person is affirmed, individuals live in common with others
and the rights of individuals must be balanced with the wider
common good of all. The rights and needs of others must be
always respected.
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3. Solidarity: Human beings are social by nature and do not

exist merely as individuals. When considering the human
community, it must be remembered that it consists of
individual and social elements.
4. Subsidiarity: This principle recognizes that society is based

on organizations or communities of people ranging from
small groups or families right through to national and
international institutions. As a rule of social or..ganization,
subsidiarity affirms the right of individuals and social groups
to make their own decisions and accomplish what they can
by their own initiative and industry. A higher level
community should not interfere in the life of a community at
a lower level of social organization unless it is to support and
enable.
5. The Purpose of the Social Order: The social order must

uphold the dignity of the human person.
6. The Purpose of Government: The purpose of government

is the promotion of the common good. Governments are
required to actively participate in society to promote and
·ensure social justice and equity.
7. Participation: Individuals and groups must be enabled to

participate in society.
8. The Universal Purpose of Goods: The world•s goods are

meant for all. Although the Church upholds the right to
private property, this is subordinate to the right to common
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use and the overall common good. There is a social mortgage
on private property.
9. The Option for the Poor: This refers to seeing the world
through the eyes of the poor and standing with the poor in
solidarity. This should lead to action for justice with and on
behalf of those who are poor and marginalized.
10. The Care of Creation: The Earth is God's gift and all
species have a rightful place in it. Humans share this habitat
with other kinds and have a special duty to be stewards and
trustees of the Earth. (This Summary has been adapted and
developed from NETWORK 1998, Shaping a New World, pp 511)
If these teachings were to be universally accepted and for
some imaginary reasons, United Nations adopts them as the
standard
parameter
for
determining
the
Human
Development Index (HDI) of each country, which category
could Nigeria fall under? It is very easy to think that the
absence of a corrupt government will push Nigeria into a
higher category. Philip Emeagwali is one of Nigeria's modern
day's propheticvoices. He was struck by a statement he cited
from Wall Street Journal: ((Ideas are capital. The rest is just
money". This simple statement is loaded with bad news for
Nigeria due to the taken-for-granted syndrome of brain
drain. Emeagwali paints a bigger picture of this dilemma
when he observed that: If ideas are indeed capital, then
Africa should stem its brain drain and promote African
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Renaissance, which will lead to the rebirth of ideas. And
knowledge and ideas are the engines that drive economic
growth ... For Africa

(especially NigeriaL

poverty will

be

reduced when intellectual capital is increased and leveraged
to export knowledge and ideas. (9) This point .cannot be
overemphasized, because Nigerian born doctors, engineers,
lawyers,

nurses,

theologians,

university

professors,

pharmacists in the U.S alone account for a significant
percentage of professionals in those respective fields.
Ironically,

on

the

surface,

the

Church's

teaching

on

immigration may seem to be encouraging the loss of these
professionals in poor countries like Nigeria, b~cause the
Church advocates for the right of people to migrate to
sustain their lives and the lives of their families. However, it
is to be noted that the same body of teachings challenges the
governmental policies that make life unbearable for people
in their home countries. A Ghanaian Professor, Edward OforiSarpong echoes Emeagwali's concern and bluntly speaks the
truth to the African political leaders and in this case Nigerian
leaders and Nigerians in Diaspora; reminding them that:
({[By]

failing

to

offer

greener

pastures

for' its

own

intelligentsia, [Africa] is committing suicide." (10}
The flip side of the migration coin is the untold stories of
Nigerians in Asia. Heidi Haugen takes us into the world of
these searchers of greener pastures in China who sought to
escape {{ ... a situation of involuntary immobility in Nigeria
through short-term visas obtained with the help of migration
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brokers. However, opportunities for visa renewals are scanty
the
current
Chinese
immigration
policy.
under
Undocumented migrants find their mobility severely
inhibited: They must carefully assess how, when and with
whom they move about in order to avoid police interception.
This is a business impediment, as well as a source of personal
distress for migrants who engage in trade and the provision
of trade-related services. The situation can be described as a
({second state of immobility": the migrants have succeeded in
the difficult project of emigration, but find themselves
spatialfy entrapped in new ways in their destination
country"(11) It is abundantly clear that an escape visa to
China is not a fitting option for these Nigerians. Echoes of the
preferential option for the poor are in the stirring opening
sentence of the Vatican II document Gaudium et Spes: The
joys and the hopes, the griefs and the anxieties of [people] of
this age, especially those who are poor or in any way
afflicted, these too are the joys, hopes, the griefs and the
anxieties of the followers of Christ" (no. 1). (12) The Church is
11

here interpreting its mission as one of service to those in
need.
This teaching creates an opportunity for Nigerian local
Church to pause and take a good look within. Pope Francis'
first resounding statement was his vision for the Church. He
calls for arenewed face of the Church, which would reflect a
Church that is poor and for the poor". Therefore, as long as
the Nigerian religious leaders continue to align more with the
11
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wealthy, the grass of that country will remain far from
turning ·green, because the supposed advocates of the poor
are busy dinning and wining in the great mansions of the
wealthy and politicians at the detriment of their service for
the poor.
Another prophetic voice to be reckoned with in this regard is
IPPR - a charitable organization based in the United
Kingdom. The stories and number of homeless and
imprisoned Nigerians in the European Union member
countries have reached an alarming, hence attracting the
compassionate
nongovernmental

attention
of
organizations.

some
11

European

/nformed by new
qualitative research, this report offers a set of
recomrnendations to improve the process of returning
irregular migrants from the EU to Nigeria, and the
reintegration support available to them, to ensure that policy
in this area is effective, efficient, humane and sustainable.
Nigerians represent a sizeable portion of the . millions of
irregular migrants currently residing within the EU. This
presents significant challenges to the Nigerian government as
well as European authorities. Yet assisted voluntary return
(AVR} and reintegration programs tend to be designed,
administered and evaluated by European or international
institutions rather than by local [Nigeria] governments. While
Europe should fund reintegration support,. Nigerian
authorities (particularly at the state rather than national
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level} need to play a greater role in determining how this
funding is allocated and spent.
Returnees should be given an initial payment of EURSOO to
spend on goods or services for which they have an immediate
need on return. Additional payments should be paid in kind
and in stages. The risks involved in each return, and the
returnee's subsequent support needs, should be properly
assessed, and support should be offered to help prepare for
return. All returnees should also be referred to a
reintegration agency in Nigeria. A new national return and
reintegration strategy should be developed. This should
include the foundation of a new 'reintegration institution'
specifically responsible for coordinating and allocating
funding for the reintegration of returnees by actors at all
levels". (13)
This report has done two things:
•

It helps intending immigrants to realize that the
biblical mandate of ({seek and you shall find ... "
Matthew 7:7 is NOT ALWAYS applicable to the search
for greener pastures abroad. Some may find it and
others may work just as hard and still not find it

•

The report is also directly in sync with Catholic Social
teaching on the principle of subsidiarity and proper
role of government. The Nigerian government should
really give this type of report the consideration that it
demands.

•
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The term "subsidiarity" is derived from the Latin word for
"assistance". It refers to the way the various levels of the
society should relate to each and assist one another in
bringing about the best outcomes for all people. The term
was coined by Pope Pius XI, in the 1931 encyclical
Quadragesimo Anno. The Pope's message is 'about the
proper division of labor among human institutions. For
example, there are some tasks and goals that should be
accomplished on the local level and others that are more
appropriate for the larger entities such as national
governments. So, this prophetic voice of APPR should not be
ignored by the leaders of European Union and ·the Federal
Republic of Nigeria.

losing Something that Once meant Everything: the Cultural
Greenness
The affirmation of another prophetic voice is reflected in a
survey carried out by the Pew Research Center and published
in The Washington Times in 2007 on the subject of the loss of
cultural identity through migration. The result of the survev
shows that an overwhelming majority in 46 out of 47
sampled countries feared the loss of their cultu~al identit~
due to the realities of our fast changing world. So, ii
dominant cultures experiencing internal or external
migration are worried about this phenomenon, then
Nigerians at home and abroad should pay serious attention
to it. Monsignor Ndiokwere lent his prophetic voice to thi~
unfortunate development in relation to the Nigerian lgbo~
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and rightly so, because a good percentage of lgbos in
Diaspora have zero interest in the preservation of the most
fundamental element of our culture- lgbo language.
If lgbo parents in Diaspora [and regrettably some residing in
the major cities in Nigeria] continue to ignore this voice of
reason, the {( ... loss will cost the lgbo race much in the not too
distant future. By ignoring the importance of lgbo language,
for example, the lgbo in the United States in particular are
losing the most important cultural identity .... My children can
understand a little lgbo; but they can't speak the
language"(14) The latter is usually the funny response from
such Nigerian American parents.
In the face of such an
impending cultural doom, excuses like this are not justifiable.
In strict sense 1 it can actually be classified as parental
negligence or even sinful in a very stricter religious sense 1
because most of these parents have the privilege of
speaking two languages and still feel more comfortable
with denying their children that opportunity.

It is even more disturbing for some parents in the United
States, '·who spend thousands of dollars every year in Spanish
language centers in an effort to help their children learn a
second language. What a shame and total misplacement of
priorities! There is more to parenting than giving birth and
sending the children to school for formal education. The
major ingredi~nt of the informal education that should
happen at the family level is the preservation of one's
cultural identity by being proactive in teaching our children
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the enduring cultural values that shaped our respectivE
approaches to life. Most successful Nigerians ir:t Diaspore
owe their success stories to some of these important cultura
values.
In as much as, everyone agrees to the high cost of famih
trips to Nigeria, which certainly facilitates this cultura
exposure, any serious parent should be committed tc
exposing his/her children to the best values in both th1
dominant western culture and the ethnic culture. A goo(
place to start could be to ensure that children are given a
least one native Nigerian name at birth. It is quitt
disheartening to realize that some misguided lgbo parent
who have never travelled beyond the shores of Nigeria tak1
pride in giving their children such names as 11 Favor" instea1
of /(Mmesomachukwu" /(Miracle" instead of "Oiuebube'·
"Victory", ((Divine", and so on. This cultural· betrayal i
common among
denominations.

families

who

belong

to

Pentecostc:

Of equal concern is the theologically baseless pastorc
atti~ude of some clergymen who would refuse to baptize an
child whose parents choose only native names for his or he
baptism. The misguided piety of preserving and/or bearin
the names of foreign 11Saints" of the Church is a cra5
disregard for the sacredness of any given ethnic cultun
which is best articulated in lgbo given names: If we are real I
serious about this cultural identity campaign, we could sta1
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,y using our ethnic names as first names and suppress this
:uropean-name-on-an-African-body syndrome.
:or those of us who are already stuck with them, just
,ecause our parents did not know better; those foreign
lames could take the place of a second or middle names.
\fter all, our first given names are usually ethnic followed by
he foreign baptismal name at our baptism on a later date.
)ne h~rdly finds any westerner bearing a Nigerian lgbo
lame. If they do, it must have been given as a nickname to
loner a particular type of relationship or memory. If a
:aucasian American girl gets a strange look from a police
,fficer at traffic ((pull over" episode for handing over a
lriver's license with a name that reads "'Kamsiyochukwu
Cachisigoziem Smith, then "'Joseph Je/vis Anyanwu" showing
IS a legal name on a Nigerian driver's license should be
egarded as a culturally outdated nomenclature.
v'lost well accomplished people made a conscious effort to
1ighlight their cultural heritage with their names, namely:
:hinualumogo Achebe, Barack Obama, Wale Sonyinka,
)nyeka Onwenu, Kofi Anan, and so on. There are certainly a
ot of Okeke's and lfeoma's who have been enjoying God's
,eatific vision and caring less whether the Church canonizes
hem or not. It may not happen in our generation, but
,omeday the Holy mother Church will celebrate the
olemnity of ((Saint Odinkemelu". Until then, we need to
:eep this cultural campaign flag flying, especially at the
amily level with the youngest citizens of our society even if it
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means exposing them to two cultures at the same time.
Research has shown that children raised or expos·ed to two
cultures stand out among their contemporaries. This can
happen more effectively at the family level.
The family occupies a special place in Catholic Social
teaching. It is the most intimate environment. in which
people cooperate and the first place where children learn
about themselves, their cultural identities and their
vocations within a wider society. To its credit, out of all the
Vatican II social documents, Gaudium et Spes, contains the
The document
most extended treatment of family life.
warns against the same very problems that any culturallv
conscious Nigerian couple in Diaspora can withstand with
minimal difficulties. Whenever a family is faced with any o1
these problems on the other side of the fence, it could bE
traceable to hardship and illness. Some are as a result of ne\f\j
pressures that are common in the Western culture such a~
overwork, adjustments associated with divorce and blendec
families. Any Nigerian family in Diaspora with strong ties tc
any of Nigerian ethnic cultures can testify to the fact tha1
money cannot buy the dividends of our cultural awareness
There is always some underlying green pasture in ever,
ethnic culture. It is actually debatable whether there are an,
cultural values left in most developed nations on the othe1
side of the fence.
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Conclusion
This contribution is only an attempt to continue an ongoing
conversation on whether the grass is truly greener on the
other side. The commonsensical approach to this response is
intended to appeal to a wide range of Nigerians who may be
attracted by the complexity of the question, but less
interested in a sophisticated answer. There simply are some
issues in life that do not. subject themselves to scientific
proof. In such instances as in the issue at stake, a potential
migrant can only appeal to common sense. Common sense
for the lack of a better definition is the most accessible
faculty for judgment that rational people have about lots of
issues in life. The problem is that people who do not rise
above the use of common sense back down too easily,
especially when the going gets tough and common sense
delays delivery of a solution.
So, in order to add to what common sense has to offer on
this issue, a review of the paradigm shift in migration
provided a context for this response. It also revealed the
unfortunate infiltration of social injustice and the attendant
adverse effects on the socio-economic life of Nigeria as a
nation and on the state of mind of its citizens at home and in
Diaspora.
The offered import of principles of Catholic Social teaching
becam~

a necessary condition for a productive discussion of

this issue, because it provides a viable framework for
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solution to the questions raised by human beings and
societies. The Church recognizes that the search for greener

pastures in terms of immigration has never been something
to celebrate, because in most cases, the immigrants lose the
security of their homeland and culture in search of a better
life while the host nation struggles with the fear of
competing for resources. However, the host nations are
always at the advantage of enjoying the contributions of the
immigrants. It is also the hope of social justice advocates that
developed host nations do more to make it unne~essary for
people from developing nations to leave their homeland in
search of greener pastures elsewhere.
The

prophetic

organizations

voices

of

concerned

examined

in

this

individuals

contribution

and

have one

overarching theme- the common good. Everyone has a role
to play to make the national grass we have here and now
greener than we found it. Let those who have learnt, teach
and let those who have it, give.

"To each is given the manifestation of the Spirit for the
common good" 1 Corinthians 12:7
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ONLY IN NIGERIA

NDIOKWERE'S INCISIVE CRITIQUE OF THE SOCIETY
By Very Rev. Fr. Dr. Don Nnagha
1. Preamble:
The m'!n Nathaniel lkechukwu Ndiokwere, a prolific writer,
a quintessential Educationist, a Consummate Pastor, a
fearless Public Commentator, a Critical writer, a Sagacious
Public Speaker, a vitriolic Theologian, an Ace Seminary
Formator, a pragmatic Social Crusader, a seasoned Church
Administrator cum Builder, an Ace Teacher and in fact an
Omnibus Man is the man of the moment as he marks the
forty years of his sacerdotal consecration and active ministry
in the Lord's vineyard.
Within these forty years, the Very Rev. Msgr. Dr. Nathaniel
lkechukwu Ndiokwere has criss-crossed the various strata
and spectrum of the Ecclesiastical ministry; however he has
distinguished himself as a reference point and a beacon most
especially in Seminary administration, Education, Formation
and creative and contextual writings. Very Rev. Fr. Dr.
Nathaniel Ndiokwere, now, Very Rev. Msgr. Nathaniel
Ndiokwere has written on a wide range of issues spanning
through literary prose, social commentaries, theological/
.inculturation researches, secular cum ecclesiastical satires,
and Educational foundational works including: On the Use of
,English Language, Latin and other relevant educational
curriculum materials recognized by both the Federal and
State Ministries of Education.
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In this 40th anniversary commendation treatise,

I will

streamline my thought on the man: MonsignorNathaniel
Ndiokwere, alias Alora; Dumque as knownby his past
seminarians/students. To focus on him is like focusing on a
hydra-headed animal; hence, I will be constrained to limit my
critical analysis on his social commentary captioned: "ONlY.
IN NIGERIA."
2. "ONlY IN NIGERIA": A SOCIO-CRITICAl ANAlYSIS OF THE
IllS IN THE NIGERIA SOCIETY
The social commentaries serialized both in ({The Forum" and
({The leader" Catholic Newspapers and later formatted in the
books

({ONlY IN NIGERIA" vol. 1 (printed in 2009} &vol.2

(printed in 2013), is an epic satirical and critical investigation,
analysis and exposition of the social maladies· in Nigeria
which are rarely seen in other developed and. even in so
many developing countries. The topics range from the very
obscure ones to the more explosive and implosive.ones. In a
lighter mood, some of them could be laughed over as the
Naija factor while some others will be viewed with
consternation and bewilderment, as embarrassing and
unfortunate. Some of the areas exposed, point to what I
have elsewhere termed the Naija virus. While some of these
viruses are benign; some others are so mortal and terminal
and so dreaded just like the twin global dreaded viruses of
HIV and Ebola Virus Disease (EVD).
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The most intriguing and surprising thing about these factors
of decimation serialized in ONLY IN NIGERIA is that most
Nigerians have accepted them as normal and have adjusted
to the abnormal and dysfunctional system. Take for instance;
almost every Nigerian has accepted the fact that there
cannot be uninterrupted power supply in Nigeria despite the
declaration of emergency on power sector by the avowed
Apostle of Due process, the Late President Musa Yar'adua in
his famous 7-Point Agenda meticulously and stringently
pursued in his {{Transformation Agenda" by the current
President, Dr. Goodluck Ebele Jonathan. Whether it is NEPA
or PHCN or EEDC (or some other names), Nigerians have

accepted

to

leave

their

fate

in

the

hands

of God.

Unfortunately, other less economic buoyant nations who
depend on Nigerian economy in one way or the other, have
celebraJed years of uninterrupted power supply; so having
no place for generator culture as we have in Nigeria. Ghana,
Burkina Faso, Cameroun, Togo, Benin Republic, Equitorial
Guinea (Panya) have all better and steady electricity supply
than the big Elephant called Nigeria which has recently
toppled South Africa as the Economic Giant of Africa, just as
China has toppled the United States as the number one
Economy in the world.
Unfortunately and inadvertently, Nigerians especially the
kids celebrate it or make joyful noise in admiration whenever
the NEPA/PHCN/EEDE brings light just as they make a loud
sigh or cause commotion whenever the light is taken by the
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same organization especially when there is a football
tournament going on. The most baffling thing is that despite
the giant strides presumably recorded in electricity
generation, distribution and supply by various .efforts like
privatization, balkanization and pumping of billions of dollars
into the projects and overhauling of the entire power
generation system thus making the power sector a priority in
the annual Federal Government budgets for more than 4
years running now, the power megabites have decreased
from 4,000 to 2,000; thus making the whole effort a postmortem. Just recently, it was reported that Ghana will begin
to export power to Nigeria while some years ago, we had
many neighbouring West African nations depending on
Nigeria for their National grid.
In the medical field, Nigerians have developed a terminology
called /{medical tourism" in relation to their mad-rush to
India for medical treatments and check-ups. In 1983, when
the Military dictators gave as one of the reasons for military
putsch; that our /{Teaching Hospitals have become mere
consulting clinics," at least many West African Countries
referred their chronic patients or those with terminal
sicknesses to such notable teaching hospitals ·as Lagos
University Teaching Hospital (LUTH); University Teaching
Hospital (UCTH) lbadan; University of Nigeri,a Teaching
Hospital (UNTH) etc. Nigeria was then rated as making waves
in medical field as a fast growing nation. In the last few years
now, there is a capital flight from Nigeria to India running
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nto billions for mere routine medical check-ups and
Jrocedures. An average well-to- do Nigerian prefers to sell all
1e/she has to get a better medical treatment in India and
::>ther developing countries that were on the same economic
index with us a few years ago; not to talk of the myriad that
go to the developed countries in Europe and North America
even for the mere reason of child delivery and other minor
medical procedures. Recall that in the 1980s, many Indian
medical Doctors and Science professionals flooded Nigerian
hospitals and schools for employment and no serious
Nigerian students will ever venture to go to India for higher
education except those who could not get a place in the
highly rated Nigerian universities that posed a cosmopolitan
attention to the global world.
In Education especially for the post-primary and tertiary
schooling, many Nigerian parents prefer sending their
children/wards to schools in Ghana, Cyprus, Poland, Dubai,
Ukraine,

Malaysia, South

Africa

and

of recent,

Benin

Republj.c. In sending their wards to these places, they are
rated as foreign students and therefore subjects of economic
exploitation and agents of capital flights. All these in addition
to the age-long culture of search for greener pastures in the
United States of America, Canada, Germany, United
Kingdom, Ireland, Australia, Netherland, Belgium and France. ·
Most of the topics discussed in ONLY IN NIGERIA depict
abysm9.l and systemic failure of public institutions, loss of
confidence in Public authorities, loss of community ethos and
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evasion of corruption over the entire body-politic of the
nation thereby constituting a quagmire and affront to the
onerous task of nation-building. ONLY IN NIGERIA is an x- ray
into the evolutionary trend of Nigeria with a view to making
a diagnosis and offering a prophylactic attention to the
malaise before they constitute a cankerworm in the bodysystem.
3. BACKGROUND TO THE SERIES: ONLY IN NIGERIA
There is no gainsaying the fact that the series: ONLY IN
NIGERIA, springs out of the years of disillusion, neglect,
mutinization of the psyche of the citizenry by the various
ruling classes; ranging from the Military juntas to the political
opportunists that kept plundering our common patrimony
with impunity and creating a culture out of their nefarious
acts that they have become a fibroid in our quest to
authentic freedom, due process and good governance in all
spheres of authority. The diverse educational exposition of
the author namely in Nigeria, United Kingdom, Italy,
Germany and the United States as well as years of pastoral
ministry in these various nations have given rise to the
comparative mind of the author.

The discipline, work ethics, sense of responsibility, sense of
duty, priority of patriotism over tribalism and ethnicity,
meritocracy over mediocrity, excellence over state/ Local
Government of Origin, qualification over son of the soil/
nepotism, suitability over God-fatherism, · objective
assessment over cronyism, etc which form a common
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benchmark in most developed and organized societies are
taken with kid-gloves in Nigeria. Hence, opportunities for
political and civil service appointments are celebrated by kith
and kins as an opportunity to share in the national booty and
decimation of the national cake. A public servant is therefore
under pressure to satisfy the whims and caprices and the
general expectations of his dependents who must have
increased in leaps and bounds. Often, he or she is even
expected to double as a standard bearer of his/her ethnic
nationality in plundering the national common wealth.
This culture in Nigeria reached its crescendo during the
Military era with the sharing of oil wells and the dwindling of
the petro-dollar revenues during the booms of the 1970s and
1980s leading to the locust years of the Structural
Adjustment Programmes (SAP) and the First and Second
Tiers. From the SAPping of Nigerians, we entered the era of
(Poverty AlleviationProgramme) PAPping Nigerians with the
renaissance civilian democratic governance in Nigeria
starting in 1999. The Structural Adjustment Programme of
the 1980s continued and crystallized in the borrowing of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) loans during the
Babangida/ Abacha regimes despite the huge windfall from
th.e cruae oil revenues during the GULF war in 1991.
After the gruesome and ill-fated draconian regime of Gen.
Sani Abacha when Nigeria became a somewhat Banana
Republic and ostracized from the comity of Nations, the
psyche of Nigerians has suffered too much hemorrhage and
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brain

tumor that despite the

dividends and gains of

democracy, Nigeria and Nigerians still remain under-dogs
even in Africa. The PAPping and NAPTEP political therapy of
the Olusegun Obasanjo regime have climaxed in the SURE-P
of the Jonathan administration. Still Nigerians are further
impoverished and disillusioned in excelsis.

Despite the

emergence as the largest economy in Africa, the Gross
Domestic Product and the PPPare nothing to write home
about; so much so that in the world economic index and
benchmark, Equitorial Guinea ranks higher than Nigeria in
life expectancy and standard of living.
4.

THE PARADOX IN THE SERIES: ONLY IN NIGERIA

The series/book: ONLY IN NIGERIA is a paradox. The author
amply utilizes his in-depth knowledge of philosophy in
projecting the Hegelian phenomenological tool of thesisanti-thesis-synthesis in presenting and analyzing the various
societal maladies common in Nigeria. The apophantic and
edeitic intuition of Edmund Husserl is also utilized thereby
making the various societal ills self evident. In ONLY IN
NIGERIA Vol. 2 chapter 6, captioned: NIGERIA, AN ENIGMATHE BEST AND THE WORST, the learned author showcases
what may be called the resume or abstract of the entire
satirical epistolary. Starting with the premise: The failure of
leadership in Nigeria can also be attributed to the failure of
'followership'; he variously depicts Nigeria in the following
antonyms: "Best Favored-Most Unlucky and Unfortunate
Nation," "The most religious people on earth & the most
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vagrant and eclectic religious bigots," 11The most democratic
nation
where
dictatorship
reigns
supreme
and
unchallenged," "Most critical of their leaders & most
accommodating citizens," 11 Very kind to foreigners-can hate
their kith and kin/' 11The most patriotic-the most resentful
of a united Nigeria," 11 Nigerian youths, most respectful and
submissive as well as most abusive and nasty,"

11

The

happiest people, the most miserable people on earth,"
uMost resourceful-the most wastefulpeople and nation."
Perhaps the classical example of Nigeria as a nation of
paradox, an enigma and resilient entity is the success of the
containment of the Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) without
reaching the epidemic level despite the fact of perceived
inadequate medical infrastructure and
control

and

emergency

effective disease

relief experience.

Despite

the

cosmopolitan nature and population of Lagos with more than
20 million residents, the Nigerian Government was able
against all global calculations to effectively contain the Ebola

Virus. f'he world is puzzled at such a feat from a lackadaisical
nation with a culture of indiscipline and ineffective legal
control.

5. CONCLUSION
ONLY IN NIGERIA proves to be a
vademecum for all his literary fans and close associates. With
the array of issues discussed in the book, it provides a
plethora of the things we do not do well as a people and as
well points to the uniqueness and identity of our people.

The

series/book:
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Nigerians are a very unique people under the Sun; thougt
heterogenous with more than 350 major and minor tribe:
and ethnic nationalities fused together with hydra-headec
propensities,. strengths and weaknesses; yet one natior
bound in freedom, peace and unity. The likes of Monsigno
Nathaniel lkechukwu Ndiokwere with such epoch-makin1
book: ONLY IN NIGERIA, should be rated with the likes o
Chinua Achebe's nunc dimittis book: There was a Country
Chinweizu's The West & The Rest of US" etc.
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NDIOKWERE'S ONLY IN NIGERIA
NAKED BUT SOFTENED BITTER TRUTH

By Sir Godwin Mbachu

The first edition of Only In Nigeria was in 2006 and three
years later the large Volume Two was published.
Not so much has changed from the observations .of Rev.
Msgr. N.I.Ndiokwere, the author. Most of what he
articulated in the book still exists today. Those who read it,
made comments which did not attack anybody- they spoke
the truth and nothing but the ((softened bitter truth". Only In
Nigeria is an x-ray of the happenings in the social life and
living in Nigeria.Very few observations can be articulated in
this short write-up.
Look at government contractors and their activities in
building our rural roads. An eye-opener can be seen in the
Town Hall meetings where we notice that many contractors
abandoned the roads and spent the money given to build
rural roads for their personal use - a gross denial of the
welfare of the people. Some roads built are not maintained
and when these roads fall into disrepair, they are worse than
not built.
Added to the above is the shameless growth of ((baby
factories" under the guise of maternity or nursing homes.
Young girls who need money for their upkeep are
encouraged to give birth to babies which they sell to
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individuals in dire need of children which they adopt as thei1
own.
In the education sector, especially during publi<
examinations, many unsavoury things happen. There is ar
unholy alliance between the students, invigilators, anc
supervisors. The invigilators, who are mainly teachers of thE
particular school go into the examination hall, share thE
questions and leave the hall thereby allowing the students tc
cheat. They close their eyes at the illegal activities of the
students. Some supervisors compromise with the students.
Security officials posted to schools are bought o_ver by the
students. They collaborate with the invigilators and students
to cheat during examinations. Schools want to get 100% pass
but can students defend the ({passes" at the end of their
years at school?
Witness the sale of medicines at open markets. Men and
women cluster at the shed of the medicine dealer requesting
medicines of all types -: analgesics, vitamin tablets, antibiotics, blood tablets etc to be ({mixed" for them. -These they
swallow at a go. In developed countries, you cannot buy
certain medications without a physician's prescription. There
is so much self-medication in Nigeria.
On the other hand, the dead in Nigeria are buried with so
much fanfare. Invitation cards with the best phqtographs of
the dead are sent out to individuals especially to well-to-do
ones. Posters of the dead are placed everywhere. Life-size
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pictures of the dead are mounted at conspicuous places. On
the burial day, lavish entertainments are given to
"mourners" who come to eat. Funny enough, some of these
still go home sometimes complaining that they were not
well-fed; as if a burial ceremony was synonymous with
sumptuous feasting. The irony in the whole affair is that the
dead may not have been well looked after while alive. The
money spent in feasting, life dance band, and often gorgeous
uniforms are actually not necessary. These should better be
used in~ taking good care of the bereaved living relatives. But
we feel that we should do what others do when someone
dies: what a blind imitation! lgba anya aha is what it is;
because once the dead is buried, it is all over. All other
Nigerians should borrow a leaf from our Muslim brethren,
who do not sell parcels of land in order to afford a lavish
burial of their decease·d. We should desist from burying our .
dead in,,grand style.
These days in Nigeria, there is the urge to buy and drive
flashy cars. If your own car is an old one, "you are not living".
Sometimes when the "big car" breaks down, the owner goes
on foot because the money to maintain it is not there. We do
what others do without knowing how "big" our pocket is.
In the public service, ghost workers they say, still exist. That
is why"' state governments occasionally organize screening
exercises for their employees.Dead employees' salaries are
still claimed with the connivance of the living employees.
With the existence of the ATM facility, a relative or relations
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can continue claiming the salary of the dead, once the ATM's
Personal Identification Number (PIN) of the dead is known to
them.
The urge to own cell phones or handsets is amazing. Why
should a primary school pupil own a handset? For
enjoyment, one may say, because an earphone is attached to
the handset for music which he may have recor-ded in the
handset. Apart from the above, a great majority of our
children use their handsets to tell lies; a gross abuse of the
facility meant to speed up communication.
Very rarely do Nigerians apologise for their misdeeds. We are
reluctant to say ul am sorry!" unless pressurized to do so.ln
Nigeria, we are very unwilling to leave a public· office even
when we are removed for one offence or the other.
Sometimes, one heads to court to restore himself.to such an
office. An individual who accepted a public office should bow
out gracefully in addition to being grateful to one who
appointed him to that office.
The above are the ills which we observe in Nigeria, which
however, may not exist elsewhere. Chinua Achebe's
observation in his 1983 book - The Trouble With Nigeria
where he mentions corruption and dishonesty ~s some of
our ills, still applies today.
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PART FOUR
PERSONALITY
.PROFILE
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VERY REV. MSGR. NATHANIEL IKECHUKWU NDIOKWERE:
A FAITHFUL CRUSADER OF THE GOSPEL, A CONSUMMATE
STEWARD, AND A TRUE PASTOR

By Very Rev. Fr. Finnian N. Nwaozor
1.

Prologue:

Not long after I arrived at the United States on April 21,
1997, I got a lengthy letter of encouragement from Very Rev.
Msgr. Ndiokwere. Pasted like an epitaph on the very first
page of that letter were the words he borrowed from St.
Paul, the great apostle of the gentiles: "I do all I do for the
sake of the Gospel that I may share in its blessings."
Jerusalem Bible has this translation: "All this I do for the sake
of the gospel, that I may share Its benefits with others" (1
Cor. 9: l2).
1.2. Those words had stuck with me to this very day. It will
be understatement to say they changed my perception of
Msgr. Ndiokwere. But it will not be an exaggeration to add
that they engendered a great admiration of the man with
whom I have trod my earthly journey for over a score and
half years. Accordingly, they inspired similar zeal in me, who
was trained to work hard, that I find myself repeating Christ:
My Father goes on working, and so do I" (John 5: 17).
~·;.

11

1.3. Those words also brought back fond memories. I still
remember when, in 1979, he joined us at St. Peter Claver
Seminary Okpala, fresh from oversea studies, with
overflowing beard, fountain of youth. He took over from
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Msgr.,_ Lambert Nwigwe, now deceased. Just 1ike a cool
breeze, he broke into our silence and fear with unmistakable
vibrancy and changed the entire formation fa~ade ·-how we
studied; how we prayed; how we played and how we
worked. He touched our mental landscape. We vyatched. We
waited. We hoped for the best.
2.
Msgr. Nathaniel lkechukwu Ndiokwere was born in
Orluon the last day [28] ofFebruary 1946, the fourth of seven

· male children of Chief Gabriel and Janet Ndiokwere, now
deceased. He was baptized on March 26, 1946 by Father W.
Walsh, and had his First Holy Communion from Father
Anthony Gogo Nwedo [later bishop of Umuahia] on
December 01, 1954. Most Rev. J. B. Whelan confirmed him
on December 08, 1957.
2.1. After some years of training for the priesthood [1968
to 1971 in Bigard Memorial Seminary; 1972 -1975 in
Pontifical Urban University Rome], Msgr. Ndiokwere was
installed a Lector [1972], an Acolyte [same year], ordained a
deacon [1974 by Cardinal Rossi] and a priest on June 29,
1975, in Rome, by Pope Paul VI.
2.2.
His primary education, capped with a distinction, was
at Holy Trinity Practicing School Orlu, from 1954 to 1961. At

Bishop Shanahan Secondary School, from 1962 to 1966, he
distinguished himself with eight [8] credits and one [1] pass.
After his ordination, he concluded his post graduate studies
in Biblical Theology with summa cum laude in both his
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Master of Divinity [MD] and Doctor of Philosophy degrees in
Pontifical Urban University, Rome. In 1978, he got a Higher
Diploma in Education from the University of London.
2.3. His pastoral ministry has taken him to places within
and outside Orlu and exposed him to foreign cultures. He
was a Rector of Okpala, St. Peter Claver Seminary [1979 1982]; Osina, Bonus Pastor Seminary [1982-1995]; Umuowa,
St. Mary Seminary [2008-2011]. He was the Parish Priest of
Osina, St. Mary's Catholic Parish [1982-1991]; Mgbidi, St.
Joseph ,(2000-2008]. He was Associate Pastor in Sioux Falls &
Butte in South Dakota & Montana [USA: 1995-1999]. He
lectured in Catholic Institute of West Africa [CIWA]
Portharcourt and was principal of St. Joseph Secondary
School Mgbidi from 2000 to 2008. Currently, he is the parish
priest of St. Patrick's Catholic Church Amagu, Oru East Local
Government Area.
2.4. He has written well researched books [sixteen of
them] on wide ranging subjects. He is a regular Newspaper
Columnist in The Leader and Forum Newspapers of the
Archdiocese of Owerri and diocese of Orlu and contributed
to popular Radio productions and programs, such as
commentaries [Radio News Talks]. He has traveled widely
and is fluent in Italian, German and French. He has a
smattering of Greek and Latin. He loves labor, teaching,
writing~' journalism and environmental sanitation. His other
[academic] interests include African Studies, lnculturation
theology and Politics.
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3.

A faithful Crusader of the Gospel of Christ: There is

somethingunique about Christian crusaders. They live and
breathe Christ. They make him the measure of their life. Like
Christ, they live and die for others. Like him, they challenge
unjust social orders, and upturn the status quo .. They yearn
for the reign of Christ in the human land, in the human
hearts, in the human minds and in the human sou,ls.They do
not rest until their work is done. They go where they are
sent; do what they are asked; and leave when the ovation is
loudest; though quietly. It is a passion - a drivi'ng force, in
their lives. Looking back now, I can not but say we had a
crusader at Okpala, St. Peter Claver Seminary, who gave his
all to our formation. In imitation of him, many towed the
path of hard work and some embraced the priestly life.
3.1.
Monsignor Ndiokwere returned from oversea studies
with uncanny pastoral zeal uncommon among his peers.
With the same zeal he launched himself into his pastoral
work like one in a haste to beat a deadline. At Mass, in the
classroom, in the field of play, during confer~nces, and
during labor, he continued to proclaim Christ's gospel. His
homilies then were Pauline: doing all things for· Christ who
captured him for His gospel. Scriptural quotations flowed like
living stream in his utterances. Every situation in the country
or in the seminary was measured by either Pauline or
prophetic utterances. In his exuberance he garnished lgbo
and English with Italian and guttural German. Everyone
noticed his frantic effort to reclaim lgbo from the bad
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German influence. He ceaselessly recruited candidates for
the priesthood. Without discrimination, he admitted both
the rich and the poor. But to the poor of the poor, he
provided scholarships, to deny them the excuse to leave. He
visited homes of some of his students, and got first hand
knowledge of their background. Whether on the altar or in
the class or in the farm, he never stopped yearning for a
better Nigeria; he never ceased longing for better living
conditions for his students; he continued to advocate for a
better academic environment for Nigerian students in
general, and his students in particular. Like Jeremiah, he did
not cease bemoaning the backwardness of Africa and the
Africans. Poor Africans! Black Africans!! Pitiable Africans!!!
He never stopped pitying us his students for being poor,
'dejected' and 'rejected'. Then, some of our dormitories
looked decrepit and decadent from zero maintenance. Our
daily menu, then, used to be banal, to say the least. He
blamed our poverty on poor leadership of the political class.
In fact, unlike most of our politicians, he did not stop at
blame game. He did something quite tangible. At Okpala, he
helped reactivate the non-functional government water
system~' A feat, he again later repeated at Osina. We noticed.
He got us deeply involved in agriculture. Consequently, we
produced our own garri and red palm oil, and subsequently
improved our menu. He was very adept in market surveys,
and occasionally visited some of the markets in Aba, where
prices of goods were reasonable. Then, he trusted very few
'Nigerians' and was conscious of the depth of moral
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depravity in the country. He loathed liars and .fraudsters.
Deep down, he longed to do more to banish corruption at all
levels and improve our condition. At a point he nursed the
ambition of vying for political posts, just to stem the
downward tide of corruption - moral depravity. He did all
these for the sake of the Gospel in the hope of reaping its
blessings.
3.2. Our days at Okpala were memorable. Stuqents loved
to compare. Leadership skills are quite uncommon. Not all
are thus gifted. For those favored, it comes easy what others
achieve with force. As is often with change, no one can
predict its direction or outcome. Nevertheless, the·change of
administration we witnessed in 1979 at St. Peter Claver
Seminary was smooth. While many seemed to have heaved a
sigh of relief at the termination of the previous
administration, others waited for the new in baited breath.
The nineteen steps to the rector's office, everyone admitted,
no longer held any fear for the seminarians. However, in its
place was the fear of 'hard labor'. For many of us,
adjustment was easy, because some labors were occasionally
accompanied by enticing rewards. What a difference one can
make! Once we hated labor. We thought it was meant for
slaves. We even associated it with punishment. Of course,
labors were often used as punishments in those days. Then,
we loved it. The dignity of human labor became clear. In
those days, we observed, everyone worked; even the rector.
He made us see the spiritual dimension of human work.
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Consequently, its existential importance and economic
reward became obvious too: {{Those who are wise will shine
as brightly as the expanse of the heavens, and those who
have instructed many in uprightness, as bright as stars for all
eternity" (Dan 12:3). He taught Latin, English and
Mathematics. Had he the time to himself [he was sad twenty
four hours in a day was not enough for him], he would have
handled all the subjects in our curriculum of studies. One day
he made fun of our young brains. I didn't know if he meant
the brains of all the students put together or just individual
brain. He drew a huge circle on the black board. In a little
corner of that circle, he just put a dot. Turning to us he said:
11

This big circle represents my brain." Next, he pointed to the
11
small dot and said: This, here, represents yours." He
amused us to no end. Students fondly called him 'Aiora' or
'Dumque' for over-use of those two Italian words. At no time
did he take offence. On the contrary, he encouraged them!
The great
apostle of the gentiles, St. Paul, writes in his First Letter to

4.

A Consummate Steward

and

Pastor:

the Corinthians: 11 People think of us as Christ's servants,
stewards entrusted with the mysteries of God" (4:1). Such
mysteries are handled daily in our liturgies and sacraments.
Those servants of Christ are priests. Some are religious. Some
are in the married state. But those in the clerical state are
charge9 with the mysteries of God. Since they are charged
with safeguarding and administering these mysteries, they
are called stewards. The mysteries of God are made available
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through the spoken words (evangelization) and ~he sacred
rites (worship). By these means, humanity has access to God.
4.1. I like to think of priests first as servants ?f the Most
High God. But they are not any kind of servant. Indeed, they
form a special class of servants - chosen from among men
(cf. Heb, 5:1) consecrated in truth (cf. John 17: 19), set apart
(cf. 1 Chron. 23:13) and commissioned to bear enduring fruit
(cf. John 15:16). As such, they enjoy vantage positions and
special proximity to the divinity. This invariably affords them
special access to the divine not open to others. So steeped in
His laws, their minds remain attuned to His will. Accordingly,
their lives reflect what they know of their master- his mind
and will. As the prophet Malachy says, The lips of_ the priests
should keep knowledge, and people should seek [instruction]
the law from his mouth, for he is the messenger· of the Lord
of Hosts" (Mal 2:7). In his service, the priest does nothing
but to please his master. He carries himself in humility to
gain the master's approval, for, A disciple," as Christ says,
iS not above his teacher, nor a servant above his master"
(Matt 10:24). However, (/a disciple [can strive to'] be like his
11

11

11

teacher, and a servant like his master" {Matt 10:25).
4.2. Again, I like to think of priests as stewards. A steward
is one employed to take care of another's property or estate.
In a simple language, a steward is a caretaker or an
administrator. He is a shepherd [pastor]. He answers to
another - a superior [boss or employer]. St. Paul helps us
realize that priests are first and foremost stewards of the
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mysteries of God. Elsewhere in the scriptures, we find the
duties of God's stewards well defined: "Go out to the whole
world; proclaim the gospel to all creation" {cf. Mark 16.15}.
"And as you go, proclaim that the kingdom of Heaven is close
at hand. Cure the sick, raise the dead, cleanse [the lepers
and] drive out devils. You received without charge, give
without charge" {Matt 10: 7-8}. "Baptize them in the name of
the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teach
them to observe all the commands I gave you" {Matt 28: 1920). He, should "offer both gifts and sacrifices for sins" (Heb
5:1).
4.3. A steward ought to be good and dependable. He
should be marked by unalloyed fidelity. At no point should
his loyalty ever be in doubt. He must, at all times, be
trustworthy. What he is given he safeguards with all his
might. What he receives he guards jealously: "What is
expected of stewards, St. Paul says, is that each one should
be found trustworthy {1 Cor. 4:2). Like St. Paul· a faithful
steward could always say: "For I received from the Lord that
which I also delivered to you" {1 Cor. 11:23). Growing up, we
saw priests differently. They appeared elegantly divine.
Children flocked around them, asking for blessings, medals
and rosaries. Occasionally, they got favorable answers. In our
diocese in those days, there were a few of them. They
seemed to possess infectious tenderness towards children.
Some of them stood out with brightly shining human virtues.
Their priestly joy inspired vocations to the priesthood, while
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their personal carriage and discipline set them wide apart.
That was how we saw, admired and flocked aro~nd Father
Ndiokwere then. Like a good steward, he carefully took care
of what he was given. His passion captivated us. His hard
work infected us. In our opinion, Monsignor Nathaniel
lkechukwu Ndiokwere, then as our rector, was a
consummate steward and practical pastor. Through-out his
stay in the seminary, he left no one in doubt about his ability
to guide, protect and shepherd all that was entrusted to him.
My idea of steward sharpened watching the new
4.4.
rector of Bonus Pastor Seminary Osina perform his duties in
the later part of 1982. The first thing he got ready when we
arrived on that beautiful sunny day of July 19, 1982 from
Okpala, St. Peter Claver, was his office. We were four of us
he had selected to work in the newly opened Seminary. Two
of us- Brian, now Archbishop and a papal nuncio, and myself
- made it to the sacred Catholic priesthood. The other twoEmmanuel Onyemepu and Goodluck Adimora --did not. In
that office we had a mini lunch of bread and geisha sandwich. From that office he operated. He got fi"les, records
and legers ready for his administrative works. My impression
was that the rector (as he was called) took meticulous
account of every detail of his work. At the end of the day, he
spent time in his office, like a dutiful steward, going through
the day's work and recording whatever has to be recorded.
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4.5.

In fact, the very idea of a steward evokes humility.

Many will not likely associate Msgr. Ndiokwere with the
virtue of humility considered as gentility. But considered as
wisdom to accept one's position and be true to its demands,
so many will vouch on safe grounds that he deserves this
auspicious title - steward. In many respects, Msgr.
Ndiokwere, lived and worked like a steward. He taught so
many of his students how to dig and how to uproot; how to
plant and how to weed; how to cut [grasses] and how to
rake; how to sweep and how to clean. In all these he took no
notice of his status or position. That is humility. In close to
forty years of his priestly ministry, he deserves the title of a
steward. Therefore, if humility means self-abasement, he
does qualify. But if it means being soft-spoken, not forceful,
not imposing, then he certainly does not qualify. If it involves
non-recognition of one's status, he does qualify. But if it
involves self-assessment, self-assertion and self-adulation, he
does not certainly qualify.
4.6. Certainly, many of Msgr. Ndiokwere's students and
parishioners found him an enigma. He loved to work with his
hands. ,,Many marveled to see him work. He loved to dance.
Many admired his dancing steps; sometimes exotic, other
times rhythmic; but most often entertaining. Yet, all acclaim
his sincere exuberance. One evening, we went to Osina minimarket for a little purchase. As we browsed the wares
showcased for sale, he bumped into a music section. The
seller offered him Oliver de Coque's newest release. I have
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forgotten the name of the album. It was one of Oliver's best.
He paid for it. As soon as we got back to the rectory, he
quickly slotted it into the CD player. The ethereal music
swept him off his swift feet. That day has remained etched in
my mind. He suddenly pulled away from the machine in
enviable frenzy, moved in zigzag, lifted his feet, twisted his
head and danced beautifully. I was instantly infected.
Immediately, I joined. For close to a quarter of an hour we
hobbled and danced. Those underneath us could hear our
dancing steps thumping the entire floor of the rector's office
upstairs. Looking back at those auspicious moments, I get
greatly overwhelmed with happy nostalgia. What a happy
man- Monsignor Nathaniellkechukwu Ndiokwere!

4.6.1. He also loved to play [lawn tennis]. Many got
entertained watching him swing the racket with_ dexterity.
Quite a good number of our priests and lay faithful love and
play lawn tennis. Some of them owe the skills to his tutelage.
He loved to preach. And quite frankly, he was courageous at
that. He preached with passion, touching and healing
wounded hearts, stepping on unjust and oppressive toes, not
minding, as the saying goes, whose ox is gored. In his style
we found a modern day Elijah and John the Baptist. He
confronted the comfortable and touched the untouchables.
The authorities must have been inundated with stinging
reports from 'the affected' of the 'aggressive' homilies. Many
of us got trained. Many of us have held fast to this format.
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4.6.2. What

one

considers

beneath

him,

he

happily

embraces, . without qualms. He loved manual labor. He
boasted frequently his gratitude to his late mother, Ma
Janet, for inculcating the important lessons of hard work in
him. He said she made him and the rest of his six brothers
(no girl) work hard. Osina people have not stopped talking of
the workaholic rector. Once, a parent visited the seminary.
Bonus Pastor Seminary, Osina. The seminarians were on
manual labor. In their lead was the rector. Of course, he was
on mufti. Mistaken as one of the teachers or seminary
laborers, the parent approached him. /{1 want to see the
· rector/' he said. /{For what?" the rector replied. /{It is very
important!" the man protested. /{Don't you see the rector is
busy!" the rector replied. /{Where is he? Can you call him for
me?" Suddenly, the rector stopped talking. He continued
with what he was doing, momentarily ignoring the man.
Exasperated, the man left him for another grown up he
discovered at another remote corner, working. The students
followed the proceedings with curious delight. Many of them
were quite amused. Soon after, the man came back,
abashed. /{Sorry, father/' he apologized. /{1 didn't know you
are the rector. You did not appear as one." /{How does the
rector look like?" the rector retorted. /{Pardon me, but I had
expected to meet you in your cassock [soutane]." The man
left th,~ seminary that day highly impressed. With his.
students, Msgr. Ndiokwere was a caring shepherd. Wherever
they went, he went. Whatever they did, he did. To them he
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was available twenty four hours. As St. Peter urged, he cared
for the flock of God entrusted to him with devotion:
I urge the elders among you, as a fellow-elder myself and a
witness to the sufferings of Christ, and as one who is to have
a share in the glory that is to be revealed: 'give a shepherd's
care to the flock of God that is entrusted to you: watch over
it, not simply as a duty but Gladly, as God wants; not for
sordid money, but because you are eager to do it. Do not
lord it over the group which is in your charge, but be
anexample for the flock.
When the chief shepherd appears, you will be- given the
unfading crown of glory [1 Peter 5: 1-4].

4.6.3. An incident which occurred in the seminary in 1983
would confirm this fact. One of us was sick. Goodluck
Adimorah. He had diabetes, but he did not know it. Every
now and then he emptied cups of water to our admiration. In
the refectory, before every meal, he used to line up cups and
fill them to the brim with water. One by one he would empty
the_cups to our acclaim and belch loudly and freely as mates
do when they are together, unconstrained. Then, none of us
knew about the disease and how to manage it. Every now
and then, Goodluck stayed long in the conveniences
[restroom] for short visits. We noticed but thought nothing
of it. However, this constant long stay became unbearable
for his roommate, especially in the night. One day, this
roommate [Samuel Ofoleta from Akatta now a medical
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Doctor] jocosely complained to us about this regular
nocturnal nuisance. We laughed it off and implored him to
indulge our 'water champion.'
Then, the rector came into the scene. Goodluck had gone a
step further. He had asked one of our neighbors, a
parishioner of St. Mary's Church Osina, Mr. Gab, to get him a
'water pot' made of clay. He wanted to have water handy
and cold at all times. The rector objected initially, but later
obliged him. Not long after Goodluck got himself a pot, the
rector came out one night to discover him lying supine on
the bare floor in the verandah of the father's house, all
alone. We were living downstairs then. It dawned then on
the rector that Good luck was sick.
The next day, the rector insisted that he visited any of the
hospitals around to seek medical attention. Reluctantly,
Goodluck obliged. He went to the mission hospital at Urualla
operated by the Sisters of the Immaculate Heart of Mary
Congregation. Without any diagnosis or test, they placed him
instantly on drip. Before the drip got half way, Goodluck lost
consciousness. His iris disappeared, and his cornea appeared.
He was'" close to death. The nurses took no notice.
Suddenly, the rector came into the room. He asked what the
nurses were applying on the patient. Perplexed at their grave
error, he pulled 'the 'dying' man away and rushed him
straight away to Amaigbo Joint Hospital, where such grave
error was nearly repeated but for the rector's timely
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intervention. Some hours after enough insulin was restored
to his body, Goodluck opened his eyes and literally cried for
food. He who had bragged to us he never tasted beans in his
life was offered beans, and crackers biscuit. Like a ravenous
wolf, he ravaged all of them in a jiffy. He ate like he never did
before. Goodluck survived this ordeal, thanks to the watchful
and caring eyes of the shepherd, Monsignor Nathaniel I.
Ndiokwere. It is an experience I fondly remember._
5.

Epilogue: I cannot, in this brief space, exhaust all the

admirable

and

enviable

attributes

of

Msgr.

Nathaniel

lkechukwu Ndiokwere. What has been said so far are my
little recollections [fond memories] in appreciation and
gratitude to the man who facilitated several journeys to the
priesthood [my own included], and ultimately supported
several ascents to the highest academic pinnacle [my own
included]. What the Church has done in honoring him with
the title of Monsignor [Chaplain of His Holiness], is, hoping I
am voicing collective feeling and impression, the fulfillment
of collective wish. We doff our hats to him the hat fits. It is
our prayer that, at the end of our earthly pilgrimage, we
share with Msgr. Ndiokwere the blessings of the gospel
which he served and preached so well. Monsigno'r, thanks for
being a priest! Thanks for being a pastor!
Post Script

1.

No

doubt,

some

have

come

away

with

varied

impressions of him - some positive, others negative. Man~
agree that he is very intelligent, resourceful, highly organizec
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and reliable. His students will always vouch that he is very
industrious, principled, disciplined, humorous and kind. His
colleagues and friends will no doubt attest that he is
courageous, stubborn and a thorn in the flesh of authorities.
However, this is in reference to his stand on issues of love
and justice. His detractors, I don't know how many they are,
would consider him proud and arrogant. To those who have
gauged his heart, Msgr. Ndiokwere is selfless, compassionate
and

religious;

tireless

laborer,

dedicated

teacher,

and

orthodox preacher. But everyone agrees that he is highly
versatile.
2.

The Seminary of our day was a family. The students

lived under the watchful eyes of the teachers, the auxiliaries
and the rector. The administrative structure was cohesive.
Students too had leaders from their ranks. Monsignor
Ndiok~,ere

made it so. He made the posts of prefects
enviable by the special treatments he accorded them,
especially in the dining halls. The weekdays in the seminaries
[except holy days of obligation] tasked our minds while the
weekends feted our hearts. The rector had a beautiful way of
merging work with prayer and leisure. Prayers had fixed
time. Punctuality at all times was highly expected.

The

timetable held sway, and provided the order and discipline
required in the house of formation.
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MSGR. NATHANIEL IKECHUKWU NDIOKWERE & HIS OSINA
COMMUNITY MISSIONARY EXPERIENCE (1982- 1995)- A
TESTIMONY

By Rev. Sr. Ugochinyere Clementina Oby Ejezie DMMM

Very Rev.Msgr.N.I.Ndiokwere is a mentor, a role model, a
rare breed and a great gift to all who know him. He isa
dignified priest of the Catholic Church that sits on the throne
of integrity. Amidst an environment of nefarious activities
and a culture of vice, he has always exhibited enormous
moral virtue coupled with incredible candor and rectitude.

A teacher of all things that are essential in the upbringing of
a child, his method is simple. He teaches by example. His
personality and character constitute a great part of the
foundation of what some of us are today. I mean his true
'sons and daughters'. He is very energetic. He never missed a
day of showering love, affection, attention to the needy and
those around him. A Philanthropist indeed; His word is his
bond a"nd everyone knew him for that. I have never heard
him utter a lie nor intentionally deceive. His faithfulness to
the important people {The Osina's) in his life could be seen in
the way he steadfastly maintain ties with his family friends.
on·e can always count on him. There is never a dull moment
in his life. He represents different things to different people.
Very Rev.Msgr.Ndiokwere is an Icon and highly respected
Driest. 'bur greatest admiration for Allora {as he is fondly
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called by his students and friends) comes from the impact he
made not just at the Parish level at Osina but his good rapour
with the local community till date. The impact has changed
and improved many lives and the ones yet to come. This is
something we greatly admire. We hope to walk and emulate
his outstanding footsteps not only to work hard and make it
in life but to give immensely back to society and the local
community. This is the greatest contribution to r}1ankind to
establish and leave behind what will positively impact
generations now and generations to come. Anyone who
comes in contact with this great man certainly agrees to the
fact that he is a great man. He is good at maintaining
relationships bearing in mind that the people we meet on
our way up we can still meet them on our way down. His
wise ways and sound advice have travelled farther than we
can imagine. He is an example of uprightness, courage and
determination. His influence is seen in all those who are
fortunate enough to know him.
After his studies abroad he was posted to St. Peter Claver
Seminary Okpala. But with the creation of the Catholic
Diocese of Orlu in 1981, he returned home. Thus by 1982 he
was posted to Bonus Pastor Seminary, Osina where he
served as the .founding Rector. He was also the first Parish
priest of StMary's Parish, Osina. His missionary work in Osina
lasted for thirteen solid fruitful years during which he was·
the Rector and the Parish Parish. He is the pathfinder for the
Osina Vocation Movement (OVM) an umbrella organisation
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that brought all Osina Priests, Religious Men and Women,
Aspirants and Seminarians together.Through his human
instrumentality a lot of Osina sons and daughters who
completed their secondary school education and had the
desire to become priests or religious men and women were
opportuned to have him around because he was always
there at their beck and cali.His unflinching advice and
support made my humble self what I am today. I will forever
remain grateful to Msgr.Ndiokwere. lnfact, the seeds of
catholic priestly and religious vocations in Osina town were
planted, watered and nutured by Rev.Fr.N.I.Ndiokwere.He
watched us grow to be men and women of substance.This is
one of the things that gladden his heart. He is Father of many
priests including His Grace Most Rev. Dr. Brian Ngozi
Udaigwe, titular Archbishop of Suelli and the Apostolic
Nuncio''' to Benin Republic and Togo. I believe that Msgr.
Ndiokwere is a very fulfilled Priest of God in all its
ramifications.
Largely thanks
to
Msgr.
Ndiokwere
efforts
and
encouragement, today Osina people can boast of twenty one
priests, one Rev.brother and twenty six Religious women
(Rev.Sisters). At Osina he was and is still a good shepherd.
The nalne Fr.Ndiokwere is a household name in Osina or
Fr.Rector as some people fondly called him till date; years
after he left the seminary. He knew every nook and corner in
Osina. He had time for every family regardless of their
religion. He used to pay surprise visits to the poor, showering
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· them with gifts to make them happy without expecting
anything in return. He has so much missionary zeal for the
poor, the neglected, the lonely, the sick, the elderly and the
out of school children. He is a true disciple of our time.
He was on his missionary journey to Osina c·ommunity,
Bonus Pastor Seminary and St Mary's Catholic Church Osina
during the trying period of 'Osina Political War' between two
factions of the town popularly referred to as 'Arab and
Taiwan'.The problem started initially as a simple conflict of
political interests but was soon aggravated by the loss of life
of a supporter of one of the political parties through a stray
bullet fired by the police orderly attached to a kingpin of the
rival party. The conflict polarised the town along a zigzag line
that penetrated villages, kindreds, families and households in
an undefined pattern. Political bond strangely became
stronger than blood relationship, marital vows and family
ties. Excommunication became rampart in community and
family meetings, clubs and social organizations in Osina; for
trivial offences like simply leaning towards or even just loving
sympathy for a party not supported by the majority. It was
that bad. In some cases wives deserted their· husbands,
parents parted ways with their children and disowned them,
brothers and

sisters became enemies. With time the

situation degenerated to a point where even the dead were
denied the basic -corporal work of mercy of aburial. The
'Umuada' and 'Aiutaradi' women groups got deeply involved
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and were divided along Arab-Taiwan lines. The town was in
chaos.
The only organ in the town that escaped this polarisation was
the Catholic Church; thanks to the dogged determination of
the then Parish Priest, Rev. Fr. Nathaniei.I.Ndiokwere.

He

firmly stood for truth and justice and preached peace and
reconciliation. He refused and strongly resisted all divisive
forces and tendencies that tried to infiltrate the Church. His
sermons were pungent and touching. He did not recognise
the Arab-Taiwan divide. He outlawed Ostracism in Church
organis.ations. He ensured that dead catholics were accorded
full burial rites irrespective of their political persuasion.
lnfact, Fr.Ndiokwere and St Mary's Catholic Church, Osina
became the only common denominator and rallying point
remaining in the town to accommodate people of divergent
political ideologies, since harmony had been completely
destroyed in families, kindreds, villages and social groups.
Rev.Fr.N.I.Ndiokwere's role in war-torn Osina was principally
to ensure that peace and harmony returned, so that the
community could get back into the orbit of progress and
stability. He was like a lone voice in the wilderness
confronting people with their evil ways and challenging them
to repenteance. The majority group that wanted to have its
by all means felt very uncomfortable with him yet he
courageously and fearlessly persevered. Msgr. Ndiokwere

WfJY

deserves the greatest honour for being such an inspirational
person, an apostle of peace burning the candle of humility
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and goodness especially during the crisis yea.rs in Osina. As a
matter of fact, without fear of equivocation, one could
rightly name him [{The Apostle of Osina".
Turning forty as a .. priest is a major milestone. It is an
uncommon blessing from the Lord, calling for, celebration
because our Msgr. Ndiokwerehas remained healthy, strong
and agile. As far as he is concerned age is a matter of the
mind. If you do not mind, it does not matter. That is why he
is always young at heart. Attaining this age as a priest reflects
the wonders of God is his life. This is therefore an
opportunity to give praise and thanks to God for these forty
years of priestly life adorned with consistent work,
commitment and sacrifice in the Lord's vineyard. He has
always been a voice for the voiceless; an unshakeable voice
for that matter, without minding whose ox is gored.
Msgr. Ndiokwere (My Daddy),you are indeed a man with
intimidating credentials and a model catholic priest, a
disciplinarian, a resourceful priest and indeed a bright star
radiating hope for the Church and the Nigerian Society.
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EPILOGUE

QUIET!!! NO!!!
Don't say it!
But why?
They'll cut your tongue!
Then I'll be Agama and nod it!
Still don't dare it!
But why?
They'll lame you!
Then I'll be a leave and wave it!
Please don't try it?
And why?
They'll maim you!
Then I'll be a sheep and stare it!
Quiet!!!
No!! Why?
They'll kill you!
But then, I must have said it!
Oh, don't be naughty!!!
Ah, sorry, if I am!!!
Only!!!
This/ire in my bones!!!
Mmmmmmhhhhhhh!!!
You're impossible!!!
(Roaring laughter)
Chibuike Ukeh
Umuchima, 10th Nov. 2014
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